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4General introduction and critical comments
The European Harbour Data Repository is a series of databases which were compiled in the 
framework of the DFG-funded Priority Program 1630 “Harbours from the Roman Period to the Middle 
Ages” (Kalmring/von Carnap-Bornheim 2012; Engel/Kunz/Müller/Werther 2018; http://www.spp-
haefen.de/en/home/). It is part of the virtual HArbour Research Environment “HARE” (http://haefen.
i3mainz.hs-mainz.de/) and catalogues harbours, harbour-related infrastructure, and vessels all over 
Europe with a chronological focus on the Roman and Medieval Period. 
Different digital volumes of the data repository have been compiled by several project teams within 
and without the Priority Program. Therefore, the spatial and chronological focus, as well as the size 
of the datasets, differ significantly. Furthermore, some of the datasets cover a specific region and 
period which is representative as possible, whereas other datasets focus on selected sites. We try 
to minimize data overlap, but in some cases, this was not possible. 
A cross-disciplinary, cross-period, and cross-border database is a challenge. We hope that our 
method will have a benefit for the research community. Given the spatial and chronological scale 
and the diversity of sources, this Data Repository does not aim to be exhaustive – and it is still 
growing, thus not yet completed. Before using this data collection for further analysis, it is absolutely 
necessary “to verify and restrict content spatially and temporally,” as recommended by Roosen and 
Curtis (2018), since the data is patchy especially on a supra-regional scale. We should add that 
the topics have to be carefully chosen as well, and the data quality must be kept in mind (see e.g. 
Cooper / Green 2015; Roosen / Curtis 2018; Wilson 2011).
Every user has to be aware of these restrictions, especially when combining different datasets 
for quantitative analysis! 
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5Scientific, Authentic and Ethical Data Collection
In his paper “Geospatial Big Data and Archaeology”, McCoy (2017) discusses the need to “produce 
data and results that are scientific (testable, replicable), authentic (a faithful representation of the 
archaeological record and the human past), and ethical (protects cultural resources).” 
To produce data that is scientific, the relevant sources are described for every dataset as well as 
their accuracy, nature and quality. Furthermore, each database has a specific introduction and 
critical comments [the “Stand-alone Quality Report” after (McCoy, 2017)], which contains detailed 
information on the data’s quality and nature, collection methodology, strengths, pitfalls and gaps. 
Every database and volume of the European Harbour Data Repository is based on an identical 
database architecture and uses the same thesauri to guarantee interoperability. Before publication, 
every database is checked by the editors with a specific protocol to prevent inconsistencies, gaps, 
spelling mistakes or thesaurus misuse.
To produce data that is authentic, each dataset has one or several clearly named author(s), who have 
been responsible for data collection and the transfer and translation in the database architecture. 
All these authors are experts in specific research on their field. Furthermore, the data collection is 
part of a distinct research project with a clearly defined topic as well as spatial and chronological 
boundaries.
To produce data that is ethical and to protect the archaeological heritage and prevent looting and 
vandalism, the spatial accuracy of longitude and latitude has been reduced to three decimal places. 
Nevertheless, the precision is still sufficient for manifold spatial analysis. 
Data and Database Architecture
Ordinary EXCEL sheets have been used for data acquisition, similar to the established process of 
data collection in the Harvard “Digital Atlas of Roman and Medieval Civilizations” (https://darmc.
harvard.edu/),  “The Oxford Roman Economy Project” (http://oxrep.classics.ox.ac.uk/) and the 
“Database of Ancient Ports and Harbours” (http://www.ancientportsantiques.com/ and de Graauw 
2016). 
Each entry (i.e., each row of the table) has a specific ID (i.e. column «ID_place») and consists of 
a certain number of details/attributes (i.e., columns of the table), such as the site name, its geo-
coordinates, the function or the dating and the certainty of these data. As the EXCEL structure does 
not allow for a relational data model, datasets are sometimes split for locations with heterogeneous 
information: for example, a harbour city with a roman quay and a medieval landing site. 
Specific obligatory thesauri (see below) have been predefined for most of the columns in order to 
standardise details/attributes. Nevertheless, the level of detail of data entry may differ significantly 
from author to author. In fields with multiple entries, these are separated by a semicolon. Each 
dataset is referenced with short titles of modern and/or ancient authors in the database, which refer 
to the full and separate bibliography. 
Due to legal restrictions and ethical issues (looting and vandalism), some of the databases have not 
been published completely with all the existing datasets and sites. In this case, the authors specify 
the restrictions and scientific use of the full version for a specific purpose, as it may possibly be on 
inquiry.
6Geographical localisation
All geographical coordinates are latitude and longitude in decimal degrees (WGS 84). We distinguish 
between the security and the precision of the localisation. The security is the spatial reliability of 
the localisation, which is highest for a precisely-measured archaeological feature and lowest/very 
uncertain for locations in written sources which are located with weak indications. The precision is 
more technical, and is mainly determined by the precision of the base map or zoom factor during 
mapping. 
For very fuzzy geographic information from written sources, which only allow for the identification of 
a specific watercourse (e.g. “navigation on river xy”), the specific key code “fuzzy location” has been 
used. In these cases, the geo-coordinates have been placed at a location at the watercourse which 
seemed most likely to the author.
  
Chronological information
Chronological information is based on manifold data, whereas precision and reliability differ 
significantly, which is documented in detail. The main chronological information could be found in 
the columns by century. If the chronological information is reliable, a “yes” has been filled in; if the 
chronological information is not reliable or the author had to deal with intervals of uncertainty (e.g. 
14C-dates), “assumed” has been filled in. Additionally (!), the columns “Date_min” and “Date_max” 
are used for precise numerical dates, especially in case of a precise terminus post quem or terminus 
ante quem. Nevertheless, every author determines how he exactly used these fields. 
At the end of each dataset, you may find comments of the authors or additional information, which 
did not coincide with the database scheme.
Mistakes are inevitable – please contact us, if you find any of them! 
Data Formats
The databases are available as Excel-file as well as .csv to allow for long-term reusability. They 
could easily be integrated in geographic information systems and data management and analysis 
tools. All additional information is available as .pdf. 
Credits 
The European Harbour Data Repository is edited by Lukas Werther, Hartmut Müller, and Marion 
Foucher, supported by Sebastian Steppan. Every volume of the Data Repository is authored by 
one or several specialists. The European Harbour Data Repository is a result of the DFG-funded 
Priority Program 1630 “Harbours from the Roman Period to the Middle Ages.” The database has 
been designed by a team of archaeologists, historians, geographers, and information technology 
specialists at Jena University and the University of Applied Sciences Mainz. The work is strongly 
7supported by the Centre for Baltic and Scandinavian Archaeology Schleswig (Claus von Carnap-
Bornheim) as well as the other PIs of the Priority Program (Falko Daim, Peter Ettel, and Ursula 
Warnke) as well as all projects in the Priority Program (http://www.
spp-haefen.de/en/projects/). Data publication and archiving for 
long-term availability is supported by Digitale Bibliothek Thüringen 
(https://www.db-thueringen.de).
License
The European Harbour Data Repository is licensed under a Creative Commons License CC-BY-
NC-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/). Therefore, you are free to copy and 
redistribute the material in any medium or format, to remix, transform, and build upon the material 
under the following terms: You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate 
if changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests 
the licensor endorses you or your use. You may not use the material for commercial purposes. If you 
remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must distribute your contributions under the same 
license as the original. You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict 
others from doing anything the license permits.
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8FRAMEWORK OF DATA COLLECTION
Data collection for this database took place in 2014-2019, in the framework of the Priority Program 
1630 Harbours, project “Studies on Inland Harbours in Central Europe as Hubs for European 
Communication Networks” funded by the DFG. For this 12th volume on Inland navigation on French 
rivers, data gathering mainly results of a focus on French rivers led in 2016-2017 in collaboration with 
the University of Bourgogne Franche-Comté (France) and with the support of the DRAC Bourgogne 
Franche-Comté (BQR).
The principal investigators of the project are Peter Ettel1, Achim Hack2, Annie Dumont3 and Lukas 
Werther4.
The responsible author is Marion Foucher5. Datasets have also been contributed by Lukas Werther, 
Andreas Wunschel6.
TOPICS AND CONTENT
The main topic of this database are harbours and inland navigation on the French rivers, including 
the related infrastructures (warehouse, dockside machines or salt stores), as well as all the related 
activities, such as evidences of trade, tolls or navigation-related professions. Additionally, since we 
1 Friedrich Schiller Universität Jena - Germany.
2 Friedrich Schiller Universität Jena - Germany.
3 DRASSM – Ministère de la Culture / ARTEHIS UMR CNRS 6298, Université de Bourgogne Franche-Comté - France.
4 Friedrich Schiller Universität Jena / Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen - Germany.
5 ARTEHIS UMR CNRS 6298, Université de Bourgogne Franche-Comté / Hochschule Mainz, University of Applied 
Sciences - France & Germany.
6 Friedrich Schiller Universität Jena - Germany.
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9have considered rivers as complex spatial entities with numerous possibilities for exploitation, data 
collection also includes some uses that may have been in competition with navigation: these possible 
obstacles include infrastructure for water exploitation (e.g. mills, fisheries) or river management (e.g. 
dams, dykes) and river-crossing (e.g. bridges, fords).
Data covers a wide period from the Roman conquest (1st century BC) to the Late Middle Ages (15th 
century). 
The database contains 1863 entities, including 992 harbours, 20 canals/portages, 124 navigable 
waterways and 727 other riverine infrastructures (mainly linked to obstacles and other river uses). 
Depending on related research interests, bridges are well represented in this collection: they 
represent 370 datasets in total, divided up between the different categories depending on the context 
and related information.
It is important to notice that this database does not include the evidences linked to the French 
vessels and wrecks: all these data are already gathered in the first volume of this collection Within 
the network of fluvial ports directed by Lars Kröger. 
SPATIAL COVERAGE - DETAILS
As an exhaustive inventory of every Antique and medieval harbour on French rivers was not possible 
within the timeframe of the project, two survey scales and levels of detail have been choosen. First, 
all navigable rivers’ sections were considered in a general survey, both in published sources and 
national heritage databases. In a second step, data collection has mainly been focused on the eastern 
rivers of the Saône, the Doubs, and the French Moselle. This focus depends on the relationship and 
Data distribution for France and the focus on the Saône, 
Doubs and Moselle Rivers.
[Database status 20/06/19 ; CAD Foucher]
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spatial proximity of these three rivers with the Central European watershed which was the pivotal 
point of the European project. Additionally, the Loire River middle course has been well documented 
too, as it has benefited of the long-term research run by A. Dumont and M. Foucher in the framework 
of the collective research project (PCR) “Les cours d’eau en Bourgogne-Franche-Comté. Patrimoine 
immergé et évolution des hydrosystèmes sur la longue durée” (PCR led by A. Dumont, ARTEHIS - 
UBFC).
The representativeness of data linked to activities in competition with navigation (mills, fisheries, 
bridge…) has only been an aim for these areas of focus. Such surveys, but also historical studies 
(see e.g. FOURNIER/LAVAUD 2012), or modern documents as the survey led in 1518 on the 
navigability of the Allier River (GRELOIS 2012), highlight strongly the concentration of activities 
sometimes overlapping and clustering on most of the riverbanks. A substantial additional survey is 
then absolutely required for topics that would cover the whole river uses in past societies.
SPATIAL STRENGTHS AND 
LIMITATIONS
Even if it was originally the 
aim to create a dataset as 
representative as possible for 
the whole area, there are still 
significant gaps. Therefore, 
spatial analysis and especially 
regional and supra-regional 
analysis are possible but 
restricted.
At the national scale, a density 
map of recorded sites mainly 
reflects the state of progress, 
and reflects the focus on the 
Saône, Doubs, and Moselle 
rivers. 
However, areas of high density 
also highlight the research 
dynamism of some places. 
Some rivers or river sections 
are well documented, at least 
for a specific period or topic. 
The reasons may be varied, 
either linked to the high dynamism of urban development, and therefore of rescue archaeology (e.g. 
Lyon), to areas of high potential clustering researchers attention (e.g. Loire River) or to detailed 
studies and long-term projects on specific topics (e.g. Seine estuary, tolls of the Garonne basin). 
By contrast, such well-documented areas underline once more the lack of information about all 
navigable sections of each river.
Ultimately, even for well-documented areas, a simple harbour distribution map cannot fully reflect 
Data density







Density map of riverine sites linked to either navigation or other 
activities.
Only the rivers covered by the survey appear. [Database status 20/06/19 ; CAD Foucher]
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past navigation history, since a general map does not differentiate between local access to water 
bodies and harbours of supra-regional scale. Another level that includes notions of hierarchy qualify 
usefully the representation of historical navigation (see column «Place_hierarchy»). This state of 
data distribution is important to keep in mind before making analysis, particularly on regional or 
supra-regional navigation.
The database is concerned by restrictions to protect heritage from looting and authors’ 
property linked to unpublished studies.
 • As previously explained in the General introduction, spatial accuracy is reduced for every 
entities to a resolution around 500 m, only providing coordinates rounded to 3 numerals after the 
comma.
 • For unpublished sites only documented by national databases and archaeological reports, 
we have decided in agreement with the French Departmental Service of Archaeology to indicate 
only the centroid of the commune/district. The location precision is then reduced to 3 in the column 
[Locat_ precision] and explained in the column [Locat_text].
If all these restrictions do not prevent large-scale spatial analyses, they however affect lower scale 
and detailed analysis. Please contact the authors if you have a specific scientific interest in order to 
discuss a possible access to the original high-resolution data.
TEMPORAL COVERAGE - DETAILS
The temporal focus of the database covers a long period, from the Roman conquest (1st century BC) 
to the Late Middle Ages (15th century).
The database is most representative for the Gallo-roman period from the 1st century BC to the 2nd 
century AD, and for Late 
Middle Ages (12th-15th c.), 
whereas the Late Antiquity 
and the Early Middle Ages 
are lacking information.
Further information on 
younger centuries (Modern 
and Contemporary periods) 
were only gathered to 
document ancient harbours 
and other infrastructures’ 
duration.
For sites without reliable chronological information and datasets for which dating is limited to a wider 
period (such as “Roman” or “Early Medieval”), chronological information have been systematically 





CHRONOLOGICAL STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS
A specific chronological problem is the gap existing at the edge between the 5th and the 6th century 
(between Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages). This gap appears to be linked to a less precise 
chronological identification, by period alone, in publications. The artefact thus created may lead to 
analytical bias.
An investigation of the source distribution patterns over time reveals great heterogeneity in 
representativeness, century by century. The Gallo-Roman period is characterised by an over-
representation of archaeological data: especially the 1st and 2nd centuries AD are characterised by a 
finer temporal resolution thanks mainly to dendrochronology and radiocarbon dating. On the contrary, 
later centuries, mostly since the 13th century, are clearly benefiting from the increasing availability 
of historical documents. One has to keep in mind that, in most cases these numerous sources may 
however only represent one-off mentions, with no indication of duration (as, for example, for records 
linked to tolls or rights).
SOURCES
Data collection for this database is mainly based on a large survey crossing both historical and 
archaeological sources. While using this database, one has to keep in mind that, given the timeframe 
of the project, choices had to be made, and many references are clearly missing yet.
The distribution pattern of data sources highlights the interest of cross-referencing information from 
Source distribution over 
time.
Source distribution for A: sites 
with uncertain chronological 
evidence and B: for sites 
with reliable chronological 
evidence. [Database status 
20/06/19]
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different disciplines and sources: quantifying the origin of the used sources reveals an unequal 
distribution pattern between sites documented only by archaeological sources (27%) or only by 
historical sources (50%). Sites with both archaeological and historical data are in a minority so far 
(7%). Each type of source has its limits: for example, the input of archaeological records is de facto 
limited by the lack of rescue archaeology in this specific environment, and by the preservation of 
remains as most of the navigable French rivers have been dredged to improve navigation. Combining 
archaeological and historical approaches seems crucial to fill the gaps that exist in every set of 
sources, in order to obtain a more reliable overview of historical navigation.
• Historical and archaeological studies
For both history and archaeology, the inquiry has mainly been carried out in published studies and 
academic works regarding a various range of topic as ports and other riverine settlements, navigation, 
river uses and management, economy and transportation, etc. (see the complete bibliography below).
The collection only tends to exhaustiveness for the Saone, Doubs and Moselle Rivers area and is 
quite representative for the Middle Loire. For the same reasons, the collection of data regarding rival 
activities may aim some representativeness for these areas only.
• National heritage records
Archaeological data from national heritage records have been obtained from the Carte Archéologique 
Nationale (PATRIARCHE) and the database Architecture Mérimée, both databases developed by 
the French Ministry of Culture.
The aim of the PATRIARCHE database is to identify archaeological potential by recording all 
site evidences, discoveries and excavations. Spatial accuracy and content description may vary 
considerably from one entry to another, depending on the author, the date of the archaeological 
discovery, and the type of investigation. The database nevertheless contains a significant amount 
of data about river uses, obtained through rescue archaeology and through numerous underwater 
surveys. Our collection has concerned all the navigable sections of rivers in the French territory with 
the keywords “port” (harbour), “quai” (quay), “bateau” (boat), “pont” (bridge), “aménagements de 
berges” (bank arrangements), “bac” (ferry), “digue” (dyke), “canal”, “cargaison” (cargo), “barrage” 
(dam), “entrepôt” (storehouse), “franchissements” (river crossing), “grenier à sel” (salt store), “gué” 
(ford), “navigation”, “péage” (toll), “appontement” (pier/jetty).
The MERIMEE national database, specialised in built heritage, has mainly been used to obtain 
information about built entities, including bridges, warehouses, and salt stores.
Regional Departments of Archaeology also provide some short reports that are giving an annual 
synthesis of excavations led at the regional scale every year (Bilan Scientifique Régionaux – BSR - 
see the complete bibliography below).
• Archives and written sources
Data from unpublished archives and published historical sources are rather more patchy, as they 
were collected by team members during specific research projects. Documents related to land 
management, as conflicts and tax sources, as well as cartularies, provide more useful information 
about tolls, river crossing, and exploitation structures (mills, fisheries, etc.), than about harbours 
themselves. These researches are particularly representative for the Middle Loire.
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Sources from Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages have also provided evidence for travel, exchanges 
of goods, and navigation, with descriptions of territories, political events, and history. 
• Archaeological raw data
As for written sources, some areas have also been documented by archaeological raw data. For the 
Saône, Doubs, and French Moselle, a complete survey has been led in the Regional Departments of 
Archaeology in order to gather all archaeological reports linked to these three watercourses. Finally, 
the results of our long-term researches and field work on the Middle Loire are also included in this 
database.
FINAL REMARKS
Because of the variety of sources considered, the French database currently provides only a 
scattered survey. Nevertheless, despite all the warnings and pittfalls detailed above, the database 
still can provide usefull results in quantitative and even in spatial analyses7.
This multidisciplinary and multisource survey has also revealed some leads that may represent the 
next developments for an improved data collection. To go beyond the lack of information around 
the edge of Antiquity and High Middle Ages, the picture of past navigation would greatly benefit 
from a systematic survey in travel accounts and letters, in vitae and in early land depictions (e.g. 
cartularies, Polypthychs). Additionally, Late Medieval accountings and judiciary archives remain an 
under-exploited source for all the river uses, despite the accurate insight it gives on the customs, 
the functions or the arrangements themselves. Finally, for all periods and contexts, one has to stay 
attentive to archaeological discoveries particularly in the current context of the escalating development 
of rescue archaeology in riverbeds and river valleys.
In order to share this data -sometimes difficult to gather- to a wider audience, we have attempted to 
be a part of this data collection published in English: we apologise for any spelling mistakes. 
7 For examples, see Foucher et al., Inland harbours: Preliminary results and perspectives for the French section of the 
project Inland harbours in Central Europe. In Foucher M. / Dumont A. / Werther L. / Wollenberg D., Inland harbours in 
Central Europe: Nodes between Northern Europe and the Mediterranean Sea, International conference, 1 - 2 december 
2016 Dijon, RGZM Tagungen 38 / Interdisziplinäre Forschungen zu den Häfen von der Römischen Kaiserzeit bis zum 
Mittelalter 6 (Mainz 2019).
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Fields and Key Codes
A list of key codes has been defined for every column of the database as a guideline for the authors. 
As this list contains information, which is crucial to understand and reuse the database, we reproduce 
the full version.
ID_place Numeric ID of each dataset
Author Editor/author of the dataset, multiple references possible; format "M. Mustermann/S. Sample"
Project If you are a member: project assignment in Priority Program 1630, use the short titles on 
http://www.spp-haefen.de/en/projects/  [thesaurus obligatory]; If you are no member: use a 
coherent short title of your project or affiliation
Year Year of the creation of the data set; You could add the year(s) of substantial revisions
Status 1: Data set completed and confirmed in most instances, 2: Data set in progress, 3: Data set 
uncompleted and not confirmed [thesaurus obligatory]
Public internal (only visible/accessible for registered HARE user), open (open access in the WebGIS); 
[thesaurus obligatory]
Latitude Decimal Degrees if possible, minimum two and maximum six decimal places; negative 
values in the South if necessary; Projection WGS 84; Best practice: Google Earth - Options - 
Longitude/Latitude - Decimal Degrees
Longitude Decimal Degrees if possible, minimum two and maximum six decimal places; negative 
values in the West if necessary; Projection WGS 84; Best practice: Google Earth - Options - 
Longitude/Latitude - Decimal Degrees
Country Country (English name)
Name_mod Modern or common scientific name, usually toponym of the town/village/place, if necessary 
supposed place/locality
Name_hist Historic name, multiple references possible
Hydro_type Hydrological position: River, Lake, Sea… [thesaurus obligatory]; the assignment determines 
if it is an inland harbour or a maritime harbour; multiple alternative entries possible in case of 
transition areas
European Harbour Data Repository
Key words and thesauri




Modern name of the hydrological unit (River, Lake, Sea, Specific part of a coastline...)
Hydro_name_hist Modern name of the hydrological unit in the specific context of the source
Locat_secure Reliability of the localisation/spatial reliability; highly reliable (e.g. excavated features), 
reliable, uncertain, very uncertain [thesaurus obligatory]
Locat_text Descriptive text concerning the reliability of the localisation/spatial reliability and the 
underlying data, e.g. "Location at river xy", "Location because of having the same name as a 
modern place/town/village"
Locat_precision Precision of the localisation (1: meters, 2: hundreds of meters, 3: kilometers, 4: modern 
place mapped, 5: modern hydrological unit mapped, fuzzy location) [thesaurus obligatory]




Archaeological or geo-archaeological features for the harbour/locality; yes/no/assumed 
[thesaurus obligatory]
Source_find_arch Archaeological finds as an indication for the harbour/locality (imported goods, coins, parts 
of ships...); yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Source_other Other proof/sources; please use key words (e.g. toponym, oral tradition...)
Place_type_
general
General definition of the place described: harbour [including anchorages, ferry harbours, 
start and end points of transport by ship in written sources], canal/portage, waterway [especially 
for written sources, e.g. proof for navigation on a certain river without specific information about 
a harbour locality], vessel, other [thesaurus obligatory – see the full thesaurus below for details 
and definitions]
Place_technique Harbour terminology in matters of construction/building technique. Constructive key 
termini: landing [general term for quay, wharf, jetty, pier], quay, quay wall/wharf, pier/jetty, 
mole, breakwater, landing place (hythe, landing site), landing place with installations, bank 
revetment. Other constructive termini: pontoon, canal, anchorstone, floating barrier, boat slip/
slipway. Ship-specific termini: raft, planked vessel, logboat, extended logboat, flat bottomed 
vessel, keelboat, other water vessel [e.g. with textile shell] boat/ship parts [e.g. paddles, rows, 




Topographic position of the harbour. Main topographic terms: sea harbour/port, 
inland harbour, river harbour, lacustrine harbour, river mouth harbour, confluence harbour, 
island harbour, tidal harbour, lagoonal harbour, fjord harbour, canal harbour, harbour basin, 
anchorage, natural obstacle for navigation [details in comments]. Other topographic terms: 
open harbour [permanent access], closed harbour/dock, harbour basin separated by a 
mole, parallel harbour [riverine], outer harbour, dead-end harbour canal, Geestrandburg, 
Gewerbewurt, Langwurt  [multiple entries possible; thesaurus obligatory – see the full 
thesaurus below for details and definitions]
Place_
infrastructure
Infrastructure for harbour operation and additional facilities. Central infrastructural 
terms:  shipyard, dockside crane, boathouse, boat slip, lighthouse, storehouse, corporation 
of boatmen/guild [e.g. nautae], river crossing, bridge, ford, connected to important terrestrial 
route/road. Other infrastructural terms: dolphin, mooring pole, bollard/belayer, buoy, fender, 
cairn, Vorr, Baumhaus, harbour palisade, barrage, derrick/davit, tow path, sluice, fishery, water 
mill, dam. [multiple entries possible; thesaurus obligatory – see the full thesaurus below for 
details and definitions]
Place_function Function and purpose of the harbour. Central function-specific terms: commercial/
trade harbour, naval base, origin/destination of transportation by ship [from written sources], 
ferry harbour, landing place [synonym hythe, landing site], port, fishing harbour, transhipment 
harbour, safety harbour, beach market, shipyard, water toll/naval duties, waterway. Other 
function-specific termini: dockland/waterfront, staple port, Schiffsländenburgus, villa 
maritima. Ship-specific termini: inland vessel, seagoing vessel, ferry, cargo vessel, naval 
ship, fishing/working vessel, rowing facilities, sailing facilities, towing/hauling facilities, paddling 
facilities, punting/staking facilities. [multiple entries possible; thesaurus obligatory – see the full 
thesaurus below for details and definitions]
Goods_finds Proof for specific transported goods and other specific finds and groups of material: 
cargo, passengers/people, food, fish, wine, grain/cereal, oil, salt, people, pottery, amphorae, 
barrels, stone, timber, straw/hay, iron/ore [Multiple entries possible; thesaurus obligatory – see 
the full thesaurus below for details and definitions]
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Actors_activity Harbour- and navigation-specific actions and events as well as specific user groups: 
upstream navigation, downstream navigation, hauling/towing, sailing, paddling, rowing, stake/
punt, shipwreck, piracy [Multiple entries possible; thesaurus obligatory – see the full thesaurus 
below for details and definitions]
Place_hierarchy Individual expert evaluation concerning the hierarchical order and importance of the 
harbour concerning the spatial extent of its importance, its position in the harbour 
network, the frequency and duration of its use, the general constructive effort, the 
spatial connection to sites of production and consumption as well as terrestrial routes: 
global importance, supraregional importance, regional importance, local importance, seasonal/
periodical use, permanent use, peripheral location, central node, short-term use, long-term 
use, no proof for actual use, substantial harbour infrastructure/buildings, no substantial 
harbour infrastructure/buildings, Connected to important terrestrial route/road, Connected to an 
important productive site, Connected to an important consumer site, connected to an important 
center of administration or power, connected to an important religious center, connected to 
an important military base. [Please use multiple entries; thesaurus obligatory – see the full 
thesaurus below for details and definitions]
Place_secure_
info
Comments on the reliability of the classification of the harbour/location, free text 
(general, technique, topography...); e.g. (always together with a specific classification/
category): explicit archaeological features/historical proof; implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features/historical proof; classification of a modern author/academic based on 
an unsecure/unclear basis
Date_min Earliest proof in absolute calendar years [if only the century/centuries or a certain period is 
known: fill in the starting year/terminus post quem]; only one number [numeric], no text and no 
special characters!
Date_max Earliest proof in absolute calendar years [if only the century/centuries or a certain period 




Dating before 1st century BC documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_1_cent_BC Dating 1st century BC documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_1_cent_AD Dating 1st century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_2_cent_AD Dating 2nd century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_3_cent_AD Dating 3rd century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_4_cent_AD Dating 4th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_5_cent_AD Dating 5th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_6_cent_AD Dating 6th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_7_cent_AD Dating 7th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_8_cent_AD Dating 8th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_9_cent_AD Dating 9th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_10_cent_AD Dating 10th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_11_cent_AD Dating 11th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_12_cent_AD Dating 12th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_13_cent_AD Dating 13th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_14_cent_AD Dating 14th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_15_cent_AD Dating 15th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_16_cent_AD Dating 16th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_17_cent_AD Dating 17th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_18_cent_AD Dating 18th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_19_cent_AD Dating 19th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_20_cent_AD Dating 20th century AD documented; yes/no/assumed [thesaurus obligatory]
Date_secure Dating quality/reliability: highly reliable (archaeometric dating/dendrochronolgy/14C, clear 
dates in written sources...), reliable, uncertain, very uncertain [thesaurus obligatory]
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Date_text Descriptive text about the dating (what is dated, how was it dated, how reliable is the date, 
how reliable is the context...); you can fill in "fuzzy" dating information here, if the dating is very 
uncertain, for example a roman or early medieval date is assumed without further details
Ref_hist Historic/written source, which contains information about the specific harbour; if 
possible with information about the author (e.g. Einhard, Vita Caroli Magni/Das Leben Karls 
des Großen)
Ref_mod Modern references/bibliography, which contains crucial information about the specific 
harbour; fill in at least a short title/lemma with the authors name and the year of publishing; if 
possible, please fill in the full title to every short title/lemma in the sub-table "References". For 
unpublished data/archivalia please add a clear reference such as "unpubl. material/documents 
from museum XY".
Comments Comments to the dataset, additional information; free text
Punctation/ 
Separators
If multiple entries are necessary in a specific field: separate alternatives/synonyms with 
a forward slash "/"; separate rival entries or entries of multiple sources/references with a 




This terminology is provided as a tool for systematic data entry in the data sheets of HARE. It has 
been developed in the framework of SPP 1630 “Harbours”. The terminology and definitions are 
based on the German harbour terminology provided by the working group “Terminology” in SPP 
1630 [(J. Daum/I. Eichfeld et al.) with contributions from Julia Daum, Marion Foucher, Sven Kalmring, 
Lars Kröger, Natascha Mehler, Manuela Mirschenz, and Johannes Preiser-Kapeller). It has been 
reduced, simplified and regrouped thematically based on the pre-existing structure of HARE, which 
allows for smooth data migration and easy data entry. The English terminology has been provided 
by Lukas Werther, Thomas Engel, and Nina Korbel using (and referring to) existing thesauri such as 












Grobe Einordnung des beschriebenen Ortes [Thesaurusbindung] 
General definition of the place described [thesaurus obligatory]





Endpunkt eines Transports 
per Schiff aus hist. 
Quellen]
Harbour
[including anchorages, ferry 
harbours, start and end points 
of transport by ship in written 
sources]
An einem Ufer gelegener 
Ausgangs- und/
oder Endpunkt für die 
Schifffahrt. In der Regel 
handelt es sich um 
Bereiche, die aufgrund 
natürlicher und/oder 
baulicher Anlagen 
besonderen Schutz bieten. 
Starting and/or terminal 
point of waterways at a 
shore. Usually areas with 
natural and/or edificial 




Canal/portage Anthropogen hergestellter 
Wasserlauf zur Schaffung 
einer Wasserstraße. 
Man-made watercourse 




[v.a. für hist. Quellen, 
z.B. Beleg für Schifffahrt 
auf Fluss xy, aber keine 
konkrete Hafenlokalität]
Waterway
[especially for written sources, e.g. 
proof for navigation on a certain 
river without a specific harbour 
locality]
(Regelmäßig) Befahrene 
Verkehrsroute der See- 
und Binnenschifffahrt.
(Frequently) Used traffic 
route in maritime and 
inland navigation
Wasserfahrzeug Vessel Alle Arten von 
Wasserfahrzeugen.
All kinds of vessels.




Hafenterminologie bautechnisch spezifiziert; Mehrfachnennungen möglich [Thesaurusbindung]
Harbour terminology in matters of construction/building technique; multiple entries possible 
[thesaurus obligatory]








Sammelbegriff für Kai, Mole, 
Brücke, Pier, Steg usw.]
Landing
[general term for 
quay, wharf, jetty, 
pier]
Einrichtung im Wasser, an der Schiffe 
schwimmend heranfahren und 
festmachen können. 




Quay Künstlich errichtete Anlagen, die ein 
schwimmendes Anlegen ermöglichen.







Künstlich errichtete Anlage, die parallel 
zum Ufer verläuft.
Artificial construction to moor afloat, 
parallel to the shore, built on fill (quay 
wall) or piles (wharf). Use “Quay wall/





a, Landebrücke/Pier auf 
Stützen
b, Landebrücke/Pier mit 
massivem Unterbau
Pier/jetty
a, pier/jetty on piles
b, pier/jetty on fill
Künstliche errichtete Holzkonstruktionen, 
die rechtwinklig vom Ufer in tieferes 
Wasser führen, Anlegen längs und/oder 
an der Stirnseite möglich. Auf hölzernem 
Unterbau [auf Stützen] oder Dämmen [auf 
massivem Unterbau/Aufschüttung],
Artificial wooden [on piles] or damlike 
[on fill] construction to moor afloat, 
rectangular to the shore into deeper water.
IHO, IHO
Mole Mole Dammartige Bauwerke mit Verbindung 
zum Ufer zum Schutz eines Hafens 
oder einer Hafeneinfahrt gegen Wellen, 
Strömung und Versandung.
Damlike construction connected to the 
shore, protection of the harbour or the 




Wellenbrecher Breakwater Zum Auffangen der Seegangsenergie 
und für die Schaffung einer Zone des 
Wellenschattens zum Schutz der Schiffe 
im Hafen, ohne Verbindung mit dem Ufer.
Protections against waves, offshore, 





Lände, Hude; Antonym: Ka-
ianlage; beinhaltet Tidehafen, 





Einfacher Landeplatz ohne künstliche 
Ausbauten.
Simple landing without artificial 
installations. 
Getty
Schiffslände mit festem 
Zugang / Einbauten
Landing place with 
installations
Schiffslände mit künstlichen Ausbauten, 
die u.a. dem verbesserten Zugang dienen.
Landing with artificial installations, among 







Bank revetment In der Regel parallel zum Ufer 
verlaufende, vertikale  oder liegende 
Konstruktion (z.B. → Faschine) zur 
Fixierung des Sediments oder gegen die 
Beschädigung des Gewässerufers.









Pontoon Schwimmender Hohlkörper, vorwiegend 
zum Anlegen v. Schiffen od. als Arbeit-
splattform.
IHO
Kanal Canal Anthropogen hergestellter Wasserlauf zur 
Schaffung einer Wasserstraße (hier als 
Nebenelement, ansonsten unter Place_
type_general), auch zur Wasserzu- oder 
-ableitung.
Man-made watercourse to create a 
navigable waterway, further used for 




Anchorstone Ein mit mindestens einem Loch 
versehener Stein, welcher fest in die 
Kaianlage oder Mole verbaut ist und dem 
Vertäuen von Schiffen dient.
A stone with at least one hole, which is 
integrated in the quay or mole and used to 
anchor ships.
Schlengel Floating barrier Einfacher, niedriger Ponton zum 
Anlegen und Festmachen für Boote in 
Tidengewässern oder schwimmende, 
bewegliche Absperrung .
Basic, low pontoon to land or fasten 
boats in tidal waters, or as a swimming, 
transportable blockage.
Slip Boat slip Schiefe Ebene (z. B. auf Werften), um 
Boote an Land zu ziehen oder ins Wasser 
zu lassen.
Inclined plane (e.g. at shipyards), to pull 
boats ashore or launch them.
IHO; Getty
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Schiffsspezifische Termini Ship-specific termini
Floß Raft Schwimmende Plattform aus z. B. 
Baumstämmen. 














[e.g. with textile 
shell]
Fahrzeugteile
[z.B. Paddel, Ruder, Tauwerk, 
Segel]
Boat/ship parts 
e.g. paddles, rows, 
ropes, sails]
Abb. 1/Fig. 1. Hafenterminologie bautechnisch spezifiziert / Harbour terminology in matters of construction
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Place_topography
Topographische Lage des Hafens; Mehrfachnennungen möglich [Thesaurusbindung]
Topographic position of the harbour; Multiple entries possible [thesaurus obligatory]
Term DE (Abb.2) Term EN (Fig. 
2)













Ein Hafen, der von seegängigen Schiffen 
angelaufen werden kann, i.d.R. an der Küste 
gelegen









Anlagen für den ruhenden Schiffsverkehr an 
einem Binnengewässer. 
Construction for stagnant navigation at inland 
waters.
Getty
Flusshafen River harbour Topographisch an einem Fluss gelegener Hafen. 
An einem Flussufer gelegene Stelle, die dem Ein- 
und Aussteigen von Personen sowie dem Ein- 
und Ausladen von Waren bzw. ganz allgemein 
dem ruhenden Schiffsverkehr dient.
Harbour, which is topographically situated on the 
banks of a river. Used for embarking and exiting 
a boat, loading, and discharging of cargo or 




Topographisch an einem Binnensee gelegener 
Hafen.
Harbour, which is topographically situated at 
lacustrine bodies of water.
Getty
Flussmündungshafen River mouth 
harbour
Topographisch an einer Flussmündung gelegener 
Hafen, von See und Fluss aus erreichbar.
Harbour, which is topographically situated at a 







Topographisch am Zusammenfluss von mehreren 
Binnengewässern gelegener Hafen.
Harbour, which is topographically situated at a 
confluence of two or more inland waterways.
Getty
Inselhafen Island harbour Topographisch auf einer Insel gelegener Hafen.
Harbour, which is topographically situated on an 
island.
IHO
Tidehafen Tidal harbour Natürlicher Hafen ohne feste Einbauten im 
Wattenmeergebiet, der Schiffen mit flachem 
Boden ohne Kiel das Trockenfallen ermöglicht.
A natural harbour without permanent 
constructions in an area affected by the tides, 
which allows ships with a narrow bottom (without 
keell) to fall dry.
IHO
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Lagunenhafen Lagoonal harbour Hafen in einer von der offenen See abgetrennten 
und dadurch geschützten Zone mit Salz- oder 
Brackwasser. 
Harbour in an enclosed and therefore protected 




et al. 2017; 
IHO
Fjordhafen Fjord harbour Hafen in einem Fjord, einem langen und 
schmalen Meeresarm, der zwischen steilen Ufern 
oder Klippen verläuft.
Harbour in a fjord, a long narrow arm of the sea, 
running up between high banks or cliffs.
IHO
Kanalhafen Canal harbour Hafen in einem Kanal, Nutzung der Kanalflanken 
und/oder des Kanalendes zum Anlanden der 
Schiffe.
Harbour on a canal, which uses the sides and/or 
the end of a canal to moor a ship.
Hafenbecken Harbour basin Mehrseitig umschlossener Teil der Wasserfläche 
eines Hafens







Anchorage Platz an dem Schiffe sicher liegen können, 
entweder an Land gezogen, ankernd in flachen 
Gewässern oder vertäut. Künstliche Strukturen 
oder permanente Siedlungen müssen nicht 
vorhanden sein. Oft nur saisonal oder in Notzeiten 
genutzt.
Area, in which vessels can safely lie, either pulled 
ashore, anchored in narrow water or moored. 
Artificial structures or permanent settlements are 
not required to be present. Often used seasonally 
or in times of need.
IHO, Getty




Natürliche Hindernisse für die Schifffahrt, z.B. 
Katarakte, Klippen, Untiefen oder Strudel/
gefährliche Strömungen [Wenn unabhängig von 
Hafenlokalität: Place_type_general „Sonstiges/
other“].
Natural obstacle for navigation, e.g. cataracts, 
cliffs, shoals, or whirls/dangerous flows [If 














Hafen mit zur anschließenden Wasserstraße 
ständig ausgespiegelten Wasserständen








Hafen, der keinen unmittelbaren Zugang zum 
Gewässer hat, sondern durch eine Schleuse oder 
ein Dockhaupt/Docktor von diesem getrennt ist.
Harbour, which has no direct access to waters, 
but is seperated by a watergate or a dock sill.
Getty
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Molenhafen Harbour basin 
separated by a 
mole
Durch eine Mole vom offenen Gewässer 
separiertes Hafenbecken. An Flüssen ist der M. 
ein Parallelhafen, der gegen die Wasserstraße 
durch einen parallel zum Ufer verlaufenden 
Trenndamm abgegrenzt ist, um die liegenden 
Schiffe vor Wasserbewegungen und dem Einfluss 
des durchgehenden Verkehrs zu schützen. 
Der Begriff wird vorwiegend bei Binnenhäfen 
verwendet
Harbour basin separated from open water by a 
mole. At rivers, the harbour basin separated by 
a mole is a parallel harbour, which is marked-off 
from the waterway by a divide dam parallel to 
the shore: this is to protect moored ships from 
water movement and constant traffic. This term is 





Direkt am Fahrwasser befindlicher, parallel zum 
Ufer verlaufender Flusshafen. Der P. verfügt 
generell über eine Steilkante, an der Schiffe 
schwimmend anlegen können. Dabei kann es sich 
um eine natürliche Formation oder einen artifiziell 
errichteten Kai handeln
River harbour parallel to the bank, which is 
situated directly at the fairway. The parallel 
harbour has a steep bank, which is used to land 
vessels afloat. This can be a natural formation or 
an artificially constructed quay.
Vorhafen Outer harbour Ein geschützter Bereich vor dem eigentlichen 
Hafen, in dem Schiffe Ankern und auf Reede 
liegen können.
Protected part of the harbour where vessels can 
anchor and lie in the roads.
IHO
Stichhafen Dead-end harbour 
canal
Künstlich angelegte Abzweigung von einem 
Flusslauf. Diese Form des  Flusshafens soll dazu 
dienen, dass der ruhende Schiffsverkehr den 
laufenden Schiffverkehr nicht behindert.
Artificially constructed branch of a river course. 
This type of river harbour is supposed to keep 
the inactive traffic from disturbing the active 
navigation.
Geestrandburg Geestrandburg Auf der küstennahen Geest an der Schnittstelle 
von überregionalen Land- und Wasserwegen 
gelegene Befestigung, oft in der Nähe von 
Siedlungen, in denen Handel und spezialisiertes 
Handwerk betrieben wurden. 
Structure at the interface of interregional overland 
routes and waterways at the geest close to the 
shore, often in close proximity to a settlement in 
which trading and specialised craft activities take 
place.
Gewerbewurt Gewerbewurt Sich im Frühmittelalter entwickelnder 
Siedlungstyp in der Küstenmarsch der Nordsee. 
Anthropogen erhöhte Siedlungen (Wurten) mit 
einer auf Handel und spezialisiertes Handwerk 
ausgerichteten Wirtschaftsstruktur
Settlement type emerging in the Early Middle 
Ages in the marsh of the North Sea. Artificially 
elevated settlements (wharf/terp) with an 
economic structure aimed towards trading and 
specialized craft activities.
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Langwurt Langwurt Sich im Frühmittelalter entwickelnder 
Siedlungstyp in der ostfriesischen Küstenmarsch 
der Nordsee. Namengebend für diese 
anthropogen erhöhten Siedlungen (Wurten) 
ist ihre langgestreckte Siedlungsstruktur, die 
aus der Lage an einem schiffbaren Priel mit 
Verbindung zur Nordsee resultiert. Traditionell 
als Handelssiedlung interpretiert. Aufgrund 
des unsicheren Zusammenhangs zwischen 
Siedlungsstruktur und wirtschaftlicher Ausrichtung 
ist für sicher gewerblich ausgerichtete Wurten der 
Begriff   Gewerbewurt vorzuziehen
Settlement type emerging in the Early Middle 
Ages in the East Frisian marsh of the North Sea. 
This artificially elevated settlement (wharf/terp) 
is named after its elongated structure, which 
results from the position at a navigable tideway 
with a connection to the North Sea. Traditionally 
seen as a settlement used for trading. Because 
of the uncertain context between settlement 
structure and economical orientation, the term 
Gewerbewurt should be used for wharfs/terps, 
which certainly had an commercial focus.
Abb. 2 / Fig. 2. Topographische Lage des Hafens / Topographic position of harbours.
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Place_infrastructure
Hafentechnische und ergänzende Einrichtungen; Mehrfachnennungen möglich 
[Thesaurusbindung]
Infrastructure for harbour operation and additional facilities; Multiple entries possible [thesaurus 
obligatory]






Werft Shipyard Platz für die Konstruktion und Reparatur 
von Booten und Schiffen.
Area used for the construction and repair of 
boats and ships
IHO, Getty
Hafenkran Dockside crane Einrichtungen für den Lade- und 
Entladebetrieb
Installations for charging and discharging.
Bootshaus Boathouse Unterstand für Schiffe gegen 
Wettereinflüsse im Winterhalbjahr sowie 
als Lagerplatz für Schiffsausrüstung und 
möglicherweise von Handelsgütern.
Shelter for vessels against weather effects 
during the winter and as a storage location 




Boat slip Zum Wasser geneigte Ebene, auf der 
Schiffe gebaut und zu Wasser gelassen 
werden
Level, which is inclined towards the water, 
and used to build and launch ships
IHO, Getty
Leuchtturm Lighthouse Architektonisch geformte Seezeichen, die 
die Einfahrten von Häfen oder gefährliche 
Küstenabschnitte markieren. 
Architectural navigation marks that flag the 
entrances of harbours or dangerous parts of 
the coast
Getty
Lager- /Speicherbauten Storehouse Bauten zum Lagern unterschiedlicher Güter, 
oft in Hafennähe. 
Buildings for storing various goods, often 








Schiffern, meist regional organisiert. 
Association of boatmen, usually organised 
in a regional manner.
Flussübergang River crossing Übergang über einen Fluss, meist Furt/
Fähre oder Brücke, Sammelbegriff.
Passage over a river, usually a ford/ferry or 
bridge; this is a collective term.
Getty
Brücke Bridge Übergang über einen Fluss durch 
eine Brücke [Steinbrücke, Holzbrücke, 
Schiffsbrücke/Schwimmbrücke].
River crossing, which is a bridge [stone 
bridge, wooden bridge, pontoon bridge].
Getty
Furt Ford Flacher Bereich eines Flusses, an dem 
dieser ohne Wasserfahrzeug überquert 
werden kann.
Narrow section of a river where it can be 
crossed without a vessel.
Getty
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Dolphin Pfahl oder Pfahlbündel im Wasser, zum 
Festmachen von Schiffen .
Pole or group of poles in the water where a 
ship can be attached.
Vertäuungspfähle am Ufer Mooring pole Pfähle am Ufer, zum Festmachen von 
Schiffen.




Bollard/belayer Ein kurzer Pfahl oder eine pfahlstumpfartige 
Vorrichtung zum Festmachen von Schiffen 
mit Trossen oder Tauen, z.B. an Kais 
oder Landebrücken. Steht an Land, im 
Gegensatz zur Dalbe, die im Wasser steht.
A short pole or something similar used to tie 
ships up with ropes, e.g., at quays or piers. 
On land, in contrary to a dolphin, which is 
located in the water.
Getty, IHO
Boje/Bake/Tonne Buoy Am Grund verankerter Schwimmkörper, 
z. B. zum Festmachen von Booten oder 
Schiffen oder als Markierung für den Anker 
(Ankerboje).
Floating body anchored in the ground, e.g. 
used to tie boats or ships to or as a marker 
for the anchor (anchor buoy).
IHO
Reibholz Fender An Wasserfahrzeugen und Kaianlagen 
angebrachte (fest oder lose) Scheuerleiste 
oder Fender zum Schutz von Bordwand und 
Hafenanlage.
(Fixed or loose) Rubbing strake attached 
to vessels or quays to protect a ship’s side 




Cairn Norwegisch: Steinmännchen, Seezeichen 
als Navigationshilfe zum Auffinden und 
Einfahren in den Hafen.
Norwegian: stone manikin, navigation mark 




Vorr Norwegisch: Eine oder zwei Steinreihen, die 
eine Slippe begrenzt, meist außerhalb eines 
Bootshauses. In der Rampe dazwischen 
wird das Boot hochgezogen.
Norwegian: one or two stone alignments, 
which border a slip, usually outside of a 
boathouse. On the ramp between, a boat 
can be lifted.
Baumhaus Baumhaus An Hafeneinfahrt. Durch Baumhäuser 
konnte bei Nacht oder bei einer drohenden 
Gefahr mit Hilfe eines Baumstammes 
beziehungsweise einer Hafenkette die 
Einfahrt in die Häfen gesperrt werden. Auch 
eine zollrechtliche Bedeutung wird erwogen.
At the entry of a harbour. A Baumhaus 
could be used at night or in the face of an 
imminent danger to block the entrance to 
the harbour, with a tree trunk or a chain. A 




Verteidigungsanlage zum Schutze des 
Hafens gegen Angriffe; Begrenzung 
eines gesonderten Rechtsraumes mit 
Schutzherren und Handelszöllen.
Defense to protect a harbour against 
attacks; Border of a separated judicial area 





Barrage Quer zum Seeweg Verteidigungsanlage zur 
Kontrolle des Seewegs inkl. Erhebung von 
Handelszöllen. Uferparallel zur Befestigung 
von Flottenstützpunkten an Seewegen.
Defence facility crossing a sea route to 
controll it, including the collection of tolls. 




Wippe Derrick/davit Einrichtung für den Lade- und 
Entladebetrieb, die den Warenumschlag 
zwischen Hafenanlagen und Frachtschiffen 
ermöglicht. Wippen entwickelten sich aus 
der Verwendung der Rah der Fahrzeuge als 
Ladebaum, die sich mit Hilfe der Brassen 
kippen und schwenken ließ.
Installations for charging and discharging, 
which allows cargo handling between docks 
and cargo ships. Derricks/davits emerge 
from the usage of the vessel yard as derrick 
boom, which could be moved with help of 
the brace.
Getty, Getty
Treidelweg Tow path Getty
Schleuse/Wehr Sluice Anlage zum Heben oder Senken von 
Wasserfahrzeugen durch Füllen oder 
Leeren einer Schleusenkammer / 
Stauanlage zur Kontrolle des Zu- oder 
Abflusses eines Fließgewässers.
Installation to lift and lower vessels by filling 
or emptying a lock chamber / dam to control 
the in- and outflow of a watercourse.
IHO
Fischereieinrichtung Fishery Ortsfeste oder teilmobile Einrichtungen der 
Fischerei [Fischwehre, Reusen, Becken 
u.a.]
Stationary or partially mobile installations 
used for fishing activities [weirs, fish traps, 
basins, and others].
Getty
Wassermühle Water mill Mit Wasserkraft betrieben Mühle am oder 
auf/im Fluss [Wassermühle, Bootsmühle 
u.a.]
Mill powered by hydraulic energy at or on/in 





Dam Aufschüttung unterschiedlicher Funktion zur 
Kontrolle des Wasserflusses 





Verwendungszweck des Hafens; Mehrfachnennungen möglich [Thesaurusbindung]
Function and purpose of the harbour; multiple entries possible [thesaurus obligatory]










Verwendungszweck: Umschlag von 
Handelsgütern
Purpose: movement of traded goods.
Kriegshafen Naval base Verwendungszweck: Stationierung 
von Flotten.
Purpose: deployment of fleets.
Getty
Start-/Endpunkt eines Transports 






Alle in Schriftquellen dokumentierten 
Start- und Endpunkte von Transporten 
per Schiff [Fracht/Passagiere in 
Place_goods_finds spezifizieren]
All starting points and destinations 
of transport by ship which are 
documented in written sources.
Fährhafen Ferry harbour Verwendungszweck: Übersetzen von 
Passanten, Wagen und Großvieh.





Einfacher Liegeplatz, der sowohl 
im agrarischen Kontext als auch 
für spezialisierte ökonomische 
Ausrichtungen genutzt werden kann. 
Er unterstreicht die zur Küste hin 
orientierte ökonomische Struktur 
des Wirtschaftsraumes. Verwendung 
primär in maritimem Kontext.
Simple berth, which can be used in 
an agricultural context, as well as 
for a specific economic purpose. It 
highlights the economic structure of 
a region oriented towards the coast. 
Primarily used in a maritime context.
Getty
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Hafenstadt Port Stadt mit 1.) Lage am Übergang 
zwischen Land und Meer bzw. 
Land und Fluss, einhergehen mit 
Hafenbecken  und spezifische 
Bauten. 2.) Ort des Überganges 
zwischen den Räumen „Land“ und 
„Meer/Fluss“ im Sinne von „gateway 
cities“. 3.) spezifischer Ökonomie, 
die durch die Konzentration typischer 
Berufe konstituiert wird (Umschlag 
von Waren, Vereinigungen von 
Schiffseignern, Händlern, Trägern, 
Fischern, usw.). 4.) eigene, 
spezifische Kultur, die sich von 
gleichzeitigen Städten im Binnenland 
abhebt (Orte des Austausches, 
Informationszentren u.a.).
City 1.) Located at a crossing 
between land and sea or land and 
river, accompanied by a harbour basin 
and specific buildings 2.) Located 
at places of transitioning between 
the spaces of „land“ and „sea/river“ 
in the sense of „gateway cities“ 3.) 
Characterized by a specific economy 
constituted by a concentration of 
typical professions (movement 
of traded goods, association of 
ship-owners, merchants, carriers, 
fishermen, etc.) 4.) with its own 
unique culture, which separates it 
from coexisting inland cities (trading 
centers, information hubs, et al.).
Getty
Fischereihafen Fishing harbour Hafen oder Bereich eines Hafens, 
der besonders ausgerichtet ist auf 
Fischerei, Fischverwertung und 
-versand.
Harbour or part of a harbour, which is 
particularly oriented towards fishing, 






Verwendungszweck: Hafen, der nicht 
Zielpunkt eines (Schiffs-)Transports 
ist, sondern bloß Zwischenstation. 
Ein Wechsel des Transportmittels ist 
im Transithafen möglich, aber nicht 
zwingend. Je nach Bestimmungsort/
Reiseroute kann potentiell jeder 
Hafen als Transithafen genutzt 
werden.
Purpose: Harbour, which is not the 
terminal point of a transport by ship, 
but merely a stop on the route. A 
change of vehicles is possible, but not 
mandatory. Depending on destination/ 
itinerary, every harbour can potentially 
be used as a transhipment harbour.
IHO
Sicherheitshafen Safety harbour Verwendungszweck. Hafen zum 
Schutz vor Stürmen und Wellengang.





Beach market Hafen an einem Fluss bzw. am 
Strand, in dessen direktem Umfeld 
ein Tausch- oder Handelsgeschehen 
stattfindet und sich auch 
spezialisiertes Handwerk einfindet. 
Teilweise nur saisonale Nutzung.
Harbour at a river or beach, close 
to exchange or trading activities 
and a venue for specialised craft. 
Sometimes only seasonal use.
Ludowici/Jöns 
2010
Werft Shipyard Platz für die Konstruktion und 
Reparatur von Booten und Schiffen.
Area, where ships and boats are 
constructed and repaired.
IHO, Getty
Schiffahrtsabgabe/Zoll Water toll/naval 
duties
Gebühren, die Schiffe für die 
Benutzung der Leuchtfeuer, 
Seezeichen, Fahrwasser, Kanäle, 
kanalisierten Flüsse, Schleusen und 
Hafenliegeplätze entrichten. Impliziert 
meist einen Hafen am selben Ort oder 
im Umfeld. 
Fee ships must pay for usage of 
beacons, navigation marks, fairways, 
canals, canalised rivers, locks and 
port berths. Usually implies a harbour 
in the location or nearby.
Getty
Wasserstraße Waterway Regelmäßig befahrene Verkehrsroute 
der See- und Binnenschifffahrt.
Regularly frequented route used for 








Areal innerhalb einer Hafenstadt, 
das sich aus dem Hafen mit 
seinen wasser- und landseitigen 
Einrichtungen sowie dem unmittelbar 
damit in Bezug stehenden 
Siedlungsteil zusammensetzt. 
Area of a port, which consists of the 
harbour with its water- and landside 
elements, as well as the part of the 
settlement, which is immediately 
related to it.
Getty
Stapelplatz Staple port Ursprünglich für quasi natürliche 
Rast- und Handelsplätze des 
Fernhandels. Diese gerieten später 
unter herrschaftlicher Kontrolle, ab 
dem Hochmittelalter mussten Händler 
hier halten und ihre Waren zum 
Verkauf anbieten.
Originally used for quasi-natural 
resting places and trading venues of 
long-distance trade. These areas later 
fell under control of the ruling, from 
the High Middle Ages: merchants 





Spätrömische militärische Festung an 
Binnengewässern mit Flügelmauern, 
die senkrecht zur Uferlinie verlaufen 
und eine Schutzzone zum Anlanden / 
Aufslippen bilden 
Late Roman fortress on inland waters 
with wing walls, which run vertically to 
the bank and create a protected area 
for landing ships.
villa maritima villa maritima Villa in Küsten- oder Seeuferlage, 
die vorrangig der Freizeit und Muße 
galt und die über Anleger verfügen 
konnte.
Villa on the coast or lake shore, 
which primarily served spare time 
and leisure und could offer landing 
opportunities.
Schiffsspezifische Termini Ship-specific 
termini
Binnenfahrzeug Inland vessel Getty
seegängiges Fahrzeug Seagoing vessel IHO
Fähre Ferry Fähren dienen dem Übersetzen von 
Personen, Fahrzeugen, Tieren und 
Waren an die gegenüberliegenden 
Uferzonen eines Binnengewässers.
Ferries were used to transport people, 
vehicles, animals, and commodities to 
the opposite bank of inland waters.
Getty
Transportfahrzeug Cargo vessel Getty














Spezifische nachgewiesene Transportgüter und andere spezifische Funde und Material-gruppen; 
Mehrfachnennungen möglich  [Thesaurusbindung]
Proof of specific transported goods and other specific finds and groups of materials; Multiple en-
tries possible [thesaurus obligatory]
Für Ergänzungen bitte orientieren an / For extensions please use:
http://thesaurus.historicengland.org.uk/thesaurus.asp?thes_no=77&thes_name=FISH%20Maritime%20
Cargo%20Types%20Thesaurus
Term DE Term EN Definition SPP 1630 Definition 
extern
Fracht Cargo Transportierte Güter aller 
Art.
All sorts of goods 
transported.
HE
Passagiere/Menschen Passengers/people Transportierte Menschen/
Passagiere aller Art.
Transported people/















Eisen/Erz Iron/ore HE, HE
Textilien Textiles HE
Glas Glassware HE








Hafen - und schifffahrtsspezifische Handlungen und Ereignisse sowie spezifische Nutzergruppen; 
Mehrfachnennungen möglich [Thesaurusbindung]
Harbour - and navigation-specific actions and events, as well as specific user groups; Multiple en-
tries possible [thesaurus obligatory]
Term DE Term EN Definition SPP 1630 Definition 
extern
Bergfahrt [Antonym: Talfahrt] Upstream navigation









Individuelle Experteneinschätzung zur hierarchischen Einordnung und Bedeutung des Hafens 
bezüglich der Reichweite seiner Bedeutung, der Lage im Hafennetzwerk, der Nutzungsfrequenz 
und -dauer, des generellen baulichen Aufwandes sowie der räumlichen Verbindung zu Produk-
tions- und Konsumorten sowie Landwegen; Mehrfachnennungen erwünscht [Thesaurusbindung] 
Individual expert evaluation concerning the hierarchical order and importance of the harbour re-
volves around the spatial extent of his connections, his position in the harbour network, the frequen-
cy and duration of his use, the general constructive effort, the spatial connection to sites of produc-
tion and consumption, as well as terrestrial routes; Please use multiple entries [thesaurus obligatory]
Term DE Term EN Definition SPP 1630 Definition 
extern
Globale Bedeutung Global importance Hafen oberster Ordnung, 
Verbindungen in 
andere Kontinente 
oder zumindest völlig 




Most important harbours, 
which are connected to 
different continents or at 
least different economic 
and transportation 
areas [e.g. Ostia/Portus, 
London, Venice].
36
Überregionale Bedeutung Supraregional 
importance




[z.B. Haithabu, Lyon, 
Regensburg]
Significance is greater 
than a specific region / an 
economic area / a water 
system [e.g. Haithabu, 
Lyon, Regensburg].





Important within a larger 
region / a water system 
[e.g. Aschaffenburg, 
Ingelheim].
Lokale Bedeutung Local importance Auf einen Kleinraum 
oder ein Einzelgewässer 
beschränkte Bedeutung 
[z.B. kleiner Landeplatz 
für Fischer]
Valuable only for a small 
area or a single body 
of water [e.g. a small 
fisherman’s quay].
Saisonale/Periodische Nutzung Seasonal/periodical use
Permanente Nutzung Permanent use
Periphere Lage Peripheral location
Zentraler Knotenpunkt Central node
Kurzzeitige Nutzung Short-term use
Langfristige Nutzung Long-term use







No substantial harbour 
infrastructure/buildings
Verbindung mit wichtiger Straße/
Landweg
Connected to important 
terrestrial route/road
Direkte Verbindung zu wichtigem 
Produktionsort
Connected to an 
important productive site
Direkte Verbindung zu wichtigem 
Konsumort
Connected to an 
important consumer site
Direkte Verbindung zu wichtigem 
Verwaltungs-/Herrschaftszentrum
Connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
Direkte Verbindung zu wichtigem 
religiösem Zentrum
Connected to an 
important religious 
center
Direkte Verbindung zu wichtigem 
Truppenstandort
Connected to an 
important military base
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ACV: Archives Cantonales Vaudoises
ADA: Archives Départementales de l’Allier/Allier Departemental Archives
ADBdR: Archives Départementales des Bouches du Rhône/ Bouches du Rhône Departemental 
Archives
ADC: Archives Départementales du Cher / Cher Departemental Archives
ADCO: Archives Départementales de Côte d’Or /  Côte d’Or Departemental Archives
ADE: Archives Départementales de l’Eure / Eure Departmental Archives
ADHM: Archives Départementales de Haute Marne / Haute Marne Departmental Archives
ADL: Archives Départementales du Loiret/Loiret Departemental Archives
ADLA: Archives Départementales de Loire Atlantique/Loire Atlantique Departemental Archives
ADML: Archives Départementales du Maine et Loire/Maine and Loire Departmental Archives
ADMM: Archives Départementales de Meurthe et Moselle/Meurthe et Moselle Departemental 
Archives
ADN: Archives Départementales de la Nièvre/Nievre Departemental Archives
ADRh: Archives Départementales du Rhône/Rhone Departemental Archives
ADSM: Archives Départementales de Seine-Maritime / Seine-Maritime Departemental Archives
ADS&M: Archives Départementales de Seine et Marne / Seine et Marne Departemental Archives
ADT: Archives Départementales du Tarn / Tarn Departemental Archives
ADV: Archives Départementales du Vaucluse/ Vaucluse Departemental Archives
ADVG: Archives Départementales des Vosges/ Vosges Departemental Archives
ADY: Archives Départementales de l’Yonne / Yonne Departemental Archives
AM Metz: Archives municipales de la ville de Metz/Muncipal Archives of the city of Metz
AMN: Archives municipales de la ville de Nantes/Muncipal Archives of the city of Nantes
AMR: Archives municipales de la ville de Rezé/Muncipal Archives of the city of Rezé
AN: Archives nationales/National Archives
BM Rouen: Bilbiothèque Municipales de Rouen / Public Library of Rouen
BN: Bibliothèque Nationale / French National Library
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Online research program
ALPAGE: AnaLyse diachronique de l’espace urbain PArisien: approche GEomatique  - 
http://alpage.huma-num.fr/fr/
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European Harbour Data Repository




























































































Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2014 1 open 43,919 4,775 France Iles de Barbentane River
Durance
/Rhône





ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes reliable 1390 Arch. Comm. D’Avignon, Boîte Pintat, nr. 66 pièce 2222 unpublished materials (archives) details from the written source have to be refined




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 46
3 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,384 4,875 France Asnières‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1336, 1717, 1747 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3008‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 115




water toll/naval duties salt explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes
highly 
reliable
1496, 1727, 1781 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2987‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 111
5 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,403 4,888 France Boz River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Protohistory to Modern period BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging (weapons)





implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1381, 1729, 1737 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3010‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 112
7 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,076 5,614 France Brenod (Combe Marchand) River Albarine reliable







classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐01 060 0005
8 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,130 4,789 France Chavagneux River Saône reliable
because the place 
name appear on 





water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed reliable 1297, 1399
1297: sale on the toll; 1399: Dispute about a toll 
exemption
PERRAT/GARDETTE 1961, p. 7, 9
9 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,893 5,252 France Chazey‐sur‐Ain River Ain reliable
because no evidence 
in text of an existing 






water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes assumed yes yes reliable 1181, 1665, 1735, 1754 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3009‐1, 3066‐2, 3184‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 111




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1350, 1708,1736 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3015‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 112








explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1257
1257: mention of the rights on the harbour; several 
mentions of the harbour during the middle ages and 
the modern period
MH‐MERIMEE IA01000049
Belongs to Hugues de Frans, the Carthusian of Lyon, 
he Church of Lyon;Still an important harbour after 
the French Revolution. Enlarge during the 20th c. 
May be mixed up with the harbours of Jassans and 
Villefranche






ed to important 
terrestrial route/road
transhipment harbour stone
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit historical 
proof
assumed uncertain Beginning of the 3th c.
Date assumed of the funeral inscription on the 
mausoleum
BEAL 2007
mausoleum of a river transporter family;proofs 













explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable High Middle Ages  FASOLI 1978;BDD PATRIARCHE 01 169 0011 details from the written source have to be added




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1431, 1723, 1754, 1779, 1783 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H' 3009‐1, 3184‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 112




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes yes reliable 1367, 1729, 1744, 1754 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2994‐1, 3184‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 112




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes yes reliable 1310, 1727, 1757, 1689, 1718, 1731 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2934, 3009‐1, 3047‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 112




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1354, 1739, 1769 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3008‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 113
18 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,080 4,755 France Montmerle‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features








explicit historical proof yes yes reliable FASOLI 1978 details from the written source have to be added




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed reliable end of the 11th c. ‐ Modern period PERRAT/GARDETTE 1961, p. 8
21 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 45,700 4,839 France Nantua River Rhône uncertain
because the medieval 
sources mention a 
toll exemption for 
navigation on  Saone, 










825/830: toll exemption given to St Pierre de Nantua 
by Louis the Pious on Rhone, Saone and other rivers ‐ 
Archives of  St Pierre de Nantua (ADAI, H50)
PANATO 2015, p. 49 Location at the Rhône is unsecure
22 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 46,258 4,812 France Nantua River Saône uncertain
because the medieval 
sources mention a 
toll exemption for 
navigation on  Saone, 










825/830: toll exemption given to St Pierre de Nantua 
by Louis the Pious on Rhone, Saone and other rivers ‐ 
Archives of  St Pierre de Nantua (ADAI, H50)
PANATO 2015, p. 49
23 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,091 5,374 France Neuville‐sur‐Ain River Ain reliable







classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐01 273 0032









Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,355 4,876 France Ozan Osa River Saône very uncertain
because may 
correspond to two 
different places (quite 





explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable 946, 982, 998, 1096‐1124
Mentioned in several charters of the abbeys of Cluny 
and Saint‐Vincent of Macon




details from the written source have to be added; 
not at the modern river
26 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,047 5,337 France Pont‐d'Ain River Ain reliable 2 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1311 Mention of the mill under the bridge (ADCO B9019) unpublished materials (archives) Mill: under‐bridge mill
27 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,047 5,337 France Pont‐d'Ain River Ain reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1311 Mention of the mill under the bridge (ADCO B9019) unpublished materials (archives)









transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties
wine
connected to an important 
consumer site
explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
1280, 1350 – Modern period
1350: Description of the toll for the king (BNF‐ms 
français 2484)
GUERREAU 2002, p. 370
29 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,207 4,793 France Port‐Jean‐Gras River Saône highly reliable 2 yes other
river 
crossing;ford;connecte
d to important 
terrestrial route/road








water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof
very 
uncertain
DU POUGET 1989 details from the written source have to be added




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes assumed yes reliable
1495, 1735, 1509, 1743, 1736, 1739, 
1741
File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3001‐1, 3010‐2, 3184‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 113
32 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,306 4,840 France Saint‐Laurent‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐01 370 0005
33 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,892 5,329 France Port Lagnieu River Rhône reliable










archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐01 386 0025
34 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,948 5,826 France Seyssel River Rhône reliable






other river crossing;bridge archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐01 407 0001












explicit historical proof yes yes reliable FASOLI 1978
details from the written source have to be added; 
not at the modern river
37 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,164 4,790 France Thoissey River Saône reliable 3 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging







WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B






because the harbour 
place name has 
deseappered. The 
harbour is located 
thanks to the other 









explicit historical proof assumed assumed reliable circa  1096‐1124 Purchase of a meadow near the harbour and its road
RAGUT 1864, n° DLXXIV;http://philologic.cbma‐
project.eu/cgi‐
bin/philologic/getobject.pl?c.5288:1.CBMA.2730
40 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,727 5,713 France Virignin River Rhône reliable
because of the 
discoveries;Location: 






explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐01 454 0017
41 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 48,999 3,366 France Azy‐sur‐Marne River Marne uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 12th c. BAUCHET 2000, p. 127
42 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,004 3,360 France Azy‐sur‐Marne (rue du Bac) River Marne reliable

















river crossing ferry harbour local importance
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐02 042 0007




salt explicit historical proof yes reliable 1396 delivery of salt to the saltstore from Rouen SADOURNY 1976
44 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,987 3,292 France Charly‐sur‐Marne River Marne reliable
because of the 
survey;Location: 










river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages – Modern period BDD PATRIARCHE‐02 163 0002
45 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 49,044 3,403 France Château‐Thierry River Marne uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 12th c. BAUCHET 2000, p. 127
46 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,943 4,105 France Hirson (Le pas Bayard) River Oise reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other dam historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐02 381 0015 forge
47 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,089 3,532 France Jaulgonne River Marne reliable










river crossing ferry harbour local importance
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐02 389 0001
48 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,063 3,511 France Mezy‐Moulins River Marne reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 













river crossing local importance historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐02 484 0006
Chronology seems really unsecure according the file 
from PATRIARCHE
49 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,943 3,333 France Nogent‐l'Artaud (chemin du bac) River Marne reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 

















river crossing ferry harbour local importance historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐02 555 0007
50 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 48,970 3,322 France Nogent‐l'Artaud River Marne uncertain 2 yes yes other water mill
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
1711 yes yes yes reliable 1711 ADS&M H383 BAUCHET 2000, p. 128, 129 Still existing
51 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 48,970 3,322 France Nogent‐l'Artaud River Marne uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
1274‐1275 BAUCHET 2000, p. 128
52 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,395 3,633 France Pont‐Arcy River Aisne uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1232 MESQUI 1986, p. 67
53 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,381 3,332 France Soissons River Aisne highly reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
13th c. MESQUI 1986, p. 208
54 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,402 3,515 France Vailly‐sur‐Aisne River Aisne uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1234 MESQUI 1986, p. 16




ferry harbour explicit historical proof yes reliable 1234 MESQUI 1986, p. 16
56 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,341 3,989 France Avrilly River Loire highly reliable











Radiocarbon dating [110 cal BC‐10 
cal AD] / Dendrochronology [54 BC ; 
40‐30BC] 
BSR‐DRASSM 2008, p. 105‐108
57 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,332 3,985 France Avrilly River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes yes other bank revetment river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes reliable Dendrochronology [54‐53]  BC Mentioned in Peutinger's tabula
MENAGER 2016, p. 75;DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 
2011;BDD PATRIARCHE‐03 014 0009





































































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
59 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,442 3,973 France Chassenard River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes
highly 
reliable
Dendrochronology and radiocarbon 
dating
STEINMANN 2015, vol. 1, p. 119 145 stakes (oak)
60 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,442 3,973 France Chassenard River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes
highly 
reliable
Dendrochronology and radiocarbon 
dating
STEINMANN 2015, vol. 1, p. 119 145 stakes (oak)
61 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,442 3,973 France Chassenard River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 other fishery explicit archaeological features yes
highly 
reliable
Dendrochronology [1220‐1290]  cal 
AD
STEINMANN 2015, vol. 1, p. 119






because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 447;MANTELLIER 1864, 
p. 432 (doc.301) (ref. unsecure)






River Allier very uncertain
because the place 






explicit historical proof yes yes uncertain TEYSSOT 2004, p. 239
64 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,475 3,864 France Coulanges (Domaine neuf) River Loire reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 













assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐03 086 0016
65 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,461 3,926 France Molinet ‐ Port Palissat River Loire reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐03 173 0022 old discovery of an steel‐tipped stake
66 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,343 2,597 France Montluçon River Cher reliable yes no other water mill explicit archaeological features assumed assumed reliable Radiocarbon dating TROUBAT 2014b
67 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,344 2,601 France Montluçon River Cher very uncertain 3 yes no other river crossing;bridge
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed reliable Radiocarbon dating TROUBAT 2014b
68 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 46,563 3,322 France Moulins River Allier very uncertain
because Ceasar's 
Callic war 
comentaries are not 
precise enough
4 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable Caesar's Gallic War DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 2011
69 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,563 3,323 France Moulins ‐ Pont Mâcheclou River Allier uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1408, 1426
1408: first mention of the bridge after its destruction 
by a flood, rebuilt, it is destroyed again in 1426
GUYON 2000
70 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,563 3,323 France Moulins ‐ Pont Buffécier River Allier uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1435 yes reliable 1435 damaged and repaired in 1446 GUYON 2000
71 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,563 3,323 France Moulins River Allier uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1499 yes reliable 1499 1499: construction of a new bridge in stone GUYON 2000 stone bridge













connected to an important 
consumer site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit historical 
proof
yes yes uncertain 1448 and 1466: tolls on some goods TEYSSOT 2004, p. 241;MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54
73 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,204 3,432 France Saint‐Germain‐des‐Fosses River Allier uncertain
because of having the 






water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes uncertain 1422: trial about the toll of Saint‐Germain
TEYSSOT 2004, p. 236;MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 
448
74 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,698 3,106 France Saint‐Leopardin‐d'Augy ‐ Le Port Barreau River Allier reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 













classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐03 241 0005
75 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,698 3,106 France Saint‐Leopardin‐d'Augy (Créange) River Allier reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 













classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐03 241 0010
76 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,698 3,106 France Saint‐Leopardin‐d'Augy (Créange) River Allier reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐03 241 0021 dyke
77 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,397 2,604 France Saint‐Victor (Pêcherie fixe P1) River Cher highly reliable
because of 
underwater survey
1 yes no other water mill;fishery explicit archaeological features yes reliable
Radiocarbon dating : [590‐690]  cal 
AD
TROUBAT 2014b;BSR‐DRASSM 2009, p. 
94;TROUBAT 2016, p.121.
78 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,402 2,600 France Saint‐Victor (Pêcherie fixe P4) River Cher highly reliable
because of 
underwater survey
1 no yes no other fishery explicit archaeological features assumed assumed reliable
Radiocarbon dating :  [395‐539] AD 
(more probable date: 427 AD) made 
on stakes
BSR‐DRASSM 2009, p. 94;BSR‐DRASSM 2010, p. 
93;TROUBAT 2016, p.121‐124.
Well preserved because of river changes: until 19th 
c., they were under meadows ‐ stakes position 
implies changes in flow direction between P3 and P4 
and today's river
79 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,402 2,602 France Saint‐Victor (Pêcherie fixe P3) River Cher highly reliable
because of 
underwater survey
1 no yes no other fishery explicit archaeological features assumed assumed reliable
Radiocarbon dating : [538‐638] AD  
(more probable date: 575) made on 
stakes
BSR‐DRASSM 2009, p. 94;TROUBAT 2016, p.121‐
124.
Well preserved because of river changes: until 19th 
c., they were under meadows ‐ stakes position 
implies changes in flow direction between P3 and P4 
and today's river
80 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,401 2,604 France Saint‐Victor River Cher reliable 2 no yes no other
natural obstacle 
for navigation
water mill explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable
Radiocarbon dating : [1446‐1633] 
AD  (more probable date: 1474)
BSR‐DRASSM 2009, p. 95;BSR‐DRASSM 2010, p. 
93;TROUBAT 2016, p. 121
threshold area
81 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,395 2,604 France Saint‐Victor River Cher reliable 2 no yes no other water mill;dam explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed reliable
Radiocarbon dating : [890‐1020]  cal 
AD
TROUBAT 2014b






because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed reliable MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54
83 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,743 3,042 France Le‐Veurdre (Port) River Allier reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






storehouse salt explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed yes yes yes yes reliable 1244 – Modern period BDD PATRIARCHE‐03 309 0029
REF to be found! According to the mentions in the 
file PATRIARCHE, the harbour has an important salt 
store in 1300. During the 17th and 18th c., its quays 
were around 2km long and were used for wood 
(forest of Tronçais). During the 19th c., naval 
construction increased in the harbour. Activities 
reduced and finally disappear during the 20th c.
84 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,489 3,316 France Varennes‐sur‐Allier River Allier uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes uncertain
1439: deal in which the property of the toll on the 
harbour of Varennes by the lords of Choiseul is 
recognised
TEYSSOT 2004, p. 239;MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 
116, 448
85 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,449 3,625 France Vaumas (La Berlière) River Besbre reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐03 300 0002
86 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 46,412 2,602 France Vaux (Pêcherie V1) River Cher highly reliable
because of 
underwater survey
1 no yes no other fishery explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain TROUBAT 2016, p. 121
87 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,425 2,600 France Vaux (Pêcherie V2) River Cher highly reliable
because of 
underwater survey
1 no yes no other fishery explicit archaeological features assumed assumed reliable Radiocarbon dating [0‐180] cal AD
BSR‐DRASSM 2010, p. 93;TROUBAT 2016, p.120‐
121
88 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,425 2,600 France Vaux (Pêcherie V3) River Cher highly reliable
because of 
underwater survey
1 no yes no other fishery explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed reliable Radiocarbon dating [70‐240]  cal AD
BSR‐DRASSM 2010, p. 93;TROUBAT 2016, p.120‐
121
89 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,405 2,597 France Vaux River Cher reliable
because of 
underwater survey
1 no yes no other fishery explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed reliable
Radiocarbon dating : [790‐990]  cal 
AD
TROUBAT 2014b













assumed assumed assumed uncertain WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog A
91 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,128 3,413 France Vichy River Allier reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes no other water mill explicit archaeological features assumed assumed reliable
Radiocarbon dating : [80‐260]  cal 
AD
TROUBAT 2014a Mill: Hanging mill
92 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,119 3,417 France Vichy River Allier reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 14th c. 14th c.: charitable financing of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 32
93 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,128 3,412 France Vichy River Allier reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes no other river crossing explicit archaeological features yes yes yes assumed
highly 
reliable
Radiocarbon dating : [120‐330] cal 
AD ; {80‐340]  cal AD
TROUBAT 2014a
94 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,846 6,516 France Castellane River Verdon uncertain 2 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
yes assumed yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1404 MESQUI 1986, p. 112
95 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,091 6,229 France Digne‐les‐Bains River Bléonne uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 15th‐16th c. charitable financing of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 32








connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
BDD PATRIARCHE‐04 079 0008;Wawrzinek 2014 
Katalog B











WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B











WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B
99 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,552 6,486 France Embrun River Durance very uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1394 MESQUI 1986, p. 24
100 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,558 6,081 France Gap River Durance very uncertain 4 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1432 MESQUI 1986, p. 24






because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes harbour
landing place with 
installations
sea harbour/port boat slip/slipway
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐06 004 0180






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour sea harbour/port
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐06 004 0095












harbour quay wall/wharf sea harbour/port
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐06 004 0114






because of the 
remains;Location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes harbour mole sea harbour/port
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num old discoveries (before the pond filling)












harbour quay wall/wharf sea harbour/port
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐06 155 0029
106 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 45,242 4,800 France Andance River Rhône very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 15th c.; 19th c. 19th c.: demand for the mill repair VERON 2017, p. 250, 253 Boat mill

















navigable waterway sluice wood explicit historical proof yes assumed yes reliable 1667, 1820 VERON 2017, p. 37, 39.
The river is used for floating wood. As it, it falls 
under the jurisdiction of the king. After the end of 
the 19th c., mills and dams prevent navigation and 
floating












other water mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 17th c. 18th c.: map of Cassiny VERON 2017, p. 251, 252 Boat mill












other water mill explicit historical proof 1825 assumed yes yes yes yes reliable 15th c., 16th c., 17th c., 1825
18th c.: map of Cassiny, 1825: mill has been destroyed 
some years ago
VERON 2017, p. 250, 251, 252, 283 Boat mill























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments












other water mill;dam;fishery explicit historical proof yes yes assumed yes yes yes reliable 1286, 1301, 16th c., 17th c.
1286: mention of a boat mill; 1301: "levata et piscibus 
et ductu acquae alvei superioris molendini de torne 
inferiore " (AM Bourg, HH Tourne);18th c.: map of 
Cassiny
VERON 2017, p. 32, 237, 251, 252 Boat mill




shipyard explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1549, 1616 Mentions of the carpenters who worked on boat mills VERON 2017, p. 272
113 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 44,998 4,847 France Chateaubourg River Rhône very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 17th c. VERON 2017, p. 251. Boat mill












other water mill explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 15th c. 18th c.: map of Cassiny VERON 2017, p. 250, 252 Boat mill
115 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,306 4,573 France Saint‐Martin‐d'Ardèche River Ardèche reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐07 019 0057 dyke









river crossing;bridge ferry harbour explicit archaeological features yes yes reliable
DUPRAZ/FRAISSE 2001, 261;BDD PATRIARCHE‐07 
102 0011
118 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,642 4,358 France Labegude (Bauzene) River Ardèche uncertain










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐07 116 0001




shipyard explicit historical proof yes reliable 16th c. VERON 2017, p. 272
120 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 44,799 4,781 France La Voulte River Rhône very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable 1540, 17th c.
1540: the mill is copied for the one of le Teil; 18th c.: 
map of Cassiny
VERON 2017, p. 251, 252, 253, Boat mill
121 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 44,550 4,692 France Le Teil River Rhône very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 16th c.
1540: the mill of la Voulte is copied for the one of le 
Teil
VERON 2017, p. 251. Boat mill
122 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 45,037 4,839 France Mauves River Rhône very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 18th 18th c.: map of Grandvoinet VERON 2017, p. 252 Boat mill
123 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 45,305 4,791 France Peyraud River Rhône very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 18th 18th c.: map of Grandvoinet VERON 2017, p. 252 Boat mill
















assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
BDD PATRIARCHE‐07 245 0001;Wawrzinek 2014 
Katalog B
Near confluence Rhône/Doux
126 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 44,332 4,650 France Saint‐Marcel River Rhône very uncertain 4 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 18th., 19th c. 18th c.: map of Grandvoinet and Cassiny VERON 2017, p. 252. Boat mill
127 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 45,319 4,765 France Serrières River Rhône very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed yes yes reliable 15th c., 1789, 1859 1789: mention of a new mill; 1859: the mill is sold VERON 2017, p. 250, 253, 254, Boat mill













explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain 7th c.‐1st half of. 13th c/8th c.
list of the tolls on Marculf form; mentioned in written 
sources as "portus"
BAUTIER 1989, p. 13;BAUTIER 1991;BÜHRER‐
THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010




shipyard explicit historical proof yes reliable 1540, 1544, 1552 Mentions of the carpenters who work on boat mills VERON 2017, p. 272
131 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,069 4,834 France Tournon River Rhône uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1382 MESQUI 1986, p. 22
132 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 45,068 4,837 France Tournon River Rhône very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof assumed yes assumed assumed yes reliable 15th c., 1552, 19th c. 19th c.: demand for the mill repair VERON 2017, p. 250, 253, 254, Boat mill
133 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 44,487 4,694 France Viviers  River Rhône very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 15th c. 18th c.: map of Cassiny VERON 2017, p. 250, 252 Boat mill
134 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 44,487 4,694 France Viviers  River Rhône very uncertain 3 yes other fishery explicit historical proof yes reliable 1391 repairs on the fishery VERON 2017, p. 246









because the place still 
exists





136 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,775 4,717 France Charleville‐Mézières (Vieux Moulin) River Meuse highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




connected to an important 
consumer site





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,762 4,719 France Charleville‐Mézières
Mézi
ères





connected to an important 
consumer site
explicit historical proof assumed yes uncertain 1358 mentioned in written sources as "portus" SUTTOR 2005, p. 151;SUTTOR 1986, p. 49 details from the written source have to be added
138 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,514 4,384 France Rethel River Aisne highly reliable






navigable waterway storehouse salt historical proof assumed uncertain 17th c. BDD PATRIARCHE‐08 362 0020
Salt store. Probable link with a harbour is quite 
strong








explicit historical proof yes reliable 1463‐1464
tolls on the wine from Champagne and Burgundy, 
wheat, slate, charcoal, wood
BAUTIER 1989, p. 31 Near confluence Meuse/Viloin







explicit historical proof yes yes reliable HIGOUNET 1978, p. 111











navigable waterway storehouse salt explicit historical proof 1485 yes yes assumed yes
highly 
reliable
1485, 1584, 1778 ROSEROT 1948;BDD PATRIARCHE‐10 006 0027 Salt store ;dyke
142 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,501 3,516 France Bernières River Seine reliable 2 yes other water mill;dam explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
ROUILLARD 1998, p. 79
143 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,285 4,570 France Jessains (Les Ecornées) River Aube reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 












assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐10 178 0013
144 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,507 3,890 France Mery‐sur‐Seine River Seine reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1480 MESQUI 1986, p. 65
145 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,978 4,496 France Mussy‐sur‐Seine (15‐17 rue Victor‐Hugo) River Seine highly reliable
because the place still 
exists
1 yes navigable waterway storehouse salt
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed reliable 1475 MH‐MERIMEE PA00078167 Salt store 
146 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,495 3,498 France Nogent‐sur‐Seine River Seine reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1260 yes reliable 1260 MESQUI 1986, p. 68
147 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,497 3,500 France Nogent‐sur‐Seine River Seine reliable
because the place still 
exists;Location: 










1301: king Philippe le Bel asks a study to extend the 
navigation on Seine to reach Troyes after Nogent 
which was at this time the end of the navigable of 
Seine waterway (AN  J199, n°41);1642: delivery of 
wooden planks from Flanders (N, Minutier central, 
étude LXXXVI, liasse 272)
ROUERS 2000, p. 69;MIGNOT 2005









1301: king Philippe le Bel asks a study to extend the 
navigation on Seine to reach Troyes (AN  J199, n°41);  
1319‐1320 : in Meaux and Troyes accounts "pour faire 
la voie en la rivière de Saine entre Pons et Conflans 
pour mieux passer les nés, et pour faire deux pons 
leveis sur ladite rivière"
BAUTIER 1989, p. 10
149 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,524 3,594 France Pont‐sur‐Seine River Seine uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1648 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
574, 1648 MESQUI 1986, p. 65
150 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,297 4,079 France Troyes ‐ Canal de Jaillard River Seine reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes yes canal/portage explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages (12th‐16th c.) BDD PATRIARCHE‐10 387 0178 Location at the Seine is unsecure
151 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,297 4,079 France Troyes ‐ Canal de Meldançon River Seine reliable








connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features yes yes yes assumed reliable Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐10 387 0179




connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site






1301: king Philippe le Bel asks a study to extend the 
navigation on Seine to reach Troyes (AN  J199, n°41); 
1319‐1320 : in Meaux and Troyes accounts "pour faire 
la voie en la rivière de Saine entre Pons et Conflans 
pour mieux passer les nés, et pour faire deux pons 
leveis sur ladite rivière"; 1373: works may have been 
finished before this date (AN F14 6812 et F14 6528)
BAUTIER 1989, p. 10
153 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,297 4,079 France Troyes (Jardins du palais episcopal) River Seine reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 








connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐10 387 0183
154 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 48,305 4,092 France Troyes ‐ grand pont Saint Jacques River Seine uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1529 yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1171, 1529 1529: disastrous floods destroyed the bridge CHAMPION 1859, p. 18; MESQUI 1986, p. 65









connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 





WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B
156 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,304 4,083 France Troyes River Seine highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes canal/portage canal tow path explicit archaeological features yes yes yes uncertain Antiquity DEBORDE 1997 canal (10 meters large, 4 meters of depth)
157 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,239 3,724 France Villemaur‐sur‐Vanne River Vanne uncertain









other storehouse salt historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐10 415 0057 Salt store
158 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,210 2,359 France Carcassone River Aude highly reliable because still exists 1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological features;explicit 
historical proof
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1184‐1194; 1315‐1318; 1599 many repairs MESQUI 1986, p. 199
159 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,209 2,343 France Carcassone River Aude uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district




connected to an important 
religious center
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain High Middle Ages – Late Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐11 069 0182
160 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,052 2,221 France Limoux ‐ Pont Vieux River Aude reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof assumed yes reliable 1318
the king gave to the inhabitants of Limoux a toll to 
support the replacement of the wooden bridge by a 
stone one
MESQUI 1986, p. 29, 69 wooden bridge
161 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,055 2,219 France Limoux ‐ Pont Neuf River Aude reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1318 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1318, 1329
the king gave to the inhabitants of Limoux a toll to 
support the replacement of the wooden bridge by a 
stone one (1318). The bridge is finished in 1329
MESQUI 1986, p. 29, 69 stone bridge
162 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,165 3,021 France Narbonne (Malard le Vieux) River/Sea uncertain







connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain High Middle Ages  BDD PATRIARCHE‐11 262 0047


















connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain
Early Roman Empire to Late Roman 
Empire
BDD PATRIARCHE‐11 262 0048










because of the 
excavations;Location: 







connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐11 262 0056 Location at the "Canal de la Robine" is unsecure







because of the 
excavations;Location: 









yes yes yes yes yes reliable
Early Roman Empire to Late Roman 
Empire
BDD PATRIARCHE‐11 262 0093
166 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,126 3,015 France Narbonne River Aude reliable
because of the 
excavations
yes yes canal/portage canal
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
yes yes yes yes assumed reliable
Second half of the 1st c. AD until 
late Antiquity
BDD PATRIARCHE‐11 262 
0413;SANCHEZ/JEZEGOU 2016, p. 508‐
511;JEZEGOU et al.  2015











connected to an important 
center of administration or 




























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments





because of the 
excavations
















connected to an important 
center of administration or 







explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes yes assumed reliable dendrochronology
42 AD: building of the jetty; 4th and 5th c.: repairs of 
the quay wall with reuse stones from Narbonne and a 
wreck with its cargo
BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num;SANCHEZ/JEZEGOU 
2016, p. 508‐511;JEZEGOU et al.  2015





because of the 
excavations
1 yes yes harbour lagoonal harbour storehouse Villa Maritima
connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important productive site
explicit archaeological features yes yes reliable
Since 40BC until the end of the 
Flaviens
BDD PATRIARCHE‐11 262 0305;BDD PATRIARCHE‐
11 262 0018;SANCHEZ/JEZEGOU 2016, p. 518.
Storehouse with doliae













connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐11 262 0083






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour sea harbour/port
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐11 170 0017
172 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,184 3,003 France Narbonne ‐ Pont Neuf River Aude very uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1275 yes yes
highly 
reliable
1275 MESQUI 1986, p. 14, 24
173 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,184 3,003 France Narbonne River Aude very uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1326 yes
highly 
reliable
1315, 1326 MESQUI 1986, p. 14, 70




explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable c. 460; 924
Sydoine Apollinaire describes the town and mentions 
the bridge ; in 924, watermills are mentioned on the 
antique bridge; since the 16th c., is cover by houses
BÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010; MESQUI 1986, 
p. 78, 87







because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes harbour pier/jetty lagoonal harbour
connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num dyke






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes yes harbour sea harbour/port
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Roman Empire BDD PATRIARCHE‐11 285 0004




yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological features;unclear 
basis
yes assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes yes reliable MESQUI 2010





because of the 
excavations;Location: 







classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐11 379 0022
179 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,651 2,567 France Entraugyes‐sur‐Truyère River Truyère reliable because still exists 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof assumed yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable between 1250 and 1350 MESQUI 1986, p. 70
180 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,641 2,570 France Entraugyes‐sur‐Truyère River Lot reliable because still exists 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof assumed yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable between 1250 and 1350 MESQUI 1986, p. 70
181 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,522 2,764 France Espalion River Lot highly reliable because still exists 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 14th c. MESQUI 1986, p. 185
182 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,102 3,087 France Millau ‐ Pont neuf ou pont de Cureplats River Tarn highly reliable
because of the places 
names
2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1286 yes reliable 1286 MESQUI 1986, p. 69,70




explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
1758 yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable MESQUI 1986, p. 69, 70 stone bridge
184 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,354 2,581 France Rodez ‐ Pont de Laguioule River Aveyron reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1320 yes reliable 1320 14th c.: charitable financing of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 32, 69
185 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,343 2,579 France Rodez ‐ Pont du Monastère River Aveyron reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1339 yes reliable 1339 14th c.: charitable financing of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 32, 69
186 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,342 2,565 France Rodez ‐ Pont de la Mouline River Aveyron reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 14th c. 14th c.: charitable financing of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 32, 69
187 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,350 2,036 France Villefranche‐de‐Rouergue River Aveyron reliable yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof
c. 
1285
yes reliable MESQUI 1986, p. 67 stone bridge
188 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,679 4,624 France Arles
Arela
te








connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features;explicit 
historical proof
yes yes assumed assumed yes assumed uncertain Antiquity
STRABO, IV, 1, 6;End of the 4th c.: Ausone, Ordo 
urbium nobilum
CHRISTOL/FICHES 1999, p. 142;BDD PATRIARCHE‐
13 004 0090;BSR‐DRASSM 2001, n°26, p. 13
Spanish amphoras with top or feet cut




















implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof









connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site




ROTHE/HEIJMANS 2008, p. 714;Wawrzinek 2014 
Katalog B
191 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,548 4,662 France Arles (Rue Dieudonné)
Arela
te
River Rhône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 004 0481







because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes harbour quay wall/wharf lagoonal harbour
connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site








connected to an important 
center of administration or 





BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num;ROTHE/HEIJMANS 
2008, p. 456 
194 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,680 4,625 France Arles (gisement A)
Arela
te









connected to an important 
center of administration or 




yes uncertain End of the 4th c. Ausone, Ordo urbium nobilum BSR‐DRASSM 2001, n°26, p. 53;MARLIER 2011 amphorae and one dolium
195 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,679 4,622 France Arles
Arela
te







connected to an important 
center of administration or 




assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity End of the 4th c.: Ausone, Ordo urbium nobilum BSR‐DRASSM 2001, n°26, p. 53
Spanish amphoras (Dressel 17,2/4 de Taraconaise et 
de Cos, 7‐11, Pascual 1,  Beltran 2A & 2B)/Gallic 
amphoras (flat bottom from Massalia, G3, G4, 
G5)/Eastern production (Cretan amphora, Dressel 
43, Dressel 5)/Dressel 21‐22/African 
amphora/limestone blocks/roman gladius 
sword/ceramics








connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer site
explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 8th, 9th c.
8th : list of the tolls on Marculf form; 9th : the imperial 
tax authorities had a toll in the harbour
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 58;BAUTIER 1989, p. 
13;BÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010













connected to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit historical proof 1397 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable
SINTES 2001; Service de l'inventaire ‐ Dossier 
IA13004098 
bridge on boats





connected to important 
terrestrial route/road;local 
importance
explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable SINTES 2001 Mention of a portus
199 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 43,681 4,628 France Arles River Rhône highly reliable















connected to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit archaeological features;explicit 
historical proof









uncertain 4 yes harbour sea harbour/port
origin/destination of 
transportation by ship
connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer site
explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable Annals of St. Bertin; Marculf MOLKENTHIN 2006; BAUTIER 1991
uncertain, to be checked and to be completed, 
mentioned in written sources according to 
Molkenthin




because the harbour 
moved in this area 
according to the 










ferry harbour fruits;straw;hay local importance explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
1176, 1200, 1293, 1388,  end of the 
15th c.
1176: dispute between the owners of Barbentane ferry 
and those of Rognonas ferry ADBdR B1221 f°1011v;  
1200 : Agreement between the ferry co‐owners ‐ 
ADBdR B300 ; 1293: Dispute about the transport of 
people on a ferry for wood transportation
LONCHAMBON 2001, p. 19‐21 Belongs to the Lords of Barbentane












because the harbour 
moved in this area 
according to the 










ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
1178, 1344, 1376, 1383, 1390
1178: confirmation by the Emperor Frederci II of the 
bishop of Avignon's property on the harbour; 1344 and 
1376: Barbentane Castle Private Archives 90bis, 130 ; 
1383: Marquis of Barbentane Private Archives 134 ; 
1390: AC Avignon E Depot Pintat 66 piece 2222









because of the lack 
of information in 
Patriarche database
3 yes harbour quay wall/wharf lagoonal harbour explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 014 0008;Wawrzinek 2014 
Katalog B




Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour lagoonal harbour
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 014 0061






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour sea harbour/port assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 021 0008
206 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,905 4,864 France Chateaurenard River Durance reliable
because the harbour 
moved in this area 
according to the 






river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes reliable 1094 Cartulary of Lerins abbey LONCHAMBON 2000, p. 290













classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes uncertain Antiquity;7th
Marculf's list of harbours with tolls ("tonlieu") in the 
Rhône Valley (7th c.)
BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 039 0061;BÜHRER‐
THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010
Proofs of papyrus' trade until the beginning  8th c. 
(then replaced by parchment)





because the harbour 
moved in this area 
according to the 










ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed yes yes
highly 
reliable
1037, 1159, 1216, 1247, 1301, 18th 
and 19th c.
1037: Cartulary of the abbey of St Victor of Marseille‐ 
n°246; 1216: exemption for the abbey of Silvacane for 
the ferry‐ ADBdR 3H8 ; 1159: Cartulary of the abbey of 
St Victor of Marseille‐ n°952 ; 1247: Inquiry of the 
rights of passage‐ ADBdR B34, B2 f°70, B9 f°296; 1301: 
mention of the toll ‐ ADBdR B414; 19e c. : Napoleonic 
land register





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,510 5,001 France Istres Lagoon
Etang 
de Berre
uncertain 4 harbour lagoonal harbour assumed assumed assumed uncertain WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog A






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour quay wall/wharf sea harbour/port assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain
Early Roman Empire to Early Middle 
Ages
BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 028 0019





















implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
assumed uncertain PANATO 2015, p. 134‐135





reliable 1 yes yes yes harbour quay wall/wharf sea harbour/port safety harbour
supraregional 
importance;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important productive site
explicit archaeological features yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Greek period to Early roman Empire
Strabo, 1,4;Justin; XLIII, 3; Aviennus, Ora Maritima; 
Eumene, Panégyrique de Constantin
GUERY 1992;BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 055 0643;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐13 055 0012;BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 
055 0612;BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 055 0614;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐13 055 0642;BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 
055 0650
























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments






because of the 
excavations














use;connected to important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer site





4th c. BC Strabo 1,4
GUERY 1992;BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 055 0734;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐13 055 0493;BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 
055 0849
The quay wall from the Greek period is made of 












because of the 
excavations













use;connected to important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features;explicit 
historical proof
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1th c. BC to 7th c. BC
Strabo, 1,4;Justin; XLIII, 3; Aviennus, Ora Maritima; 
Eumene, Panégyrique de Constantin;Terminii given by 
stratigraphy and sedimentary deposits
WICKHAM 2005;GUERY 1992;BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 
055 0032;BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 055 0355;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐13 055 0357;;BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 
055 0753;BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 055 1005;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐13 055 1006;BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 
055 0493;BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 055 1007
Quay wall in with limestone from Ponteau;the 
artificial basin  is gradually silted : two new quay 
walls built  in the 4th and 6th c. AD.






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes yes harbour quay wall/wharf sea harbour/port safety harbour
connected to an important 
consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain
Greek period;Roman republic;Early 
Roman Empire 
Strabo, 1,4
BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 055 0612;BDD PATRIARCHE‐
13 055 0614;BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 055 0692;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐13 055 0693;BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 
055 1008
Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added













connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 




explicit archaeological features assumed assumed yes yes yes assumed assumed reliable 1551;1730
Building of a new quay in stone (the first since the 
Gallo‐roman period?) by Louis XII
BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 055 1013;BDD PATRIARCHE‐
13 055 1012;CORNU 1974



















archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Roman republic to modern period BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num












harbour sea harbour/port assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐13 056 0013
219 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,404 5,055 France Martigues Lagoon
Etang 
de Berre




Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2014 1 open 43,404 5,054 France Martigues Lagoon
Etang 
de Berre
highly reliable 4 yes harbour lagoonal harbour explicit archaeological features assumed assumed uncertain GATEAU 1996, 257 ff.












sea harbour/port assumed assumed uncertain Late Roman Empire BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num




because the harbour 
moved in this area 
according to the 










ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof 1272 yes yes assumed assumed assumed yes
highly 
reliable
1272, 1298, 1320, 1448, 1790
1272: Agreement between the Lords of Avignon and 
those of Rognonas about the establishment of a new 
ferry ‐ ADV VIII G112;  1298: Inquiry on the rights of 
Charles II of Anjou; 1448: ADBdR B1220 f°367 ; 1790: 
ADBdR 122E IIII O/1








explicit historical proof assumed uncertain 13th c.? Rossiaud 2007
details from the written source have to be added; 
follows Aigues‐Mortes











because the harbour 
moved in this area 
according to the 














1266: the Archbishop of Aix en Provence gave his part 
of the harbour to Elis des Baux‐ ADBdR B144; 1770: 
description of an itinerary‐ ADBdR B6218‐43
LONCHAMBON 2001, p. 26
225 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,918 4,807 France Rognonas River Durance uncertain
because the harbour 
moved in this area 
according to the 














1176: dispute between the owners of Barbentane ferry 
and those of Rognonas ferry; 1272: Agreement 
between the Lords of Avignon and those of Rognonas 
about the establishment of a new ferry ‐ ADV VIII 
G112; map ‐ ADBdR Fi 127
LONCHAMBON 2001, p. 20, 82‐90 Belongs to the Lords of Rognonas







because the harbour 
moved in this area 
according to the 














1263: ADBdR B1501 f°6; 1272: Agreement between the 
Lords of Avignon and those of Rognonas about the 
establishment of a new ferry ‐ ADV VIII G112; 1305: 
Barbentane Marquis Private Archives 52 bis









because of the 
excavations
2 yes harbour quay wall/wharf lagoonal harbour explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain
BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog A
228 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,541 5,043 France Saint‐Chamas River
Touloub
re
highly reliable because still exists 1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological 
features;historical proof
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1st c. MESQUI 1986, p. 18





because of the 
excavations;Location: 






navigable waterway explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num












yes harbour sea harbour/port assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district




assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Iron Age to Early Roman Empire BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour sea harbour/port
origin/destination of 
transportation by ship
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive site

















explicit historical proof;implicit/highly 
interpretive historical proof
assumed assumed yes yes reliable FASOLI 1978;PANATO 2015, p. 134‐137 details from the written source have to be added
234 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,185 ‐0,370 France Caen (Rue des carmes) River Orne highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes navigable waterway storehouse salt
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐14 118 0218 Salt store; may be linked to the harbour of Caen
235 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,320 ‐0,449 France Courseulles‐sur‐Mer (Port) River Seulles highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 












assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐14 191 0049 old discovery (1831)
236 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,413 0,238 France Honfleur River Seine uncertain













assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐14 333 0025










Dredging of the Touques river to make it navigable as 
far as Lisieux
BAUTIER 1989, p. 26
238 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,993 0,027 France Ouville‐la‐Bien‐Tournée River Dives reliable









assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐14 489 0002
239 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,968 2,189 France Laroquebrou River Céré reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1281 use of the fines to support the construction MESQUI 1986, p. 26
240 L. Werther Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2015 1 open 45,655 0,155 France Saint‐Michel‐d'Entraigues/Angoulême River
Charent
e







WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B











connected to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit historical proof yes reliable 1041‐1043
mention of the portus  of Basseau linked to the toll on 
salt transportation
CHAPELOT 2005
connected to the salt road from Saint Savinien to 
Angouleme

















connected to an important 
religious center
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐16 015 0108
243 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,655 0,149 France Angoulème ‐ Saint Cybard River
Charent
e




explicit historical proof yes reliable 762 mention of the mill on the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 78


















BDD PATRIARCHE‐16 032 0003 Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added
245 L. Werther Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2015 1 open 45,708 ‐0,310 France Boutiers‐Saint‐Trojan River
Charent
e







WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B




River Vienne highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain SICARD 2013








classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
yes yes reliable SICARD 2013


























salt historical proof assumed assumed yes assumed assumed reliable CHAPELOT/RIETH 2005, p. 209;CHAPELOT 2005




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district






assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐16 144 0036




because of the 
excavations;Location: 













classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐16 167 0018
252 L. Werther Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2015 1 open 45,890 0,113 France Luxé River
Charent
e







WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B




because of the 
excavations
1 yes other fishery explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed reliable radiocarbon dating [1045‐1244] GAILLEDREAU 2012















classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Middle Ages to Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 028 0010
255 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,511 ‐0,887 France Barzan (Le Fa) River Gironde reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 034 0001




Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour sea harbour/port assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 034 0007




Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour quay wall/wharf sea harbour/port assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 034 0056




because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 




BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 069 0007
259 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,777 ‐0,627 France Bussac‐sur‐Charente / Port Berteau River
Charent
e






connected to an important 
productive site
explicit archaeological features yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable Middle Ages to Modern period CHAPELOT/RIETH 2005, p. 207




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 073 0028




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district







BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 073 0032
262 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,801 ‐0,639 France Bussac‐sur‐Charente (La grande porte) River
Charent
e







DECONINCK 2008;BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 073 0040




because of the 
excavations;Location: 



































































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments




because of the 
excavations;Location: 














BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 086 0009
Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be 
added;Near confluence Charente/Seugne
265 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,704 ‐0,564 France Courcoury (Aubrade2) River uncertain
because of the 
excavations;Location: 









assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 128 0023




Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour quay wall/wharf sea harbour/port assumed assumed assumed uncertain Late Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 153 0019




because of the 
excavations;Location: 










explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 141 0005 Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added











classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 161 0012










harbour quay wall/wharf sea harbour/port
classification of a modern 




BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 190 0008




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes harbour sea harbour/port assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 190 0014









yes navigable waterway explicit historical proof 1377 yes assumed reliable 1377 Improvement of the Sevre river navigability BAUTIER 1989, p. 25




because of the 
excavations




explicit archaeological features assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable
Dendrochronological dating (Poz‐
19331 = 1245 ± 35 BP (680‐874 cal 
AD) ‐ Poz‐19283 = 1155 ± 30 BP 
(779‐794 cal AD))
DECONINCK 2008;BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 285 0072




because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 292 0016 Location at the Boutonne is unsecure




Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour sea harbour/port assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 329 0006
275 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,831 ‐0,972 France Saint‐Jean‐d'Angle River reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 









classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 348 0032
276 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,795 ‐1,054 France Saint‐Just‐Luzac (Feusse) River Seudre reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 351 0026
277 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,942 ‐0,891 France Tonnay‐Charente River
Charent
e





connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power
explicit historical proof yes reliable Salt port since the  11th c. (BNF ms lat 12754, f°408) CHAPELOT 2005
278 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,941 ‐0,885 France Tonnay‐Charente River
Charent
e
uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 13th c. MESQUI 1986, p. 18





because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes harbour quay wall/wharf explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 448 0030







because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 401 0005










because of the 
excavations







DUMONT/MARIOTTI 2013, p. 122‐123;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐17 412 0028
wood




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain High Roman empire BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 415 0019




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




connected to an important 
religious center
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 415 0075




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





connected to an important 
religious center
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 415 0128 Near confluence Charente/Seugne
285 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,748 ‐0,630 France Saintes River
Charent
e
reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1852 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1080
first mention of the mill under the bridge in the 
cartulary of Notre dame de Saintes
CHAPELOT 2005; THOMAS 1911;MESQUI 
1983;MESQUI 1986, p. 15
Many reconstruction all along its history
286 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,748 ‐0,630 France Saintes River
Charent
e
reliable 2 yes other fishery explicit historical proof yes reliable 1080
first mention of the fishery under the bridge in the 
cartulary of Notre dame de Saintes
CHAPELOT 2005
287 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,748 ‐0,630 France Saintes River
Charent
e
reliable 2 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1080
first mention of the mill under the bridge in the 
cartulary of Notre dame de Saintes
CHAPELOT 2005




because of the 
excavations;Location: 










connected to an important 
religious center
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐17 415 0310 Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added
289 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,879 ‐0,682 France Saint‐Savinien River
Charent
e




explicit historical proof assumed uncertain CHAPELOT 2005








location because of 
having the same 
name as a modern 
place in the town









connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important productive site
explicit historical proof yes reliable 1031 Savigny abbey cartulary, n°635 CHAPELOT/RIETH 2005, p. 208;CHAPELOT 2005









location because of 
the mention of the 
town








connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important productive site
explicit historical proof yes reliable Saint‐Jean d'Angely abbey cartulary, charter CCCCLXXXI CHAPELOT/RIETH 2005, p. 208;CHAPELOT 2005




because appears on 













other water mill explicit historical proof 1803 yes assumed yes yes yes uncertain 1500;1652 mention of the mill
DUMONT/MARIOTTI 2013, p. 44, 103;CHAPELOT 
2005
iconography: maps of 1825; destroyed in the An XI 
while they are near to collapse;remain functional 
even after the partial destruction of the bridge




because appears on 
maps of the 19th c.
1 yes other fishery explicit historical proof yes reliable 1435 mention of the fishery under the bridge CHAPELOT 2005




because appears on 
















1652 assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes yes assumed assumed reliable radiocarbon dating
1136‐1149: "Pontis mei de Taliburgo castro meo" 
(Fontevraud's cartulary);1170: hospital of Saint‐
Jacques de Tailelbour exists near the road of Saint‐
Jacques and the bridge; 1486: Repairs on the bridge
DUMONT/MARIOTTI 2013, p. 44, 103;CHAPELOT 
2005
iconography: maps of 1825




because of the 
excavations
1 yes other fishery;dam explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed reliable
radiocarbon dating 2 sigma : stake 7 
[897‐1024] , 8 [898‐1029], 25 [898‐
1026] , 32 [893‐1013] ; 33 [894‐
1016] , 12 [888‐1013] 
DUMONT/MARIOTTI 2013, p. 96‐100




because of the 
excavations





connected to an important 
center of administration or 




assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable DUMONT/MARIOTTI 2013, p. 96
linked to wrecks (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 17), weapons, fishing 
tools, fish tank




because of the 
excavations
1 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features yes
highly 
reliable
radiocarbon dating (end of 8th c.‐
middle of 12th c.)/ 
dendrochronology (863‐898)
DUMONT/MARIOTTI 2013, p. 89‐90 stakes + blocks;dyke
298 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,834 ‐0,650 France Taillebourg River
Charent
e














importance;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important military 
base;Connected to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit historical proof assumed yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1435 1435: mention of the toll under the bridge CHAPELOT 2005




because of the 
excavations








connected to an important 
center of administration or 







radiocarbon dating 2 sigma DUMONT/MARIOTTI 2013, p. 85 reuse of wrecks (1, 15) + stakes + beams




because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed yes reliable 14th c., 1574 1574: regulation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 140














l use;long‐term use;connected 
to an important productive site
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes reliable 1386, 1685, 1767
export stone for the building of the castle of Cuffy 
(1386 ‐ ADCO B5506, f°66v),the cathedral of Orléans 
(harbour's mention ‐ 1767 ‐ ADN 3E 4/162)
unpublished materials (archives) ; ROUBET 1886










because of having the 












transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties 
stone
connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof yes assumed reliable 1356 first mention (1356) in a letter of the regent Charles MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 252;DION 1961, p. 106
303 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 46,951 3,076 France Cuffy ‐ port d'Allier River Allier very uncertain
because is just 














local importance explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1371‐1372, 1401
wood transportation to Nevers (ADCO B5501, f°24), 
stone receipt from Nevers (ADCO B4375)
unpublished materials (archives)
304 L. Werther Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2015 1 open 47,079 2,391 France Bourges
Avar
icum




yes yes uncertain WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog A
305 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,079 2,390 France Bourges River Auron uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 855 MESQUI 1986, p. 20
306 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,090 2,402 France Bourges River Yèvre uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 855 MESQUI 1986, p. 20





connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or power
explicit historical proof yes reliable BAUTIER 1989, p. 26
308 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,948 3,068 France Le Guetin
Gast
ain
River Allier highly reliable














to an important productive site
explicit historical proof yes yes
highly 
reliable
14th and 15th c.
city accounts: used to unload the woods for 
constructions in Never (bridge; dike)
unpublished materials (archives)










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed yes assumed uncertain 1178
1178: first mention known of the harbour;1561: 
regulation of the toll
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 140;DION 1961, p. 106




explicit historical proof yes reliable 1323 first mention of the harbour (1323) DION 1961, p. 106
311 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,146 2,210 France Mehun‐sur‐Yèvre ‐ Moulin des ponts River Yèvre reliable 2 yes other sluice;water mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable MAURET‐CRIBELLIER 2005
312 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,095 2,164 France Preuilly (La vigne du port) River Cher reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 





























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments









because of having the 














transportation by ship;ferry 
harbour;water toll/naval 
duties 
passengers/people local importance explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable
1217 : rights of the abbot and the canons of saint Satur 
on the harbour (ADC, 13 H 121);  1237: toll on land and 
river given to the abbey of St Satur (ADC, 13H121); 
1303: agreement on fishing in the harbour (ADC‐6 F 
37); 1486 & 1505 : regulation of the toll
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 140, 443;MANTELLIER 
1864, p. 438 (doc. 303);DUMONT et al. 2014, p. 
140, 151;GEMAHLING 1867, p. 70.




river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
ADC 13H121, n°2 unpublished materials (archives)




because the ancient 
name doesn't 
anymore




Agreement between the Count of Sancerre and the 
abbey of St Satur about two "molendino in fluvio 
ligeris " (ADC 13H121, n°3)
unpublished materials (archives) "in loco que vocat. Rochetum"
316 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,336 2,870 France Saint‐Thibault/Saint‐Satur River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 





ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
Connected to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit archaeological features yes
highly 
reliable
dendrochronology DUMONT et al . 2006, p. 6; DUMONT 2011 stakes, piles













1303 (text about banks arrangement and harbours 
activities protection ‐ ADC 6F37) ; 1778‐1779 and 1786 
(construction project ‐ ADC C118)
unpublished materials (archives)
in 1303: bank revetment built upstream the harbour 
to maintain navigation and prevent sand deposits
318 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,336 2,870 France Saint‐Thibault/Saint‐Satur River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 





ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
Connected to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit archaeological features 160 yes
highly 
reliable
dendrochronology DUMONT et al. 2006, p. 6; DUMONT 2011 stakes, piles + stones




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐19 010 0064 dyke




because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐19 125 0033




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1366, 1733, 1750, 1781
File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2934, 2951, 3010‐2, 3013‐
1)








explicit historical proof assumed assumed uncertain 9th/10th c.?  LOMBARD 1972
details from the written source have to be 
added/mentioned in written sources as "portus"
323 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,193 5,386 France Auxonne River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations





connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or power
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
PASQUINI, PETIT 2016, p. 6;PROVOST et al. 2009a, 
p. 38;BDD PATRIARCHE‐21 038 0104




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1386, 1771, 1719, 1725
ADCO B3445; File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3019‐2, 
3184‐2, 3047‐11)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 45;LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, 
p. 207
325 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,193 5,383 France Auxonne River Saône very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes assumed yes reliable 1495‐1496, 1659 ADCO B4530, B4613 unpublished materials (archives)
326 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,120 5,385 France Auxonne River Saône uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes uncertain 14th c. MESQUI 1986, p. 65
327 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,120 5,385 France Auxonne River Saône uncertain
because is mentioned 
on maps of the 18th c.
3 yes other river crossing;ford assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes uncertain
PASQUINI, PETIT 2016, p. 6;PROVOST et al. 2009a, 
p. 36
328 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,783 4,542 France Chamesson River Seine reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐21 134 0009




Spending for the repairs of the "pont des malades" 
(ADCO B4048)
unpublished materials (archives)
330 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,859 4,574 France
Chatillon‐sur‐Seine ‐ Pont du perthuis‐aux‐
Loups
River Seine highly reliable because is still existing 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes reliable 1658, 1713
1713: documents linked to the former bridge Michel 
(built in 1658) replacement by a new one (still existing)
MH‐MERIMEE IA21000043
331 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,973 5,121 France Chivres River Saône reliable 1 yes other river crossing;ford amphorae explicit archaeological features yes uncertain PROVOST et al.  2009a, p. 171 amphora (Dressel 1)
332 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,063 5,143 France Lechatelet River Saône reliable 3 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Protohistory to Early Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1392, 1424, 1469‐1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 45
334 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,889 4,520 France Etrochey ‐ Pont des Romains River Seine reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain 1189 comment on the bridge as a limit BDD PATRIARCHE‐21 258 0002
335 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,144 5,371 France Flagey‐lès‐Auxonne River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Middle Ages
BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51;PROVOST et al. 2009a, 
p. 335
objects found during dredging
336 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,142 5,372 France Flagey‐lès‐Auxonne (Vernoi ouest) River Saône reliable 1 yes other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain PROVOST et al. 2009a, p. 335
337 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,315 4,859 France Fleurey‐sur‐Ouche River Ouche reliable because still exists 2 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological features;explicit 
historical proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes yes uncertain Middle Ages;1673 Rebuilt in 1673 MH‐MERIMEE IA21003880
338 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,983 5,134 France Jallanges River Saône reliable 1 other
river 
crossing;ford;connecte




PROVOST et al. 2009a, p. 407
339 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,985 5,138 France Labergement‐lès‐Seurre (Homme Forbon) River Saône reliable
because the place 
name doesn't exist 
anymore
2 yes yes harbour






classification of a modern 





PROVOST et al. 2009a, p. 412
limestone paving + pottery (Drag 24/25, Terra 
Sigilata) + coins
340 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,270 5,389 France Lamarche‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
1393 yes reliable 1393‐1394
Expedition of the provost and his sergeants to destroy 
the bridge the inhabitants had built on the Saone 
(ADCO B4441)
unpublished materials (archives)




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1405‐1406 mention of the toll at the port (ADCO B5638) unpublished materials (archives)
342 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,107 5,346 France Laperrière‐sur‐Saône (Les Creubes) River Noue highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐21 342 0003
343 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,126 5,357 France Maillys (les) River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging
344 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,133 5,370 France Maillys (les) River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes uncertain PROVOST et al. 2009a, p. 450 objects found during dredging




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1391, 1749, 1751, 1754, 1781 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2934, 2951, 3011‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 209 linked to Mailly‐le‐Port's harbour ?






because of having the 







explicit historical proof yes reliable 1184
Confirmation of Tart abbey property by pope Lucius III 
‐ ADCO 78H1042/2
unpublished materials (archives) Near confluence Saône/Tille




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1493, 1732, 1730, 1741 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2934, 3020, 3184‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 209
confluence ? Vieille Vouge mentioned on 19th c. 
maps




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 45
349 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,238 5,393 France Poncey‐les‐Athée River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging
350 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,304 5,419 France Pontailler‐sur‐Saône River Saône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes yes
highly 
reliable
Radiocarbon dating: [2‐134] cal AD 
(95,4%), [70‐225]  cal AD (95,4%)
BSR‐DRASSM 2011 n°26, p. 135;BDD PATRIARCHE‐
21 496 0028
stakes (oak and conifer) + beam + tegulae
351 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,302 5,413 France Pontailler‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 869 MESQUI 1986, p. 65




Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed reliable 1403, 1407, 1530 Mentions of repairs (ADCO 5675, B5636, 5656) DUMONT et al.  2011, p. 22‐24




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable ADCO B3445 DUBOIS 1976, p. 45

















connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power
implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof;explicit historical proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain 873, 1282, 1304
873: Mention of a royal palace; 1304: building of a 
castle; 1282 : file of the toll (Arch Nat H4 3000‐2)
DUMONT et al.  2011, p. 13;LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 
2009, p. 209
connected to an important centre of administration 
or power only during High Middle Ages
355 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,302 5,413 France Pontailler‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed reliable 1442, 1530, 1858
1442: works on the bridge (ADCO B5647); 1530: 
mention of the sharing of rights on the two parts of 
the bridge (drawbridge/fixed‐bridge)  (ADCO B1286)
DUMONT et al.  2011, p. 15, p. 24
Pont du Moulin, pont Portote, Pont aux Moines or 
Petit Pont Saint‐Eloi






























PASQUINI/PETIT 2016, p. 6;PROVOST et al.  2009b, 
p. 66;DUMONT et al.  2011
the antique harbour may be linked to the 8th legion 
who has stood at Mirebeau near the harbour (may 
have been a naval base); quay wall, fragments of 
pottery and amphora, blocks, coins, marbles from 
Italy
357 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,019 5,127 France Pouilly‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Protohistory to Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes yes reliable 1406, 1728, 1729 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2988‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 209
359 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,100 5,262 France Saint‐Jean‐de‐Losne River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1592 yes yes reliable 1592 rebuilt in 1592 MESQUI 1986, p. 65











wool explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes reliable
1284, 1308, 1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐
1440, 1469‐1473
9th/10th c.?; 1284 and 1308 : the merchants of Milan 
obtain the right to export wool via Saint‐Jean‐de‐
Losne on Saone river (J267, JJ45, JJ45, JJ54); Accounts 
with mentions of the toll. (ADCO B3445, 3449, 1625, 
17, 5084, 3715)
LOMBARD 1972;LALOU 1989;DUBOIS 1976, p. 
43LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 210
In the goods : wollen fabric;details from the written 
source have to be added ‐ mentioned in written 
sources as "portus"
362 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,103 5,299 France Saint‐Symphorien‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages – Modern Period BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging
363 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,007 5,152 France Seurre River Saône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features 1612 yes uncertain 1612
BDD PATRIARCHE‐21 607 0031; MESQUI 1986, p. 
65
364 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,007 5,152 France Seurre River Saône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐21 607 0048
365 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,998 5,144 France Seurre River Saône reliable 3 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features








explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain PROVOST et al. 2009b, 196 f
details from the written source have to be added; 
wooden quay?






connected to an important 
consumer site
explicit archaeological features yes yes yes uncertain Iron Age – Antiquity
SAUTY 2011, p. 58;PROVOST et al. 2009b, p. 195‐
197
chronology based on the ceramics found on all the 
area of Seurre ; stakes + amphora (Dressel 1) + Terra 
Sigilata from la Graufesenque and Lezoux) + coins




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 45
369 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,455 ‐2,048 France Dinan (port) River Rance highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments





classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Middle Ages;Modern period MESQUI 1986
371 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,509 ‐1,941 France Pleudehin‐sur‐Rance (Mordreuc) River Rance reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐22 197 0039 dyke
372 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,979 2,547 France Dontreix (La Vedrine) River Cher uncertain






river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐23 073 0059
373 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,058 2,496 France Rougnat (Le bourg) River very uncertain










river crossing ferry harbour local importance
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐23 164 0046
374 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,058 2,496 France Rougnat River Cher uncertain






river crossing ferry harbour local importance
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐23 164 0067












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map
378 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,849 0,483 France Bergerac River
Dordog
ne
reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable 1291, 1490 MESQUI 1986, p. 20, 24
379 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,849 0,484 France Bergerac River
Dordog
ne





transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties
wine
connected to an important 
productive site;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed reliable 1255 fiscal privileges on wine trade LAVAUD 2013;HIGOUNET 1978, p.110












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map
381 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,856 0,918 France Bigaroque River
Dordog
ne




water toll/naval duties wine explicit historical proof assumed yes reliable Middle of the 14th c. Lease of the toll HIGOUNET 1978, p. 119




because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐24 082 0039




because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐24 086 0001












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map
387 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,836 0,739 France Lalinde River
Dordog
ne





connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power
explicit historical proof assumed reliable HIGOUNET 1978, p. 110












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map














classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map
392 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,065 1,161 France Montignac River Vézère reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 16th c. mention of the shops upon the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 86












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map
394 Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,129 1,305 France Terrasson River Vézère highly reliable because still exists 1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological features/explicit 
historical proof
1333 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1333 MESQUI 1986, p. 179
395 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,273 0,359 France Villetoureix (La Rigale) River Dronne reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 













assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Iron Age to Early Roman Empire BDD PATRIARCHE‐24 586 0014
amphora( Dressel 1a and 1b, Drressel 2/4, Pascual 
1), pottery,  glass, terra sigillata
396 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,035 5,770 France Arc‐et‐Senans River La Loue reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐25 021 0003
397 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,491 6,768 France Bart River Allain highly reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other canal water mill explicit archaeological features
very 
uncertain
SRA Besançon file 25 043 13
398 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,354 6,343 France Baume‐les‐Dames River Doubs highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain SRA Besançon, file 25 047 011




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1415, 17227, 1729, 1789 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2996‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 226






52 BC ; Dendrochronological dating 
: 78 BC 
52 BC: Caesar's description of the town of Besançon 
(Gallic wars)




An open door on the river may have exist at this 
state of the fortification wall.
401 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,242 6,024 France Besançon (Remparts dérasés) River Doubs highly reliable 1 yes harbour







connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit archaeological features yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
Dendrochronological dating on 
mooring stages : 62 AD








connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious center
yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain DUMONT 2006
403 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,240 6,021 France Besançon ‐ Pont Battant River Doubs highly reliable














other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1235, 1364,1953
during disastrous floods, the waters reach the bridge 
rail
LERAT 1990, p. 74;SAUTY 2011, p. 72;BESANCON 
1985, p. 3;MESQUI 1986, p. 16, 86
404 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,241 6,031 France Besançon ‐ Moulin Saint Paul River Doubs highly reliable
because having the 
same name as a 
modern place near 
the river Doubs
1 yes other water mill;dam explicit historical proof 1363 yes reliable 1363 Mill destroyed by disastrous floods SAUTY 2011, p. 72
405 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,428 6,620 France Blussangeaux ‐ Vieux Moulin River Doubs highly reliable
because the place 






connected to important 
terrestrial route/road
classification of a modern 




AUBERT et al. 2012 Linked to the road of Agrippa ?
406 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,435 6,619 France Blussangeaux ‐ Moulin de Châtelot River Doubs reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 other water mill assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain SRA Besançon, file 25 066
407 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,233 6,018 France Chamars River Doubs reliable
because having the 
same name as a 
modern place near 
the river Doubs
2 yes other water mill explicit historical proof 1363 yes reliable 1363 Mill destroyed by disastrous floods SAUTY 2011, p. 72
408 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,447 6,690 France Colombier‐Fontaine River Doubs reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other water mill historical proof yes yes yes yes reliable 1145 SRA Besançon, file 25 159 006
409 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,467 6,732 France Dampierre‐sur‐le‐Doubs River Doubs reliable














other water mill;dam explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain 1295 first mention of the castle SRA Besançon, file 25 191 005 belongs to the castle of Dampierre
410 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,467 6,732 France Dampierre‐sur‐le‐Doubs River Doubs reliable
because there are still 
fords on 19th c. 
maps;Location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;ford
very 
uncertain
SRA Besançon, file 25 191 006









explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1305





412 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,456 6,720 France Etouvans River Doubs reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 other river crossing;ford
very 
uncertain
Still on the maps of 1835 SRA Besançon, file 25 224 06
413 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,301 6,237 France La Chevanne River Doubs reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1387, 1744, 1773 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3106) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 226
414 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,044 6,250 France Lods River La Loue highly reliable
because of the 
remains











because of the lack 
of information in 
Patriarche database




connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or power
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain
BDD PATRIARCHE‐25 367 0043;Wawrzinek 2014 
Katalog B












yes navigable waterway transhipment harbour
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain STRABO (Geography , IV, 1, 11, 14) SAUTY 2011, p. 55





River Doubs highly reliable
because of the 
excavations











yes reliable radiocarbon dating BARRAL 2011, p. 20;KUHNLE 2001





River Doubs highly reliable
because of the 
analysis of the 
ancient streets 
network
1 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed reliable BARRAL 2011, p. 20






because of the 








ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit archaeological features yes assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BARRAL 2011, p. 20, 61
stronghold build at the end of the 4th c. to protect 
the bridge;stronghold
420 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,443 6,771 France Mathay River Doubs reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐25 370 0004 Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added
421 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,506 6,796 France Montbéliard River Doubs highly reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes assumed yes yes yes yes reliable 1431
Rebuilt in stone before 1431 ‐ Many repairs during the 
























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
















Built in 1334. Houses built on it during the 15th c. (and 
destroyed during the 19th c.). Destroyed in 1960.
MH‐MERIMEE IA00048656
423 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,186 5,919 France Montferrand‐le‐Château River Doubs reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1307 first mention of the mill SRA Besançon, file 25 397 03
424 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,288 6,129 France Novillars ‐ gué Baillaud River Doubs reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;ford
classification of a modern 




SRA Besançon, file 25 429 05
425 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,154 5,861 France Osselle River Doubs reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐25 438 0007




because the place is 
ruined ‐ localisation 
by the other places 















427 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,103 5,881 France Quingey River La Loue highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐25 475 0008
428 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,232 6,036 France Rivotte River Doubs reliable
because having the 
same name as a 
modern place near 
the river Doubs











connected to an important 
consumer site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Middle Ages ROSSIAUD 2007, p. 183
details from the written source have to be added; 
harbour for Montélimar




because of the 
excavations;Location: 













assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity and Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐26 058 0011 Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added
431 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,965 4,894 France Bourg‐lès‐Valence River Rhône uncertain
























connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Middle Ages ROSSIAUD 2007, p. 183
details from the written source have to be added; 
harbour for Montélimar
433 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,522 4,823 France Espeluche River Jabron highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment 
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity and Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐26 121 0050 dyke
434 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,446 4,696 France Donzère River Rhône uncertain
because the medieval 
text mentions only 










840: toll exemption for 3 boats on Rhone and other 
rivers given in Donzere by Lothaire I











connected to an important 
consumer site
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable FASOLI 1978 details from the written source have to be added
436 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 44,554 4,695 France Montélimar River Rhône very uncertain
because the city is 







water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1204 the mill is mentioned in the toll records VERON 2017, p. 237.
437 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 44,554 4,695 France Montélimar River Rhône very uncertain
because the city is 
not today on the 
rhone river banks
5 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1204 the mill is mentioned in the toll records VERON 2017, p. 237. Boat mill
438 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,360 5,144 France Nyons River Eygues highly reliable because still exists 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1341 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1341 MESQUI 1986, p. 21




shipyard explicit historical proof yes reliable 1770 Mentions of boat mill construction VERON 2017, p. 273
440 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,042 5,048 France Romans‐sur‐Isère River Isère reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1219 1651 yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1219‐1252
Built between 1219 and 1252; 14th c. charitable 
financing of the bridge
MESQUI 1986, p. 32, 97, 114
After its destruction have been rebuilt in wood the 
stone




shipyard explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 15th c. (2nd half), 1568 Mentions of boat mill construction VERON 2017, p. 273
442 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 44,921 4,873 France Valence River Rhône uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1211 moving of the mill (from l'Eperviere to Saint Victor) VERON 2017, p. 248.
443 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,932 4,883 France Valence River Rhône uncertain yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 13th c., 1214
charitable financing of the bridge; 1214: bridge linked 
to the hospital for a shared management 





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,933 4,893 France Valence
Vale
ncia











connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important productive site
explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed uncertain 8th c., 9th c.
8th c. : list of tolls on Marculf form; 9th c.: the imperial 
tax authorities had a toll in the harbour;1st half of 
13th c.
ROSSIAUD 2007, p. 186;MANTELLIER 1867, p. 
58;BAUTIER 1989, p. 13;BAUTIER 1991;BÜHRER‐
THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010
Salt store 
445 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,430 0,624 France Aizier (port) River Seine highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐27 006 0002
stake, pottery, silver spoon, glass, anchor, statuette, 
intaglio, architectural terracotta, fauna; presumably 





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,430 0,624 France Aizier River Seine highly reliable
because of the 
excavations









dam pottery;amphorae yes yes
highly 
reliable
MOUCHARD 2008, I, p. 128‐175; IV, p. 5‐23; 
Wawrzinek 2014 Katalog A
pottery, amphora (Dressel 20)




because of modern 
maps and having the 
place name as a 
modern place












transportation by ship;ferry 
harbour;water toll/naval 
duties
connected to important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important productive 
site;local importance
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit historical 
proof
assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
1214 Fecamp abbey cartulary, BM Rouen, Y 51, f. 68v‐69r
MOUCHARD 2008, I, p. 128‐175; IV, p. 5‐
23;SADOURNY 1976
seigneurial boundary stone
448 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,241 1,397 France Les Andelys River Seine uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof
12th 
c.
yes reliable end of the 12th c. disappearance of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 66
449 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,246 1,428 France Les Andelys (rue de la Gabelle) River Seine highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes navigable waterway storehouse salt assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐27 016 0032 Salt store; may be link with a harbour on Seine
450 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,955 0,932 France Conches‐en‐Ouche River Ouche reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other storehouse salt assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed uncertain Middle Ages; 1391 1391: delivery of salt to the saltstore from Rouen BDD PATRIARCHE‐27 165 0024;SADOURNY 1976 Salt store
451 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,020 1,141 France Evreux (Chapelle Sainte Croix) River Iton reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other storehouse salt assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐27 229 0138 Salt store
452 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,279 1,769 France Gisors (Rue Saint Gervais) River Epte reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,240 1,185 France Incarville River Eure reliable
because of the 
excavations






assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain
BDD PATRIARCHE‐27 351 0011; LEPERT/PAEZ‐
REZENDE 2005
building, pottery, amphora;Data from the 
PATRIARCHE file have to be added















classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐27 601 0013 Near confluence Seine/Risle
455 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,406 0,803 France Le Landin River Seine highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐27 363 0012
456 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,242 0,695 France Pont Authou River Risle very uncertain 3 yes other fishery explicit historical proof yes reliable 1041 MESQUI 1986, p. 83
457 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,305 1,155 France Pont‐de‐l'Arche (2, 4 place de l'Eglise) River
Seine/E
ure





implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1281 1281: the Hotel Dieu is given to the abbey of Bonport MH‐MERIMEE IA00017895
Salt store belonging to an Hotel Dieu ; probability of 
a link with an harbour is strong










explicit historical proof 862 1856 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 862‐873;1025;1195; 1206;1856
After 862, Charles the Bald have a fortified bridge build 
in Pont de l'Arche to stop northmen navigation ; 1025: 
bridge given to the abbey of Bec ; 1195: restored by 
the British administration during war‐time; 1209 : 
Philippe Auguste bought the site ; 1856: collapse and 
replaced by a new bridge
DUMONT/MARIOTTI 2013, p. 103;VERDON 2007, 
p. 27‐28;MESQUI 1983;SADOURNY 1976
Several reconstruction during the 20th c. and WWII
459 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,470 0,531 France Quilleboeuf
Quile
bos
River Seine highly reliable
the harbour is still in 
service










transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive 
site;local importance
explicit historical proof;implicit/highly 
interpretive historical proof
yes yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
938 Guillaume Longue Epee carta MOUCHARD 2008, V, p. 346‐381; SADOURNY 1976 seigneurial boundary stone




461 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,472 0,524 France Quilleboeuf
Quile
bos
River Seine highly reliable


























explicit historical proof yes reliable around  825 Urbar/manorial role of St. Germain des Pres ELMSHÄUSER 2002 monastery St. Germain‐des‐Prés















water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1299
toll of the master of the bridge who helped the sailors 
to pass the bridge
MESQUI 1986, p. 22, 100;SADOURNY 1976 Many reconstruction all along its history





transportation by ship 
passengers/people explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable 1295 241 Genoese sailors take on board to reach Rouen BAUTIER 1989, p. 11





River Seine highly reliable
because of 
monumental remains 
and modern maps 
(XVIIe c.)











d to important 
terrestrial route/road
fishing harbour;ferry harbour
connected to an important 
terrestrial route/road;local 
importance
implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
assumed assumed yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1025 ADSM 9H26 MOUCHARD 2008, V, p. 650‐665;SADOURNY 1976








Improvement of the Eure river navigability and building 
of the harbour in Chartres
BAUTIER 1989, p. 25‐26




yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
12th c. MESQUI 1986; MERIMEE PA00097016




visit of the sluices within the project of joining Yèvre 
























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments




visit of the sluices within the project of joining Yèvre 
and Auron to Allier and Cher
MAURET‐CRIBELLIER 2005





yes navigable waterway explicit historical proof 1442 yes reliable 1442 Improvement of the Eure river navigability BAUTIER 1989, p. 25
471 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,997 ‐4,091 France Quimper (Place Berardier) River l'Odet highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 























uncertain 3 yes harbour sea harbour/port yes yes reliable mid 13th c., 14th c.
Works made to struggle against the port perpetual 
silting up (in the 14th c., trial related to its financing)
SOURNIA 1981;BARROUX 1924
473 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,807 4,648 France Beaucaire
Uger
num











connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive site
classification of a modern 




CHRISTOL/FICHES 1999, p. 142 See BESSAC et al. 1987











importance;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important productive site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;historical proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed uncertain Middle Ages – 1310
1310 : the merchants of Milan obtain the right to 
export wool via Tournus on the Saone river
ROSSIAUD 2007, p. 183;LALOU 1989, p. 104





because of the 
excavations;Location: 













classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis












connected to an important 
consumer site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Middle Ages ROSSIAUD 2007, p. 183
details from the written source have to be added – 













connected to an important 
consumer site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Middle Ages ROSSIAUD 2007, p. 183
details from the written source have to be added; 
outer harbour for Arles
478 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,717 4,172 France Gallargues‐le‐Montueux River Vidourle reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment 
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity to Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐30 123 0003 dyke













importance;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 





WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B
480 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,947 4,535 France Pont du Gard River Gardon highly reliable because still exists 1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable














importance;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed yes uncertain 1376‐1379 Account of salt arrived in Pont‐Saint‐Esprit
ROSSIAUD 2007, p. 184;BAUTIER 1989, p. 
32;DUPRE 1988;VERON 2017, p. 273.
Salt store 
482 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,259 4,653 France Pont‐Saint‐Esprit River Rhône highly reliable
because the bridge 
still exists
1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1218, 1265‐1309 ; c. 1280
1218 : first project for the bridge. 1265 : real beginning 
of the  construction that ends in 1309 ; circa 1280, the 
brotherhood of the brothers and sisters pontife is 
created
GUCKER 2000, p. 26; 
https://structurae.info/ouvrages/pont‐du‐saint‐
esprit; KIRCHNER 1948, p. 6.
483 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,941 4,565 France Rémoulins (La Soubeyranne) River Gardon reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐30 212 0011
484 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 44,052 4,785 France Roquemaure River Rhône very uncertain 3 yes harbour water toll/naval duties
implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
yes reliable 1204 mention of the mill in the toll VERON 2017, p. 237.












explicit historical proof yes yes reliable ROSSIAUD 2007
details from the written source have to be 
added;Location at the Petit Rhône or canal is 
unsecure





River Rhône highly reliable





having the same 
name that this locality





historical proof;explicit archaological 
features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages – 1131 1131: Trinquetaille cartulary BSR‐DRASSM 1995, n°26, p. 42. quay (stone piles and wooden floor) + ceramics
488 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,782 4,089 France Sommières River Vidourle highly reliable because still exists 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable












connected to an important 
consumer site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Middle Ages ROSSIAUD 2007, p. 183
details from the written source have to be added; 
grain supply harbour for Nîmes?; near confluence 
Rhône/Gard
490 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,737 4,233 France Vergèze River Rhony reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 







assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐30 344 0016
491 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,351 1,475 France Auterive River Ariège highly reliable 1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1402 MESQUI 1986, p. 26




sluice;water mill water toll/naval duties
downstream 
navigation
explicit historical proof yes reliable 1255 – 1268
Sluice open in the mill’s dam, toll put on the sluice by 
Sicard de Montaut
HIGOUNET 1978, p. 111












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
yes uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map




because of the 
excavations




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages Toll before 1200
BDD PATRIARCHE‐31 104 0102 ; HIGOUNET 1978, 
map
495 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,778 1,306 France Grenade River
Garonn
e
uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1291 use of the fines to support the construction MESQUI 1986, p. 26
496 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 43,459 1,327 France Muret River
Garonn
e
uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1203 yes reliable 1203 MESQUI 1986, p. 69












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain Before 1200 HIGOUNET 1978, map




sluice water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof 1332 yes reliable 1332
authorisation from the Hospitaliers of Fronton to build 
a harbour with a toll
HIGOUNET 1978, p. 113.














classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐31 455 0123








connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 




BAUTIER 1989, p. 29 Among the goods: pastel
501 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 43,603 1,432 France Toulouse ‐ Bazacle River
Garonn
e
reliable 2 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 11th c. VERON 2017, p. 237 Boat mill














other water mill;dam explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1177 (first mention), 1636 (illustration) VERON 2017, p. 31, MESQUI 1986, p. 81 70 boat mills of the 12th c. replaced by 43 fixed mills




because of streets 
name
1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof
11th 
c.
1281 yes yes yes reliable 11th c.; 1281 1281 : collapse ASTRE 1951; MESQUI 1986, p. 69














other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1182 1606 assumed yes yes yes yes yes no reliable 1415;1515
1415, 1433‐1435, 1437 1480 (repairs);1515 (view of 
the city of Toulouse), 1606 (destroyed by flood)
BERTRAND 1515 ; ASTRE 1951; MESQUI 986, p. 30
505 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,603 1,432 France Toulouse ‐ Pont du Bazacle River
Garonn
e
reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1218 MESQUI 1986, p. 69
506 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,603 1,432 France Toulouse ‐ Gué de la Bazacle River
Garonn
e




DUMONT 2002, p. 173;DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 
2011
Dated thanks to coins stuck to the metal‐tipped 
stakes;metal‐tipped stakes, frame nails, line of holes 
in rocks, coins





connected to an important center 
of administration or power explicit historical proof yes reliable 1272 Toll belongs to the king since 1279‐1285 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 110, 113‐115.






because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district







assumed assumed yes assumed assumed yes yes yes assumed assumed reliable High Middle Ages to Nowadays;1243 BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 009 0006 REF to be found
509 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,852 ‐0,047 France Castillon‐la‐Bataille River
Dordog
ne





connected to an important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit historical proof assumed reliable Before 13th c. HIGOUNET 1978, p. 108.




because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 039 0012








because of the 
excavations;Location: 














assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Iron Age – Antiquity itinerary of Antonin the Pious BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 051 0027
512 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,123 ‐0,672 France Blaye River Gironde very uncertain 3 yes navigable waterway explicit historical proof yes uncertain
in the Vita of Saint Gregory of Tours written by Odon 
the abbot  of Cluny
GREGOIRE de TOURS







because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 063 0047







because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 063 0048







because of the 
excavations;Location: 







connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer site























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments







because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 063 0169










connected to an important 
consumer site
yes yes yes yes uncertain WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog A
May be the same harbour as one of the Gallo‐
roman harbours mentioned in the PATRIARCHE files







because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important productive 




assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 063 0170

















connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features yes reliable GERBER 2009 stakes









because of the 
excavations
1 yes yes harbour





















connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 




explicit archaeological features yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
Second half of the 12th c. / 2nd half 
of the 14th c. for quay 
arrangements ; 1473
 1473 : rule for unloading GERBER 2009;GERBER 2010
Importance of woods (floating woods, pieces of 
wreck) and ballast reuse in the harbour 
arrangements (and in the city)




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes harbour








connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features yes yes yes uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 063 0251 See CAG ‐ 33/2, 121, 125‐12





















connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes reliable 1361 Mentions of the harbour DROUYN 1874, p. 484,  + map
523 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 44,831 ‐0,559 France Bordeaux River
Eau‐
Bourde
reliable 2 yes other water mill
connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1331, 1415, 1574 Mentions of the mill DROUYN 1874, p. 108, 153, 330, 394‐395,  + map




because the exact 
location of the 






explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable 1360, 1375, 1535 Mentions of the harbour DROUYN 1874, p. 138‐139, 160, + map













connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes reliable
1262, 1337, 1361, 1375, 1457, 1509, 
1535
Mentions of the harbour DROUYN 1874, p. 130, 138‐139, 161, 484,  + map
























connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 





explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable 1281, 1305‐1309 tolls on wine export BAUTIER 1989, p. 26;TRABUT‐CUSSAC 1950







transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties
wine
connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit historical proof yes reliable LAVAUD 2013












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, p. map
529 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,577 ‐0,140 France Caudrot River
Garonn
e




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable Two first decades of 11th c. « transitus navis in Garona » (BM Bordeaux, ms 769) HIGOUNET 1978, p. 107.
Medieval text may correspond as to a ferry, as to a 

















connected to an important 
religious center
historical proof;explicit archaological 
features
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
very 
uncertain
11th c.; 1355; 16th c.
hermits since the 11th c.; actual proof for the 
lighthouse since 1355, rebuilt during the 16th c.
CROZET 1955 See also LexMA, Mollat
531 L. Werther Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2015 1 open 44,827 0,155 France Eynesse River
Dordog
ne




assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B




because of the 
excavations;Location: 












assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 168 0007




because of the 
excavations;Location: 









assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 168 0007




because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 167 0005












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, p. map
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Location on the river Leyre has to be checked. One place 
called « Isle Saint Georges » does exist on the Garonne river. 
Not find this place name on the  Leyre (l’Eyre) rivers banks




because of the lack 






water toll/naval duties assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes uncertain Middle Ages – 15thc. 15th : toll



























connected to important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes reliable Antiquity Sidoine Apollinaire, Polin de Nole
BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 227 0032;Wawrzinek 2014 
Katalog B;VERDON 2007, p. 43.
539 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,556 ‐0,249 France Langon River
Garonn
e




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable
Two first decades of 11th c. ; 12‐
13th c. hinge
« transitus navis in Garona » (BM Bordeaux, ms 769) ; 
12‐13th c. : the toll owner changes
HIGOUNET 1978, p. 107, 117.
Medieval text may correspond as to a ferry, as to a 
real harbour. According to Higounet, it may be more 
a harbour












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,913 ‐0,245 France Libourne River
Dordog
ne/Isle
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542 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,916 ‐0,249 France Libourne River
Dordog
ne/Isle






transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties
wine
connected to an important 
productive site;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an important 
center of administration or power
explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed reliable 1260, 1305‐1309
1260: creation of the walled‐town of Libourne; 1305‐
1309 : accounts of wine export
BAUTIER 1989, p. 26;LAVAUD 2013;HIGOUNET 
1978, p. 110
543 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,879 ‐0,534 France Lormont River
Garonn
e







connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1275 tolls on wine export TRABUT‐CUSSAC 1950, p. 143












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, p. map












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, p. map












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, p. map














water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof assumed assumed yes yes yes yes assumed assumed uncertain
High Middle Ages to Modern 
Period;1434
The toll changes of owner (1326, 16th c.)
BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 352 0019 ; HIGOUNET 1978, 
p. 116.
Among the goods: pastel












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, p. map
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classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, p. map
551 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,814 ‐0,142 France Saint‐Jean‐de‐Blaignac River
Dordog
ne




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof assumed reliable Before 13th c. HIGOUNET 1978, p. 108.




because of the 
excavations









connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain
High Middle Ages to Modern 
Period;1382
LEPICIER 1882, p. 327;BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 433 
0009














water toll/naval duties wine
connected to an important center 
of administration or power
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed yes assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages ; 1253
Toll : two first decades of 11th c. (« transitus navis in 
Garona » (BM Bordeaux, ms 769)) and confiscated in 1253 by 
the king
BDD PATRIARCHE‐33 435 0010 ;HIGOUNET 1978, 
p. 107, 117.
554 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,897 ‐0,313 France Vayres River
Dordog
ne





connected to an important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit historical proof assumed reliable Before 13th c. HIGOUNET 1978, p. 108.
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556 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,309 3,485 France Agde (Les Prades) River Hérault reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes navigable waterway explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐34 003 0162
557 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,309 3,485 France Agde River Hérault highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district







connected to an important 
consumer site;supraregional 
importance
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num
dolium, amphora Dressel 1A, marble block, basalt 
millstone, 2 millstones in sandstone, stone wheel, 2 
stone anchors, Silenus marble head
558 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,309 3,485 France Agde River Hérault uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes navigable waterway explicit archaeological features assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num
559 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,315 3,468 France Agde River Hérault reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1159
Pious donation for the bridge construction or 
maintenance
MESQUI 1986, p. 30




Access to the quarry given by the viscount for the 
construction























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
561 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,564 3,902 France Lattes ‐ Port à la porte Lombarde River Lez reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages to Nowadays BDD PATRIARCHE‐34 129 0043
562 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,564 3,902 France Lattes River Lez reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes canal/portage canal
explicit historical proof;implicit/highly 
interpretive archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain High Middle Ages and Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐34 129 0073 dyke
563 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,564 3,902 France Lattes (la Cereirede) River Lez reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes canal/portage canal
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
yes yes yes yes reliable BDD PATRIARCHE‐34 129 0078
564 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,564 3,902 France Lattes ‐ Port Ariane River Lez reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes other canal fishery explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain High Middle Ages and Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐34 129 0069
565 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,731 3,323 France Lodève River Lergue? very uncertain 4 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes uncertain 15th‐16th c. charitable financing of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 32
566 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,692 4,164 France Lunel River Vidourle reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1132 MESQUI 1986, p. 13
567 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,709 3,557 France Saint‐Jean‐de‐Fos River Hérault reliable because still exists 1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge




yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1040s. MESQUI 1983;MESQUI 2010
568 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,393 3,433 France Saint‐Thibéry River Hérault highly reliable
because of the 
remains
1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge





yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1150‐1203; 16th c. 1150‐1203: taxes for the construction MESQUI 1986, p. 30‐31







connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof assumed yes yes
highly 
reliable
1270 Toll on the goods COMBES 1950




Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour lagoonal harbour explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐34 333 0007
571 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,026 ‐1,748 France Bruz ‐ Pont Rean River Vilaine highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes other river crossing explicit archaeological features yes assumed assumed assumed uncertain High Roman empire BDD PATRIARCHE‐35 047 0028
Discoveries when the bridge have been rebuilt in the 
18th c.; coins (Jules Cesar)
572 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 47,921 ‐1,244 France Rannée River Ardenne uncertain
because of the lack 
of precision in 
bibliography
2 other river crossing;bridge archaeological features
very 
uncertain
DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 2011 REF to be found !




River Seiche highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes yes reliable dendrochronology Peutinger's tabula DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 2011;LEROUX et al. 2002





River Creuse highly reliable
because 2 piles still 
exists
1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological features;implicit 
historial proof
1520 assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain The bridge is destroyed by disastrous floods BRYANT 2014
575 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,556 1,162 France Belabre River Anglin reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 other storehouse salt
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Late Middle Ages to Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐36 016 0032 Salt store
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578 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,635 1,100 France Le‐Blanc River Creuse reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 










explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐36 018 0057
579 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,635 1,100 France Le‐Blanc River Creuse reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐36 018 0058
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581 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,840 1,974 France Meunet‐Planches (Les Prés de Brives) River Théols highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐36 121 0003
582 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,080 2,011 France Reuilly ‐ Pont sur la Theols River Théols reliable











Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,629 1,415 France Saint‐Gaultier (Les Chambons) River Creuse highly reliable
because of the 
excavations




explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
BDD PATRIARCHE‐36 192 0008;Wawrzinek 2014 
Katalog B
584 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,416 0,983 France L'Île d'Amboise River Loire reliable 2 yes other bank revetment local importance explicit historical proof yes reliable 1214
authorisation given to the priory by Sulpice III 
d'Amboise to cut all the woods required in the defence 
of the island and its banks against the floods
DION 1961, p. 120
585 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,415 0,984 France Amboise River Loire highly reliable 1 yes other water mill;fishery explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1196 first boat mill linked to the bridge GAUGAIN 2011, p. 44, 264
586 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,416 0,981 France Amboise ‐ Ponts de bois River Loire highly reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1944 assumed assumed yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
city accounts GAUGAIN 2011, p. 250 Many reconstruction all along its history




mention of the bridge (1110) rebuilt in stone after 
1155;city accounts
MESQUI 1986, p. 65 ; GAUGAIN 2011, p. 41, 250 Many reconstruction all along its history







because of having the 




















importance;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes yes uncertain
1063: toll; 1468: travel of Orléans public prosecutors 
to Amboise and Tours (Orleans city accounts‐mand. 
XXIII, doc 414); 1495‐1496: stones for the castle
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 140, 337, 445;PRIGENT 
2004;GAUGAIN 2011, p. 41, 246
At the confluence Loire/Amasse
589 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,352 0,850 France Azay‐sur‐Cher River Cher uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 1508: regulation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55, 140




because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55
591 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,330 0,991 France Blere River Cher uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55















MANTELLIER 1867, p. 
14;DUMONT/MARIOTTI/LEMAITRE/LAVIER 
2007;BDD PATRIARCHE‐37 042 0001
593 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 47,214 0,076 France Candes‐Saint‐Martin (la coue du pré)
Con
date
River Vienne highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes reliable dendrochronology DUMONT/MARIOTTI/LEMAITRE/LAVIER 2007
594 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,214 0,076 France Candes‐Saint‐Martin (la coue du pré)
Con
date
River Vienne highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features 10 yes reliable dendrochronology
DUMONT dir 2006, p. 91;DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 
2011;DUMONT/MARIOTTI/LEMAITRE/LAVIER 
2007
piles made of a single stakes alignment








connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof yes reliable 9th c. GALINIE 2007









explicit historical proof yes uncertain
In the Vita of Saint Gregory of Tours written by Odon 
the abbot  of Cluny: Gregory died in Candes and had is 
body loaded in a boat to be transported until Tours to 
be buried
GREGOIRE de TOURS




because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed yes assumed uncertain toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 55, 445
598 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,165 0,239 France Chinon River Vienne uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 12th c. MESQUI 1986, p. 14
599 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,166 0,239 France Chinon River Vienne uncertain
because of having the 











transportation by ship 
wine;passengers/peopl
e
explicit historical proof yes assumed yes yes uncertain
1127: toll belonging to the abbey of Fontevrault;  
1425:  public prosecutor's travel (Orléans city accounts 
‐ mand III.Doc 407); 1598: abolition of the toll on wines
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55, 140, 335, 449




because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed yes assumed uncertain toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 445
601 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 47,391 0,646 France Fondettes River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
remains
1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features 15 yes reliable




piles made of boxes (stakes and beams)
602 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,390 0,652 France Île Saint Côme River Loire reliable 2 yes other fishery explicit historical proof yes reliable 9th c. Belongs to the Canons of St Martin GALINIE 2007
603 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,120 0,424 France Île Bouchard River Vienne uncertain
because of having the 










river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed yes assumed uncertain 12th c. toll belonging to the lord of l'Ile‐Bouchard MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55, 448; MESQUI 1986, p. 98
604 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,324 0,408 France Langeais River Loire uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes assumed uncertain 11th c., 14th c., 1532 11th c. : toll; 1532: regulation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 140, 445
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606 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,385 0,555 France Luynes
Maill
é
River Loire very uncertain
because the name 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain 11th c. 11th c. : toll MANTELLIER 1867, p.445
607 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,395 0,828 France Montlouis‐sur‐Loire (circa )
Case
llae




historical proof yes reliable 9th c. DION 1961, p. 101
608 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,217 0,058 France Montsoreau River Loire very uncertain 2 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 11th c. VERON 2017, p. 237. Boat mill
609 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,216 0,063 France Montsoreau River Loire uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed uncertain 13th c., 1577 toll, cancelled in 1577 MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 445




because of having the 
place name as a 
modern place




connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive site
explicit historical proof;archaeological 
features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed yes uncertain Middle Ages;14th c., 1571 1571: regulation of the toll
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55, 140;BDD PATRIARCHE‐
37 174 0055
611 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,372 0,679 France Pont‐Cher River Cher very uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 9th c. MESQUI 1986, p. 70
612 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,270 0,299 France Port Charbonnier River Loire reliable
because of  modern 
maps and having the 
place name as a 






explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1494
Spending for the cleaning out of the river course 
(Orléans city archives)
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 164;MANTELLIER 1864, p. 
427 (doc. 298)




because of having the 










explicit historical proof yes yes uncertain 14th c., 1523 1523: regulation of the toll
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 140, 445;BAUTIER 1989, 
p. 26
614 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,372 0,724 France Saint‐Avertin River Cher uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes uncertain end of the 12th c.
"pontes etiam petrini magnae latitudinis et firmitatis 
ad transendum alveum fabricati sunt"
MESQUI 1986, p. 105 stone bridge
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616 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,396 0,658 France Saint‐Cyr‐sur‐Loire (Les Maisons Blanches) River Loire reliable










explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages – 1143
1143: tolls belonging to the king and the chapter of 
Saint‐Martin de Tours
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 445;BDD PATRIARCHE‐37 
214 0048





because the place still 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54













water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1427 toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 445




because of having the 






water toll/naval duties salt explicit historical proof yes assumed yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
12th, 14th c., 15th c., 1505; 18th c. regulation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55, 140; SERNA et al. 2013b
620 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,396 0,668 France Tours (rue des Tanneurs) River Loire reliable
because of the 
excavations





transportation by ship 
passengers/people




assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes uncertain 1468, 1512
1468: travel of church's delegate to Tours (Orléans city 
accounts ‐ mand. XXI, doc 413); 1512: regulation of the 
toll
MANTELLIER 1867, p.140, 336, 445;BDD 














connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit historical proof yes assumed yes yes yes yes yes assumed reliable 397; 6th/7th c.
amongst others Life of Columban and of Gregory of 
Tours
MOLKENTHIN 2006;GREGOIRE de TOURS;GALINIE 
2007
unsicher, prüfen und ergänzen / mentioned in 























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
622 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 47,399 0,695 France Tours  ‐ Pont de l'Île Aucard River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
remains
1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes yes yes reliable
radiocarbon dating [335‐540]  AD ‐ 
corresponds to the Late Empire city 
wall (4th c.)
DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 2011;NEURY/SEIGNE et 





623 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,399 0,687 France Tours ‐ pont de l'Île Saint Jacques River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavatins
1 yes other bank revetment river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features
40‐60 
AD
yes yes yes assumed reliable
50‐350 – dendrochronology; bridge 
construction: 40‐60 AD
DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 2011;NEURY/SEIGNE et 




110 stakes, abutment in stone; the constructions are 
also linked to an aqueduct and a noria; rebuilt (or 
restored) during the 2nd century?
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625 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,400 0,693 France Tours River Loire reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1034 1750 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1034; 14th c. BOISSEUIL 1992;GALINIE 2007
626 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,396 0,686 France Tours (place Anatole France) River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations




627 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,396 0,686 France
Tours (place Anatole France) ‐ port 
Ragueneau
River Loire highly reliable









connected to an important 
productive site;connected to 
an important consumer site






yes yes yes reliable End of the 16th c. Still exists in 1689 GALINIE 2007
Louis XI wished the construction of "one of the 
greatest ports existing in the city"
628 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,396 0,686 France
Tours (place Anatole France) ‐ port 
Ragueneau
River Loire highly reliable





yes yes reliable GALINIE 2007
629 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,400 0,693 France Tours River Loire uncertain yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1033 yes yes yes reliable 1033 MESQUI 1986, p. 63; GALINIE 2007 wooden bridge
630 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,400 0,693 France Tours River Loire uncertain yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1385 1780 yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1385 MESQUI 1986, p. 63; GALINIE 2007 wooden bridge
631 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,391 0,645 France Tours ‐ pont des Fondettes River Loire reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes
highly 
reliable
dendrochronology c. 125 AD GALINIE 2007 wooden bridge
632 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,400 0,693 France Tours River Loire reliable 2 other river crossing;bridge unclear basis yes yes uncertain Merovingian period BÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010
633 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,398 0,705 France Tours River Loire uncertain 3 yes other bank revetment dam explicit historical proof yes reliable
mentions of several levées and dikes built in order to 
protect the town











because of the 
excavations




connected to an important 
consumer site
explicit archaeological features yes yes yes reliable
BDD PATRIARCHE‐37 261 0197;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog A





connected to an important 
consumer site
explicit historical proof yes reliable 1015 GALINIE 2007







sluice;fishery explicit archaeological features yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
dendrochronology SERNA et al. 2013b
637 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 45,587 5,603 France Aoste ‐ Pont de la Bièvre River Bièvre uncertain
because of the river 
course arrangments 









Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,437 6,002 France Barraux (La Gache) River Isère reliable










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
BDD PATRIARCHE‐38 027 0003;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog B





because of the 
excavations;Location: 









assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages to Nowadays BDD PATRIARCHE‐38 048 0005
640 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,784 5,415 France Bouvesse‐Quirieu (Le Port) River Rhône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 















assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐38 054 0020










harbour palisade fishing harbour explicit archaeological features yes uncertain 1003‐1040
COLARDELLE/VERDEL 1991;COLARDELLE/VERDEL 
2012
Existence of the site is directly linked to lake level 
changes ; Lake doorway and fence/fishing net floats
642 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,603 5,553 France Corbelin River Rhône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment 
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐38 124 0013 dyke
643 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,194 5,729 France Grenoble River Isère reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1140, 1219, 1407, 1415
1st mention in 1140; rebuilt in 1219; 1415: 
Construction of a tower on the 4th arch of the bridge; 
1651, the arches collapsed and were replaced by a 
wooden  deck
MESQUI 1983;BADIN de MONTJOYE 
2003;MONTJOYE 1998; MESQUI 1986, p. 23
644 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,194 5,728 France Grenoble River Isère reliable 2 yes harbour explicit historical proof yes reliable BADIN de MONTJOYE 2003
645 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,195 5,730 France Grenoble River Isère reliable 2 yes harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes reliable
landing site in direct link to the development a small 
urban area and its butcher's installations
BADIN de MONTJOYE 2003
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647 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,121 5,696 France Le Pont‐de‐Claix River Isère reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1270 MESQUI 1986, p. 15
648 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 45,571 5,654 France Romagnieu ("Boutet") River Guiers reliable 2 yes other
river 
crossing;bridge;connec
ted to important 
terrestrial route/road





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,405 4,756 France Saint‐Maurice‐l'Exil (Sangenay) River Rhône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations




explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain
BDD PATRIARCHE‐38 425 001;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog B
Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added
650 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,752 5,224 France Saint‐Romain‐de‐Jalionas (Le Port) River Rhône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐38 451 0067 Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added
651 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,752 5,224 France Saint‐Romain‐de‐Jalionas (Le Port) River Rhône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 












assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐38 451 0068 Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added
652 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,521 4,881 France Vienne (26‐28 rue Victor Faugier) River Gere reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 









assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐38 544 0025
653 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 45,528 4,872 France Vienne River Rhône uncertain
because the medieval 
text mentions only 










815: tax exemption for 5 boats along Rhone and Saone 
given by Louis the Pious to the abbey St Maurice de 
Vienne (Copy of the act)
PANATO 2015, p. 49 Linked to Saint Maurice of Vienne
654 L. Werther Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2015 1 open 45,525 4,868 France Vienne
Vien
na









connected to important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 










Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,526 4,873 France Vienne River Rhône uncertain
because of having the 











connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed reliable 8th c., 9th c.
8th c. : list of tolls on Marculf form;  9th c. :the 
imperial tax authorities had a toll in the harbour; 1st 
half of 13. century
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 58;BAUTIER 1989 p. 
13;BAUTIER 1991;BÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 
2010
uncertain, to be checked and to be completed ‐ 
mentioned in written sources as "portus" – Near the 
confluence Rhône/Gère
656 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,010 5,596 France Belmont River Loue reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1307, 1733, 1737 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3041‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 304
657 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 46,963 5,383 France Chaussin River Doubs uncertain
because the river 





explicit historical proof MA yes reliable 1435‐1436
trial between the duke and Olivier de Longvy about 
their two ports proximity (ADCO B4216)
unpublished materials (archives)
658 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 46,962 5,383 France Chaussin River Doubs uncertain
because the river 





explicit historical proof MA yes reliable 1435‐1436
trial between the duke and Olivier de Longvy about 
their two ports proximity (ADCO B4216)
unpublished materials (archives)
659 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,978 5,376 France Chaussin River Doubs uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1461‐1462
1461‐1462: Receipts of the income of the tax on the 
bridge (ADCO B4240)
unpublished materials (archives)










the text doesn specify 
the localisation of the 
harbour on the lake 
or the riverl
4 yes harbour inland harbour historical proof yes yes assumed assumed assumed reliable 1049‐1109
Donation by Hugo of Chatillon‐le‐Duc  of the harbour 
















assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity ROTHE 2001, p. 321;WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog A






water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1474, 1727 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3015‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 304 Near confluence Ain/Bienne
663 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,075 5,501 France Dole (Pont Romain) River Doubs reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof




1135: comment on the bridge; 1274 : charta 
mentioning the door of the bridge
MH ‐ Mérimée  PA00101847;BDD PATRIARCHE‐39 
198 0005
fortified door
664 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,091 5,496 France Dole (île Perrel) River Doubs reliable 2 yes navigable waterway fishing harbour
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit historical 
proof
yes reliable 1381, 1390 GRESSER 2008, p. 129
665 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,334 5,679 France Epercy River Bienne reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1471, 1728, 1773 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3015‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 304
666 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,369 5,705 France Jeurre River Bienne reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐39 269 0009
667 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,170 5,630 France Lavans‐lès‐Dole River
Aberge
ment
reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity ROTHE 2001, p. 445 beams
668 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,026 5,436 France Molay (La Corvée haute) River Doubs highly reliable
because of airborne 
survey







connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed reliable ROTHE 2001, p. 499‐500 connected to a villa – Near confluence Doubs/Loue
669 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,014 5,418 France Molay River Doubs uncertain 3 other river crossing;bridge
very 
uncertain
ROTHE 2001, p. 498
670 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,003 5,429 France Molay River Doubs uncertain
because rely on oral 
testimony
2 yes other river crossing;ford
very 
uncertain
ROTHE 2001, p. 498 pavement
671 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,010 5,425 France Molay River Doubs uncertain 2 harbour river crossing ferry harbour local importance assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages – Modern Period ROTHE 2001, p. 498




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1262
Neublans seigneury have a toll despite the toll on boat 
transit (up and down)
SAUTY 2011, p. 76





classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity ROTHE 2001, p. 550 Near confluence Doubs/Loue
674 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,922 5,349 France Petit‐Noir River Doubs very uncertain other river crossing;bridge
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity ROTHE 2001, p. 556‐558
675 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,123 5,557 France Rochefort‐sur Nenon River Doubs reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity ‐ Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐39 462 0022 pile + stone
676 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 43,712 ‐1,057 France Dax River Adour highly reliable















explicit archaeological features;explicit 
historical proof




1310‐1320 (construction beginning) ; 1337 (toll) ; 1483 
(fishery upstream the bridge) ; modern iconography 
(maps, city view) ; 1627, 1734, 1736, 1750 (repairs) ; 
6/04/1770  (bridge destroyed by flood)























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments




Toll between Dax and Saint‐Sever that mentions the 
boat passage under the bridge
CALMETTES/SCUILLER 2014




Fishery given to the canon college of the church St 
Esprit,  upstream the bridge
CALMETTES/SCUILLER 2014
































explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages and Modern Period Napoleonian cadastre BDD PATRIARCHE‐40 248 0010
linked to the nearby castle by a road on modern 
cadastral map
680 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,552 ‐1,232 France Sainte‐Marie‐de‐Gosse ‐ Port d'Esterfons River Adour reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable Middle Ages – 11th c. BDD PATRIARCHE‐40 271 0012 REF to be found
681 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,798 1,103 France Areines River Loir reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐41 003 0013
682 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,581 1,306 France Blois River Loire reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other dam
explicit historical proof;archaeological 
features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes assumed assumed uncertain High Middle Ages to Nowadays
BDD PATRIARCHE‐41 018 0061; AUBOURG / 
JOSSET 2014
dyke (levée) + stakes
683 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,581 1,331 France Blois River Loire highly reliable because still exists 1 yes other dam explicit archaeological features yes yes
highly 
reliable
12‐13th c. AUBOURG / JOSSET 2014
684 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,586 1,341 France Blois River Loire highly reliable because still exists 1 yes other dam explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
14th‐18th c. AUBOURG / JOSSET 2014
685 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,584 1,333 France Blois River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes
highly 
reliable
1st half of  the 1st c. AD ; 9th‐10th c. AUBOURG / JOSSET 2014
bank arrangement made to gain land on the banks 
for a district area and a road.
686 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,583 1,335 France Blois River Loire reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
yes yes uncertain 1st c. AD / 1st half of the 2nd c. AD dendrochronology; radiocarbon dating VERON 2017, p. 287; AUBOURG / JOSSET 2014
687 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,585 1,337 France Blois River Loire reliable other river crossing;bridge 1717 yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1717‐1724 bridge rebuilt by the architect Jacques Gabriel Service de l'inventaire ‐ Dossier IA41000842















explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
1716 yes assumed assumed yes yes yes yes uncertain [1031‐1037]; 12th c.; 1508; 1716
15th‐16th c.: charitable financing of the bridge;1508: 
authorization given to rent the piles for houses;1716: 
destroyed by an ice jam
VERON 2017, p. 287; JOSSET et al. 2017;MIEJAC 
1999, p. 177; MESQUI 1986, p. 32, 80;AUBOURG / 
JOSSET 2014
5 mills hanging under the bridge and an arch built 
higher and larger for boats passage
689 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,584 1,334 France Blois ‐ pêcherie du Pont River Loire reliable 1 yes other fishery explicit archaeological features yes yes
highly 
reliable
dendrochronology JOSSET et al. 2017
690 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,586 1,339 France Blois River Loire reliable 2 yes other fishery explicit archaeological features yes reliable JOSSET et al. 2017
691 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,586 1,341 France Blois ‐ pêcherie du Foix River Loire reliable 1 yes other fishery explicit archaeological features yes reliable dendrochronology JOSSET et al. 2017
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hydrological context unclear; Blois is located at the 
Loire (according to Wawrzinek at the Ardoux)








connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious center, 
classification of a modern author assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
9th ‐ 10th c. AUBOURG / JOSSET 2014
694 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,584 1,334 France Blois ‐ port du Foix River Loire uncertain
because has the same 








stone explicit historical proof yes reliable 1635‐1638 stones from Apremont and Lye received in the harbour PERSON 1994











assumed uncertain 12th c. Service de l'inventaire ‐ Dossier IA41000842
696 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,586 1,336 France Blois ‐ port neuf River Loire highly reliable
because appears on 



















classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
yes yes yes yes yes reliable 16th c.
Service de l'inventaire ‐ Dossier 
IA41000842;AUBOURG / JOSSET 2014
697 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,585 1,335 France Blois ‐ port vieil River Loire highly reliable
because appears on 























transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties
salt;passengers/people explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes reliable 1359, 1421, 1529
1359: letter from the regent about the salt tax 
(gabelle) in this harbour (Ordon. m, 358); 1421: travel 
of  public prosecutors (Orléans city accounts‐ mand. 
XVIII, doc. 406); 1529: regulation of the toll
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 140, 265, 335, 
443;AUBOURG / JOSSET 2014







because of having the 







assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain MANTELLIER 1867, p. 14




explicit historical proof yes reliable 1482
The harbour is mentioned in a command for 
carpenters (ADC CC15‐13)
SERNA et al. 2013













other water mill explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1428, 1722
1428: reconstruction of the mill; 1722: destroyed by  
floods and rebuilt
DUMONT et al.  2015, p. 25‐26
701 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,480 1,182 France Chaumont‐sur‐Loire River Loire uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties wine explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes assumed yes yes uncertain 11th c., 14th c., 1505, 1631 11th c. : toll; 1631: cancellation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 140, 443




because of having the 
place name as a 
modern place







assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages to Nowadays;14th c.
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55;BDD PATRIARCHE‐41 151 
0035
Salt store 
703 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,270 1,376 France Saint‐Aignan River Cher uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties wine explicit historical proof yes assumed yes uncertain 14th c., 1508 1508: regulation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55, 140














importance;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1519‐1547, 1523, 1689
transhipment harbour for stones importation during 
the construction of the castle of Chambord
PERSON 1994;FELIBIEN 1874
705 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,613 1,375 France Saint‐Victor River Loire reliable 2 yes other bank revetment dam explicit historical proof yes reliable 1410, 1440
in 1440, the duke Charles d'Orléans helps the 
inhabitants of Saint Victor to repair the damaged dikes 
DION 1961, p. 120




because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55
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708 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,795 1,067 France Vendôme River Loir uncertain 3 yes navigable waterway sluice explicit historical proof yes reliable 1489
visit of the sluices within the project of joining Yèvre 
and Auron to Allier and Cher
MAURET‐CRIBELLIER 2005




because of the lack 






explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes uncertain Middle Ages – 1493 terr. de La Chat, f° 9 DUFOUR 1946;BDD PATRIARCHE‐42 011 0008
710 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,732 4,223 France Feurs River Loire reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐42 094 0065
711 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,742 4,212 France Feurs River Loire reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1433 yes yes yes reliable 1286, 1348, 1433
charitable financing of the bridge (13th c.), repairs 
(1348), aborted attempt of reconstruction in 1433
MESQUI 1986, p. 32, 65
712 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,732 4,223 France Feurs (36 boulevard Clemenceau) River Loire reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Roman Empire BDD PATRIARCHE‐42 094 0332 dyke




shipyard explicit historical proof yes reliable 1652 mention of the construction of a boat mill VERON 2017, p. 273
714 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,868 4,130 France Pinay River Loire uncertain
because does not 
exist
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1421 yes yes yes no no reliable 1272, 1393, 1421
first mention in 1272 and repairs in 1393. The bridge 
collapse in 1421
MESQUI 1986, p. 65, 70
715 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,147 4,101 France Pouilly‐sous‐Charlieu River Loire reliable
because of having the 











water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53 Not far away from confluence Loire/Sornin
716 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,583 4,246 France Rivas River Loire highly reliable 4 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1280 yes no reliable 1258, 1280 charitable financing of the bridge; ruined in 1280 MESQUI 1986, p. 32, 65
717 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,034 4,079 France Roanne
Roen
na






transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed yes reliable 1220, 1447‐1448
1220 : Forez Cartulary, n°33;1447‐1449 : travel of king 
René from Anjou to Provence; Peutinger 's Tabula
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 251;BAUTIER 1989, p. 
26, 33








explicit historical proof yes yes reliable FASOLI 1978 details from the written source have to be added
720 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,502 4,258 France Saint‐Rambert River Loire reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes reliable 1258, 14th c., 15th c., 16th c. charitable financing of the bridge; 14th c. (repairs) MESQUI 1986, p. 32, 65, 70
721 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,997 4,045 France Villerest River Loire reliable
because of ancient 
roads
2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1390 yes yes reliable 1272, 1390 ruined before 1390 MESQUI 1986, p. 65
722 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,316 4,105 France Bas‐en‐Basset River Loire reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Roman Empire BDD PATRIARCHE‐43 020 0040 dyke
723 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,101 3,499 France Langeac River Allier reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1398 yes reliable 1398
Taxes raised on the surrounding to support the 
construction
MESQUI 1986, p. 26








historical proof yes yes assumed assumed reliable 1049‐1109
Donation by Hugo of the harbour of Villa Artias 




Belongs to the Abbey of Cluny
725 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,261 3,408 France Vieille‐Brioude River Allier reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable Late Middle Ages charitable financing of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 32
726 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,363 ‐1,181 France Ancenis  River Loire highly reliable


















water toll/naval duties wine regional importance
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
assumed yes assumed yes yes yes assumed assumed yes uncertain
High Middle Ages to Modern 
Period;14th c., 1422, 1459, 1581
1422, 1459: mentions of tolls (ADLA B1815);1581: 
regulation of the toll ; 1631: cancellation of the toll
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 140, 447;BAUTIER 1989, 
p. 31;LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 8, 143;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐44 003 0016/44 003 0031
dyke



























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
728 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,364 ‐1,176 France Ancenis River Loire reliable
because is visible on 
2km at low water 
level
2 yes other explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Middle Ages LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 144 dyke
729 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,368 ‐1,166 France Ancenis (Ile Delage) River Loire highly reliable












assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period
LAGARDE 2015, vol.2 p. 143;BDD PATRIARCHE‐44 
003 0020
730 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,366 ‐1,174 France Ancenis River Loire reliable












assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain High Middle Ages to Modern Period
LAGARDE 2015, vol.2 p. 143;BDD PATRIARCHE‐44 
003 0026
731 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,383 ‐1,182 France Ancenis River Loire reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment water toll/naval duties explicit archaeological features yes yes reliable Radiocarbon dating: 980‐1020 BDD PATRIARCHE‐44 003 0035 dyke
732 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,379 ‐1,099 France Anetz River Loire uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54
733 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,182 ‐1,622 France Bouguenais River Loire uncertain 3 yes other fishery explicit historical proof yes reliable 1398 Mention of a fishery (ADLA E78/23) LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 13
PATRIARCHE file to be found for more precision on 
location












1417 Mention of the toll, a boat and a travel (ADLA B 1819) LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 13
735 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,171 ‐1,617 France Bouguenais River Jaguere reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages to Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐44 020 0022 dyke








classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed yes yes uncertain 1129‐1136; 1475, 1564
1129‐1136: toll exemption(ADLA Maitre, 
1910a)=harbour? ; 1475: mention of the harbour 
(ADLA B1831); 1564: mention of the harbour of 
Monthong (ADLA B1482/4)
LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 18






 implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
yes reliable 1392
1392: mention of bargemen and wood transportation 
(ADLA E211)
LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 20
738 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,209 ‐1,745 France Couëron (Port de Launay) River Loire uncertain 3 yes harbour water toll/naval duties yes
highly 
reliable
1537 Mention of the harbour and the toll LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 20
739 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,210 ‐1,730 France Couëron River Loire uncertain 3 yes harbour river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes reliable 1469 mention of the ferry (ADLA B1882) LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 20
740 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,263 ‐1,897 France Frossay ‐ Port de l'ile River Loire very uncertain






historical proof yes reliable 1461
Mention of the "Port de l'Île " and of boats (ADLA 
B1837)
LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 23





because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐44 097 0013 dyke
742 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,208 ‐1,550 France Nantes ‐ Pont de Loire River Loire uncertain 2 yes navigable waterway river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1118, 14th c., 1488
14th c. : charitable financing for the bridge; 1488: 
agreement on the construction of a drawbridge to 
make boats passage possible
MESQUI 1986, p. 14, 26, 32, 96; ARTHUIS / 
MERCIER 2019
743 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,208 ‐1,549 France Nantes ‐ Pont de la Madeleine River Loire highly reliable 1 yes yes other
river 
crossing;bridge;fishery
explicit historical proof 1119 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable MESQUI 1986, p. 84
744 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,215 ‐1,556 France Nantes River Erdre very uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof
very 
uncertain
Middle Ages MESQUI 1986, p. 86
745 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,954 ‐1,545 France Nantes ‐ Pont Rousseau River
Sèvre 
nantaise





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,208 ‐1,550 France Nantes River
Loire/Er
dre














connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes reliable c.  855
Miracula S. Benedicti; c. 855: diploma from the king 
Erispoë, mentioning the trade in the harbour of Nantes 
and the toll (ADLA note 9, MAITRE, 1910a)
MC CORMICK 2010; DOEHAERD 1947;LAGARDE 
2015, vol. 2, p. 76
monastery Fleury
747 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,213 ‐1,558 France Nantes River
Loire/Er
dre





connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes reliable 1158, 1164
Confirmation of the tolls collected by the abbey of 
Saint Georges of Rennes (Arch Nat H4 3086/1950)
LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 77
















transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties
salt;herring
connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;supraregional importance
explicit historical proof;archaeological 
features
assumed yes assumed assumed yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain 1000, 14th c., 1459
1000: toll belonging to the Count of Nantes, then of 
Bretagne, the chapter of Saint Rogatien and Donatien; 
1459: price of the barrel of herring
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 186, 251, 302, 447;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐44 109 0014;LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, 
p. 139




because doesn't exist 
anymore‐ may have 
been between the 
door of the 
Poissonerie and the 
"râteau de l'Erdre" 







connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes reliable 1466
Mention of the "port de la Poissonnerie" (AMN CC 
247/2)
LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 46
750 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,215 ‐1,553 France Nantes ‐ Port Maillart River
Loire/Er
dre





connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof 1280 assumed assumed assumed uncertain 1280 building of the harbour?? LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 47
751 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,217 ‐1,546 France Nantes ‐ Port Richerbourg River
Loire/Er
dre





connected to an important 
religious center
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
1280 assumed assumed assumed uncertain 1280 building of the harbour?? LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 47




because doesn't exist 
anymore‐ may have 
been upstream from 
the bridges according 






connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes reliable 1466 Mention of the "port Briand Maillart" (AMNCC 247/49) LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 46













water toll/naval duties salt
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious center
historical proof yes yes yes yes reliable
1193, 1222, 1331, 1409, 1453, 1461, 
1470, … 1765
Mentions of the toll (ADLA Maitre 1910c, E158/15, 
B1837, B1885, H4 2945/3...); 1193: Toll (salt) on boats 
arriving in Nantes collected by the monks of the 
"Grand Monastère" and those of the "Pont Ostramie" 
(Arch Nat H4 3077/1705) ; 1222: toll on salt 
transportation collected by the abbey of Notre‐Dame 
de Villeneuve (Arch Nat H4 3075/821)
LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 45, 77‐78




because of the 
excavations;Location: 















assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐44 109 0064 dyke













explicit historical proof yes assumed yes assumed assumed yes yes assumed yes yes yes assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
651, 815, 826, 1712
651 : Sigebert III diploma about the toll, given to the 
abbey of Stavelot‐Malmédy ; 815 : Louis the Pious’s 
diploma ; Under the reigns of Francois II (duke of 
Bretagne) and the kings Francois Ist and Charles IX, 
conflicts between fishing activities and navigation; 
1712 : silting problem of the river course
MAITRE 1899









reliable 2 yes other
sluice;fishery;water 
mill




The abbey of Déols in Berry obtains the  incomes of a 
sluice, the fisheries and the mills of Pilon. AN K18 ‐ n°27
MAITRE 1899, p. 383‐384.
Since the works on the river course in the Modern 
period, the dig of a canal to improve navigability, 
some parts of the old Tenu river took the name of 
Acheneau (Maitre 1899)












water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes
highly 
reliable
1243 Charter of Marmoutier (ADLA, H135) MAITRE 1899, p. 390.













water toll/naval duties salt
downstream 
navigation
connected to an important 
productive site;regional 
importance
explicit historical proof yes assumed yes
highly 
reliable
652,828 828 : Dom Bouquet, Hist, des Gaules , t. VI, p. 556. Pfeiffer 1997, p. 12 ; MAITRE 1899
The authors are not sure of the location of the 
portus Vetraria. According to Maitre 1899, it’s more 
likely the harbour of Saint Mesme (We used its 
coordinate for the location in the database)




river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes reliable
Mentions of the ferry (ADLA B1848, B1819; ANF H4 
3075/930)
LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 48
760 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,344 ‐1,289 France Oudon River Loire uncertain
because of having the 













salt explicit historical proof yes yes assumed uncertain
1265: toll on salt transportation on boat passing ahead 
Oudon (Arch Nat H4 3075/930); 1581: regulation of 
the toll
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 140;LAGARDE 2015, vol. 
2, p. 79













River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations






connected to an important 
consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
BDD PATRIARCHE‐44 143 0004 ;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog A; ARTHUIS/GUITTON/MOUCHARD 2010
Confluence with The Sèvre is nowadays 1,5 km from 
the harbour's site: geomorphological studies of the 
fluvial landscape during Antiquity?




River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district








BDD PATRIARCHE‐44 143 0046
Confluence with The Sèvre is nowadays 1,5 km from 
the harbour's site: geomorphological studies of the 
fluvial landscape's evolution?





explicit historical proof yes reliable Mentions of the "Port au blé" (AMR 2Z11, 2Z32) LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 53
Confluence with The Sèvre is nowadays 1,5 km from 
the harbour's site: geomorphological studies of the 
fluvial landscape's evolution?
765 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,192 ‐1,572 France Rezé River Loire uncertain 3 yes other fishery explicit historical proof yes reliable 1398 Mentions of a fishery (ADLA E78/23) LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 53




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐44 143 0058 dyke





because the island 
mentioned in the 






yes navigable waterway salt explicit historical proof yes reliable 1153
Donation from Hoël of Bretagne to the abbey of 
Fontevrault of free way of one boat per year with a 
salt cargo (ADLA note 6 ‐ MAITRE 1910b)
LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 77
768 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,379 ‐2,335 France Saint‐Lyphard (rue des gros fosses) Marsh reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes canal/portage canal explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐44 175 0042 made to join la Brière to Ocean?




explicit historical proof yes assumed reliable 1370, 1564, 1584
1370: toll exemption (ADLA E232/2); 1564: mention of 
the toll (ADLA B1482/5); 1584 : mention of the 
harbour, the toll (ADLA B1482/28)
LAGARDE 2015, vol.2 p. 67
770 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,210 ‐1,505 France Saint‐Sébastien‐sur‐Loire River Loire uncertain






explicit historical proof yes reliable 1483 Mention of the harbour (AMR 2Z25) LAGARDE 2015, vol.2 p. 68
771 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,262 1,438 France Thouare‐sur‐Loire River Loire uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54
772 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,381 ‐1,030 France Varades Canal
Boire 
Torse





water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes reliable 1471, 1480, 1499 Mentions of the ferry and the toll (ADLA E277) LAGARDE 2015, vol.2 p. 72
Boire Torse canal dug between 1180 and 1270 
(perhaps earlier?);Location at the Boire Torse is 
unsecure








yes yes canal/portage explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable radiocarbon dating ARTHUIS/MIEJAC/NAULEAU 2017 Canal length : c. 15 km.
774 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,381 ‐1,030 France Varades Canal
Boire 
Torse







explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1140‐1141, 1467, 1471
1140‐1141: toll exemption (ADLA H153); 1467 mention 
of the toll (ADLA E277)…
LAGARDE 2015, vol.2 p. 72, 100
Boire Torse canal dug between 1180 and 1270 
((perhaps earlier?);Location at the Boire Torse is 
unsecure
775 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,720 2,548 France Arcole River Loire uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53
776 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,777 1,638 France Beaugency River Loire highly reliable because still exists 1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit historical proof/explicit 
archaeological features




1158: mention of the chapel on the bridge;ADL 2J58 : 
documents about the guard of the bridge 
PRADE 1988;MIEJAC 1999, p. 176
Many destructions (eg. After the ice jam of 1607‐
1608)
777 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,778 1,636 France Beaugency River Loire uncertain
because of having the 











transportation by ship 
passengers/people explicit historical proof yes yes yes uncertain 1221, 14th c.,1429, 1529
1221: toll; 1429: transportation of weapons; 1529: 
regulation of the toll
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 140, 336, 443
778 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,932 2,019 France Boigny‐sur‐Bionne (le Grand Bouland) River Bionne reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes canal/portage canal explicit archaeological features yes yes assumed assumed reliable BDD PATRIARCHE‐45 034 0037













transportation by ship 





alveum Ligeris ducenda", 1295 :241 Genoese sailors 
take on board to reach Rouen























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
780 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,859 2,224 France Châteauneuf‐sur‐Loire River Loire reliable
because of having the 







transportation by ship 
passengers/people explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1469, End of the 15th c.‐beginning 
of the 16th c.
1469: travel of the duke of Orléans (Orléans city 
accounts, mand. XLI, doc. 415); Mention of a shipwreck
MANTELLIER 1867, p.177, 337, 443
781 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,591 2,771 France Châtillon‐sur‐Loire River Loire reliable 1 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes yes reliable radiocarbon dating DUMONT et al.  2017c
Function of the dyke is unknown: fishery ? Dam for a 
mill ? 
782 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,594 2,756 France Châtillon‐sur‐Loire River Loire reliable
because of having the 






historical proof yes assumed assumed reliable 1244
Sale by Arnould d'Assay to the Abbey of Saint Benoit 





















4 parallel alignments made of stakes of great 








explicit historical proof yes reliable Miracula S. Benedicti DOEHAERD 1947 monastery Fleury








1246: after the construction of the bridge, 
indemnications given to the ferrymen who used to 
cross the river 
MIEJAC 1999, p. 172; MESQUI 1986, p. 68 the medieval bridge is cover by the modern one
786 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,684 2,632 France Gien River Loire uncertain
because of having the 











transportation by ship 
passengers/people explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes yes yes uncertain 1087, 14th c., 1401, 1512
1087: toll; 1410: travel of the Duke of Bretagne from 
Gien to Orléans (Orléans city accounts); 1512: 
regulation of the toll
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 140, 335, 443
787 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,869 2,124 France Jargeau River Loire reliable 2 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
1207 yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
between 1207 and 1221; 1376; 16th 
c.
between 1207 and 1221: built by the bishop of Orléans MIEJAC 1999, p. 174; MESQUI 1986, p. 69
788 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,868 2,124 France Jargeau River Loire uncertain
because of having the 











transportation by ship 
passengers/people explicit historical proof yes yes uncertain 14th c., 1419
1419: travel of the public prosecutors of Orléans to 
Jargeau where was the dauphin (Orléans city accounts‐
mand.X.Doc 405)
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 335
789 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,825 1,700 France Meung‐sur‐Loire River Loire uncertain
because of having the 











transportation by ship 
salt;passengers/people explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 14th c., 1429, 1438 1429: transportation of weapons; 1438 : toll on the salt MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 336, 443




ferry harbour explicit historical proof yes reliable 1493
1493: after the bridge destruction, a ferry is used to 
cross the river
MIEJAC 1999, p. 175
791 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,823 1,703 France Meung‐sur‐Loire
Meh
un,
River Loire uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1207 yes yes yes reliable c. 1216;14th c.
c. 1216: the wooden bridge is replaced by a stone 
one;1419: the bridge is guarded by Pierre le Roux (ADL 
2J76)
MICHAUD‐FREJAVILLE 2005, p. 6;MIEJAC 1999, p. 
175;MESQUI 1986, p. 68
792 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,868 1,903 France Olivet River Loiret reliable yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof assumed yes uncertain 16th c. MESQUI 1986, p. 73






















connected to an important 
consumer site;supraregional 
importance
explicit historical proof yes assumed yes reliable 1468‐1480, 1676
Receipt of stones coming from upstream in the 
framework of the extension of the city's wall (15th c.) 
and of the cathedral (17th c.); the harbour is also 
represented in the Veuë de la tour Neusve d'Orléans  
by I. Silvestre (1621‐1691)
VACASSY 2017;unpublished materials (archives)





















connected to an important 
consumer site;supraregional 
importance;connected to an 
important productive site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes yes yes assumed uncertain
end of 9th c. / 1341, 1359, 1407, 
1425‐26, 1527, 1583; 1767
end of 9th c. : toll in the miracle of St Benoit ; 1341: 
salt price in Orléans salt store (Hotel‐Dieu accounts) ; 
1359: letter form the regent about the salt tax 
(gabelle) in this harbour (Ordon. m, 358);  Mention of a 
guard in the harbour (Orléans city Archives‐286 to 401) 
; 1407: travel of the duke of Orleans (Orleans city 
accounts) ; 1425‐26 : account of the city (Orlean city 
archives);  1527: regulation of the toll; 1583: decision 
of Paris' parliament; 1621 and 1767: stone receipt 
(Reaulx, Apremont, Bulcy) for the cathedral (ADN 3E 
4/162, E1/476)
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 140, 170, 217, 251, 265, 
278‐289, 305, 335; t. 2, p. 540 ; BAUTIER 1989, p. 
15;DOEHAERD 1947;WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog 
B;ublished materials (archives)
monastery Fleury; Salt Store and guard









because of the 
excavations
1 yes yes navigable waterway river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological features;explicit 
historical proof




1403: sculpture of a cross for the bridge ; 1545‐1548: 
accounts of the bridge (ADL 2J1731)
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 451;MICHAUD‐FREJAVILLE 
2005, p. 6;BDD PATRIARCHE‐45 234 0276
foundations, pile
796 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,897 1,906 France Orléans River Loire very uncertain 3 yes navigable waterway dam explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable 1360;1406 1406: accounts of the dam maintenance MIEJAC 1999, p. 180




Louis the Pious crossed the bridge when travelling 
from Saumur to Aix la Chapelle/Aachen
MIEJAC 1999, p. 175
798 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,897 1,909 France Orléans River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
remains




explicit archaeological features;explicit 
historical proof
yes yes reliable 1176; 1178 Mentions of the mills under the bridge MIEJAC 1999, p. 175









River Loire reliable 2 yes other dam yes reliable 1428 mentioned in the journal of the siege of Orléans DION 1961, p. 103
800 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,896 1,903 France Orléans River Loire very uncertain 4 yes other water mill explicit historical proof 1233 yes reliable 1233 destroyed because is a difficulty MESQUI 1986, p. 80
801 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,896 1,903 France Orléans River Loire very uncertain 4 yes other water mill explicit historical proof 1405 yes yes reliable 1388, 1405
all the mills are destroyed in 1388 and 1405 because 
they arm the piles of the bridge
MESQUI 1986, p. 81
802 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,896 1,907 France Orléans River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
2 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological features;explicit 
historical proof
yes yes reliable 159BC;52BC Dendrochronology; Gallic wars, VII, 11
BDD PATRIARCHE‐45 234 
0061;DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 2011;MIEJAC 1999, 
p. 174; DION 1961, p. 98
stakes















undated MIEJAC 2005 presumed fishery according to the author















undated MIEJAC 2005 presumed sluice according to the author
805 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,898 1,916 France Saint‐Aignan River Loire reliable
because of having the 
place name as a 
modern place




1469: travel of the duke of Orléans (Orléans city 
accounts, mand. XLI, doc. 415)
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 338 Mill: floating water mill












other fishery explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
radiocarbon dating [1213‐1280] MIEJAC 2005












unclear basis;classification of a modern 
author
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
DION 1961, p. 101
808 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,810 2,295 France Saint‐Benoît‐sur‐Loire River Loire uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53
809 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,883 2,154 France Saint‐Denis‐de‐l'Hôtel (Port) River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
BDD PATRIARCHE‐45 273 0009
810 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,626 2,733 France Saint‐Firmin River Loire uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed yes uncertain 1380, 1532 1380: toll; 1532: regulation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 140, 443
811 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,873 1,840 France
Saint‐Hilaire‐Saint‐Mesmin ‐ Pont saint 
Nicolas
River Loiret highly reliable because still exists 1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
14th c. 14th c. : charitable financing for the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 32




because of having the 











water toll/naval duties salt explicit historical proof yes assumed yes yes uncertain 1380, 1586, 1631 1380: toll; 1631: cancellation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 140, 443
813 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,902 1,941 France Saint‐Loup River Loire uncertain
because of having the 








transportation by ship 
passengers/people explicit historical proof yes reliable 1469
1469: travel of the duke of Orléans (Orléans city 
accounts, mand. XLI, doc. 415)
MANTELLIER 1867, p.337















undated MIEJAC 2005 fishery or bank arrangement ?












other archaeological features assumed assumed reliable radiocarbon dating [45BC‐80AD] MIEJAC 2005
4 barriers dividing the river into 2 channels of 
different sizes or former bank arrangement?
816 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,770 2,369 France Sully‐sur‐Loire/Saint‐Père‐sur‐Loire River Loire uncertain 1 yes other
river 
crossing;bridge;connec
ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
Connected to important 
terrestrial route/road
classification of a modern author assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
according to the author the bridge is linked to a Gallo‐
Roman town (Saint‐Père)
DION 1961, p. 98‐99




1364: accounts of Pierre le Mercier; 1537: 
authorisation given to recover the stones of the bridge 
for the castle
MIEJAC 1999, p. 172; DION 1961, p. 98.
May have been destroyed by a flood (in 1363?) or by 
the 100 years war




ferry harbour explicit historical proof yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1379; 1467;1481; 1527; 1537 MIEJAC 1999, p. 173
819 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,768 2,374 France Sully‐sur‐Loire River Loire uncertain
because of having the 
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because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed yes uncertain 14th c., 1532 1532: regulation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 140
821 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,486 1,208 France Anglars‐Juillac ‐ Port Saulou River Lot reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




explicit historical proof assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed yes assumed yes reliable 1284, 1673, 1685, 1829, 1860, 1871 Act of acknowledgment BDD PATRIARCHE‐46 005 0003









classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map
823 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,516 1,083 France Duravel ‐ Port de la Ribe River Lot reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1649 PV Adam Philippon LAVERGNE 2008;BDD PATRIARCHE‐46 089 0023
824 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,446 1,431 France Cahors ‐ Pont Valentré River Lot highly reliable because still exists 1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
1306 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1306 MESQUI 1986, p. 69 stone bridge
825 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,450 1,443 France Cahors ‐ Pont Neuf River Lot highly reliable 1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
1252 1906 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1252 MESQUI 1986, p. 69 stone bridge
826 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,443 1,444 France Cahors ‐ Pont Vieux ou Pont notre Dame River Lot highly reliable 1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 13th c. MESQUI 1986, p. 69 stone bridge
827 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,605 2,025 France Figeac ‐ Moulin des Portiers River Célé reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other water mill;dam historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐46 102 0033








River Célé highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other water mill;dam historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐46 102 0043
829 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,486 1,276 France Luzech ‐ Port de Laboule/La Douve River Lot reliable






explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
1270, 1534 Rule of Luzech LAVERGNE 2008;BDD PATRIARCHE‐46 182 0024
830 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,486 1,276 France Luzech ‐ Port de Laboule/La Douve River Lot reliable






explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
1270, 1534 Rule of Luzech LAVERGNE 2008;BDD PATRIARCHE‐46 182 0025








River Lot highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district









1453 LAVERGNE 2008;BDD PATRIARCHE‐46 225 0004
832 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,516 1,136 France
Puy‐l'Evêque ‐ Port de Sarlat/Port de 
Clédelles
River Lot highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof assumed assumed yes assumed yes yes yes uncertain 1463, 1649, 1699, 1760, 1886 LAVERGNE 2008;BDD PATRIARCHE‐46 231 0020
833 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,497 1,060 France Touzac (port) River Lot reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district






assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes uncertain 1785 LAVERGNE 2008;BDD PATRIARCHE‐46 321 0002
834 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,195 0,610 France Agen River
Garonn
e
reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable 1189; 1283,1298, 14th c. 13th c. : charitable financing for the bridge
HIGOUNET 1978, p. 114; MESQUI 1986, p. 16, 32, 
36




because of the lack 






water toll/naval duties wine
connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or power
explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes assumed uncertain Middle Ages ‐ End of 12th c. Rule of Agen
BDD PATRIARCHE‐47 001 0168 ;  HIGOUNET 1978, 
p. 107, 121
Among the goods: pastel













classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable HIGOUNET 1978, p. 114.
838 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,444 0,178 France Caumont‐sur‐Garonne River
Garonn
e




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof assumed yes yes reliable 14th c., 1477 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 116-118
839 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,246 0,420 France Clermont‐Dessous River
Garonn
e





classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map
840 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,393 0,808 France Penne‐d'Agenais (Port‐de‐Penne) River Lot reliable






sluice water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages – 1285 Toll
BDD PATRIARCHE‐47 203 0067 ;  HIGOUNET 1978, 
p. 114.












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map
842 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,167 0,700 France Lafox River
Garonn
e




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable 1240‐1249, 1304, 1478 The toll changes of owners HIGOUNET 1978, p. 110, 115-116.
843 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,402 0,244 France Lagruère River
Garonn
e




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1477 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 117
844 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,146 0,649 France Layrac River
Gers/Ga
ronne





water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof assumed yes reliable 1304 HIGOUNET 1978, p.  115-116.
845 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,499 0,157 France Marmande River
Garonn
e




water toll/naval duties wine
connected to an important center 
of administration or power explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes reliable End of 12th c. , 1221, 1477 AM Agen HIGOUNET 1978, p. 107, 117-118, 121
846 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,521 0,040 France Meilhan‐sur‐Garonne River
Garonn
e




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1477 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 117
847 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,340 0,309 France Monheurt River
Garonn
e




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 14th c., 1477 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 116-117
848 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,249 0,397 France Port‐Sainte‐Marie River
Garonn
e




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable HIGOUNET 1878, map




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable HIGOUNET 1978, p. 114.
850 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,528 0,085 France Sainte‐Bazeille River
Garonn
e




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 14th c., 1477
the toll is shared by the lords of Caumont and the Jourdain de 
l’isle HIGOUNET 1978, p. 116, 117
851 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,444 0,205 France Taillebourg River
Garonn
e




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1477 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 117









classification of a modern author/academic 
based on an unsecure/unclear basis assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1878, map
853 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,253 0,336 France Thouars‐sur‐Garonne River
Garonn
e





connected to an important 
terrestrial route/road explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable 13th c., 1304, 1477 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 109 ; 115, 117
854 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,388 0,308 France Tonneins River
Garonn
e




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1477 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 117






River Baise highly reliable






explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed reliable Middle Ages – 1135 1135: donation to the abbey of La Sauve‐Majeure
HIGOUNET et al.,  1996, n° 724;BDD PATRIARCHE‐
47 318 0012
856 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,407 0,703 France Villeneuve‐sur‐Lot River Lot highly reliable
because of the 
remains
1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
1289 1600 yes yes yes yes reliable 1289 MESQUI 1986, p. 67 stone bridge




because of the 
excavations;Location: 






explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐48 076 0006




because of the 
excavations;Location: 












assumed assumed assumed reliable BDD PATRIARCHE‐48 076 0014 Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added




because of the 
excavations;Location: 












assumed assumed assumed reliable BDD PATRIARCHE‐48 076 0049
860 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,521 3,504 France Mende River Lot uncertain 4 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 1421; 15th‐16th c. charitable financing of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 32, 36
861 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,371 3,765 France Le‐Pont‐de‐Montvert River Tarn reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 







river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐48 116 0029
862 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,374 3,525 France Quézac River Tarn uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1395 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 14th c. charitable financing of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 32, 71
in its current state, the arches mostly date from the 
17th c.
863 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,474 ‐0,558 France Angers ‐ Pont des Treilles River
Mayenn
e
very uncertain 3 yes other
water mill;river 
crossing;bridge;fishery
explicit historical proof 1028 yes yes yes assumed yes yes yes reliable 1028;13th c.
5 mills hanging from a bridge in the 13th c., 10 during 
the 15th c. and a new structure is added some years 
after ; still appears on drawing of the 17th c.
VERON 2017, p. 287;MESQUI 1986, p.18, 82
864 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,473 ‐0,559 France Angers ‐ Grands ponts d'Angers River Maine uncertain 3 yes navigable waterway
river 
crossing;bridge;fishery
inland vessel local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes reliable 1449
1449: conflicts between the owner of the mills and the 
fishermen about the nets that prevent the passage of 
his boats ; construction of a drawbridge for boats 
passage
MESQUI 1986, p. 63, 83, 84, 96
865 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,473 ‐0,559 France Angers River Maine very uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 6th c. mentioned by Gregory of Tours GUYON 2000




explicit historical proof;archaeological 
features
1651 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1028‐1039, 1542, 1651
Construction of a stone bridge by Foulque Nerra (1028‐
1039), bought by the town in 1542 and destroyed by 
floods in 1651. It reconstruction will last until 1710
GUYON 2000; MESQUI 1986, p. 86 stone bridge
867 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,474 ‐0,558 France Angers River
Mayenn
e
very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 11th c. VERON 2017, p. 237. Boat mill







because of having the 














connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed reliable 14th c., 1451, 1598
1451: price of goods; 1598: abolition  of the toll on 
wines
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 56, 140, 251, 321‐322 among the goods: woollen fabric, plaster
869 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,378 ‐0,651 France Behuard River Loire reliable
because of having the 
place name as a 
modern 
place;Location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐49 028 0002 dyke
870 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,564 ‐0,511 France Briollay River Sarthe reliable
because of having the 











water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1486 toll belonging to the lord of Briollay MANTELLIER 1867, p. 449 Near confluence Sarthe/Loir
871 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,354 ‐0,762 France Chalonnes‐sur‐Loire River Loire reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1138, 1140 MESQUI 1986, p. 15, 65
872 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,339 ‐1,277 France Champtoceaux River Loire highly reliable 1 other water mill water toll/naval duties explicit archaeological features 1384 yes assumed assumed assumed reliable dendrochronology [1384‐1385] End of the 17th c.: already ruined VERON 2017, p. 287; MH‐MERIMEE PA00109020







































yes yes assumed yes yes yes yes uncertain
652, 12th c., 1365, 1367, 1493, 1570, 
1631
652 : water toll with harbour;12th c. : toll;1365, 1367, 
1493: mentions of the harbour, the toll and the ferry 
(ADLA E232/2; ADML E 236/11, E 236/16);1570: 
regulation of the toll;1631: cancellation of the toll
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 140, 447;BAUTIER 1989 
p. 31;LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 15‐16, p. 144;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐49 069 0008 ;Pfeiffer 1997, p.22.
Old place name : Chateau‐Ceaux
875 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,412 ‐0,864 France Champtoce‐sur‐Loire River Loire uncertain
because of having the 


































































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
876 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,679 ‐0,487 France Châteauneuf‐sur‐Sarthe River Sarthe uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1136 yes reliable 1136 MESQUI 1986, p. 65
877 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,342 ‐0,229 France Chapeau
Cap
ellus
River Loire uncertain 3 yes other sluice explicit historical proof yes reliable 1129‐1136
Charter of confirmation of the free way of one boat 
with provisioning cargo through the sluice gate of 
"capellus" (ADLA note 100‐ MAITRE 1910a)
LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 76
878 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,621 ‐0,507 France Cheffes River Sarthe uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable 14th c., 1486, 1505 1505: regulation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55, p. 140, 449




because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes uncertain 14th c., 1489 1489: toll belonging to the lord of Durtal MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55, 449
880 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,403 ‐0,920 France Ingrandes River Loire uncertain










sluice water toll/naval duties salt supraregional importance
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
yes yes yes yes assumed reliable 1359, 1370, 15th c., 1542
1359: the lord of Ingrandes askes the sailors some help 
for his ransom; 1542: cancellation of the salt tax; 
1631: cancellation of the toll
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 274, 447
Most important toll on salt for the Basse Loire (Late 
Middle ages/modern period)
881 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,656 ‐0,495 France Juvardeil River Sarthe very uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1075 yes reliable 1075 agreement on the construction of a bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 63‐65
882 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,357 ‐1,174 France Liré River Loire uncertain
because Liré isn't on 
the edges of the river. 
Possibly linked to the 






river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1422, 1541
Mentions of the ferry and exchanges of goods with 
Ancenis (ADLA B1815, H477)
LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 41
883 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,629 ‐0,713 France Le Lion‐d'Angers River Oudon uncertain
because of having the 











water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 56 Near confluence Oudon/Mayenne
884 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,588 ‐0,360 France Matheflon River Loir uncertain 3 yes navigable waterway river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1458
complaint of the sailors after the reconstruction of a 
too low new bridge
MESQUI 1986, p. 96





because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1489 toll belonging to the lord of Montheflon MANTELLIER 1867, p. 449
886 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,396 ‐0,861 France Montjean‐sur‐Loire (ile aux Moine) River Loire reliable






yes harbour quay wall/wharf inland harbour
explicit historical proof;archaeological 
features
yes yes assumed assumed uncertain 1239 toll on some goods, cancelled in 1631
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 447;BDD PATRIARCHE‐
49 212 0011
887 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,134 ‐0,154 France Montreuil‐Bellay River Thouet uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes uncertain 14th c., 1486 1486: toll on the wines MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55, 449
888 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,745 ‐0,419 France Morannes River Sarthe very uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;ford explicit historical proof yes reliable 1136 MESQUI 1986, p. 65
889 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,421 ‐0,524 France Les Ponts‐de‐Cé River Loire very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 11th c. VERON 2017, p. 237. Boat mill
890 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,422 ‐0,524 France Les Ponts‐de‐Cé River Loire very uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 12th c., 1296, 1499 MESQUI 1986, p. 14, 16, 30
891 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,423 ‐0,524 France Les Ponts‐de‐Cé River Loire uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties stone explicit historical proof yes yes assumed yes uncertain 1293,1598 1293: toll on wine; 1598: abolition of the toll on wines
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 140, 142, 446;NOBLET 
2006.
toll on several goods
892 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,414 ‐0,410 France Le Port‐de‐Vallée River Loire uncertain
because of having the 











water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 111 Near confluence Loire/Boire de Gohier











wine explicit historical proof yes uncertain 16th c. abolition  of the toll on wines MANTELLIER 1867, p. 139.
894 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,406 ‐0,615 France Port‐Thibaut River
Maine/L
oire





ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes reliable 11th c. DION 1961, p. 101
895 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,162 ‐0,116 France Rimodan River Thouet uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55
896 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,358 ‐0,658 France Rochefort‐sur‐Loire River Loire uncertain
because of having the 






water toll/naval duties wine explicit historical proof yes reliable 1446 price of wine (Orléans city archives) MANTELLIER 1867, p.319




river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes reliable 1458, 1488 Mentions of the ferry (ADLA E263, ADML H1960/39) LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 58












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis




Place called "Port Saint Nicolas" on the cadastral map 
of the 19th c.
LAGARDE 2015, vol. 2, p. 144;FILLON 2017
899 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,361 ‐1,037 France
Saint‐Florent‐le‐Vieil (Notre Dame du 
Marillais)
River Evre highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes other water mill explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes reliable VIAU 2017
900 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,371 ‐1,010 France
Saint‐Florent‐le‐Vieil (pêcheries de l'abbaye 
de Saint Florent le Vieil)




901 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,367 ‐1,024 France Saint‐Florent‐le‐Vieil (Grand Aireau) River Loire uncertain 3 other fishery explicit archaeological features yes reliable FILLON 2017
902 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,366 ‐1,023 France Saint‐Florent‐le‐Vieil (Gué aux moines) River Loire reliable 1 yes other fishery explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes reliable FILLON 2017








historical proof 853 937 yes yes uncertain FILLON 2017 Viking harbour
904 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,364 ‐1,014 France Saint‐Florent‐le‐Vieil River Loire uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes reliable 1277, 14th c., 1551 1277: toll; 1551: regulation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 140, 447
905 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,411 ‐0,812 France Saint‐Germain‐des‐Prés River Loire reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 





















explicit historical proof yes reliable around  825 Urbar/manorial role of St. Germain des Pres ELMSHÄUSER 2002 monastery St. Germain‐des‐Prés
907 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 47,313 ‐0,151 France Saint‐Martin‐de‐la‐Place River Loire reliable yes other river crossing explicit archaeological features 42 yes reliable dendrochronology DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 2011;CADOU 2001 428 stakes (oak), beams
908 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 47,310 ‐0,147 France Saint‐Martin‐de‐la‐Place River Loire uncertain






river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes reliable 10th c.
Trial between the count of Blois and the abbey Saint 
Florent about the toll on the ferry
CADOU 2001, p. 76
909 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,143 ‐0,146 France la Salle River Thouet uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed yes uncertain 14th c., 1528 1528: regulation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55, 140
910 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,200 ‐0,082 France Saumoussay River Thouet uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes uncertain 14th c., 1452 1452: toll belonging to the Lord of Saumoussay MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55, 449
911 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,261 ‐0,073 France Saumur River Loire reliable






yes yes other dam
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features




long dike (turcie or levée) built along 44km since 
Saumur thanks to Henri II Plantagenet
DION 1961, p. 109‐112
912 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,263 ‐0,074 France Saumur River Loire reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1162, 1264 mentions linked to the (re)construction MESQUI 1986, p. 22
913 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,262 ‐0,076 France Saumur River Loire uncertain
because of having the 












transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties
passengers/people explicit historical proof yes assumed yes yes uncertain 12th c., 1447, 1449
1447‐1449 : travel of king René from Anjou to 
Provence ; 1598: abolition of the toll on wines
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 140, 251, 445, 
446;BAUTIER 1989, p. 33
914 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,431 ‐0,487 France Sorges River Loire uncertain
because of having the 






historical proof yes uncertain end of 15th c. About the dykes of Loire MANTELLIER 1867, p. 348 Location at the Loire is unsecure
915 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,238 ‐0,007 France Souzay‐Champigny River Loire very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 11th c. VERON 2017, p. 237. Boat mill






because of having the 










water toll/naval duties salt explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 14th c. toll on the salt MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 446
917 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,322 ‐0,185 France Treves River Loire uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes assumed uncertain 1221 toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54, 446







connected to an important 
productive site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
yes reliable BAUTIER 1989, p. 30
919 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,573 3,778 France Baudement River Aube very uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1133 MESQUI 1986, p. 65





yes navigable waterway explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1319‐1320
1319‐1320 : in Meaux and Troyes accounts "pour faire 
la voie en la rivière de Saine entre Pons et Conflans 
pour mieux passer les nés, et pour faire deux pons 
leveis sur ladite rivière"











explicit historical proof yes yes reliable written sources, 861, 925 Description of the possessions of St. Remi ELMSHÄUSER 2002 At the confluence Marne/Isse
922 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,312 3,680 France Fismes River Vesle very uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge
connected to an important 
religious center




Bridge is given up by the king Charles the Bald to the 
abbey of Saint‐Corneille of Compiègne





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,076 3,750 France Mareuil‐le‐Port River Marne very uncertain
because of the lack 






classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
BDD PATRIARCHE‐51 346 0016;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog B




Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2014 1 open 49,047 4,148 France Tours‐sur‐Marne (la Noue Marizet)
Mari
sel






cargo explicit historical proof yes yes reliable written sources, 861, 925 Description of the possessions of St. Remi ELMSHÄUSER 2002
926 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,728 4,593 France Vitry‐le‐François River Marne reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other storehouse salt assumed uncertain 16th c. BDD PATRIARCHE‐51 649 0039 Salt store
927 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 48,632 4,949 France Saint‐Dizier (Rue Godard Jeanson) River Marne highly reliable
because of the 
excavations








because of having the 










river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes uncertain 14th c., 1489 1489: toll belonging to the lord of Château‐Gontier MANTELLIER 1867, p. 56, 450 ; MESQUI 1986




because of the 
excavations;Location: 






yes other water mill;dam explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐53 062 0015
930 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,847 ‐0,950 France Craon (impasse des onguents) River Oudon highly reliable
because the place still 
exists
1 other storehouse salt
Connected to important 
terrestrial route/road
assumed reliable MH‐MERIMEE  PA00109634 Salt store 




because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 56




because is an old 
discovery (1864)
2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed reliable
Dating thanks to comparison with 
other bridges and a coins deposit 
study 
DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 2011
wooden structures that look like piles made of 
wooden boxes full of potteries and tiles




because of the 
shallow 
1 yes other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features assumed reliable DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 2011 boundary stone of the 3th c. AD;boundary stone
934 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,640 6,287 France Art‐sur‐Meurthe River
Meurth
e
highly reliable 1 yes yes other canal water mill;dam explicit archaeological features assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
DEFFRESSIGNE et al. 2016 stakes, canal, blade




Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE ‐ 54 039 0021
936 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,849 6,103 France Bezaumont River Moselle highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE ‐ 54 072 0001





implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity HAMM 2004, p. 121
938 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,889 6,073 France Blénod‐lès‐Pont‐à‐Mousson River Moselle uncertain other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features
very 
uncertain
HAMM 2004, p. 122
939 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,748 6,167 France Bouxières‐aux‐Dames River
Meurth
e
uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge
connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes reliable 1073 MESQUI 1986, p. 14




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district






yes reliable 1468;dendrochronology BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 115 0005 REF to be found




river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes
highly 
reliable
1345, 1376, 1785, 1789
1345: ADMM B4814 fol. 4v; 1376: File of the toll (Arch 
Nat H4 2972‐1)
























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments







implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof;explicit historical proof
yes assumed assumed assumed yes uncertain 1376, 1785, 1789 ADMM B4816 fol 32r;  Arch Nat H4 2972‐1
GUCKER 2000, p.  104‐107;LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 
2009, p. 381
At the confluence Moselle/Mauchère ; Near 
confluence Moselle/Meurthe
943 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,790 6,141 France Custines River Moselle reliable 3 yes other water mill;fishery water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1376, 1785 1789 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2972‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 383





because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 other bank revetment 
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis









River Moselle highly reliable










explicit archaeological features assumed uncertain Antiquity
BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 157 0021;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog A
Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added




River Moselle highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;;Location









assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity 1760 : the last piles were still visible in the banks GUCKER 2000, p. 63;BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 157 0024 pile (stone)




River Moselle highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 





ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity to Modern Period GUCKER 2000, p. 63;BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 157 0025




River Moselle highly reliable





ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit archaeological features yes reliable
GUCKER 2000, p. 64;HAMM 2004, p. 188;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐54 157 0026
stakes




River Moselle highly reliable





ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit archaeological features 1782 yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable
in 1781‐1782: the first pile is 
destroyed to salvage stones
GUCKER 2000, p. 64‐65;HAMM 2004, p. 188;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐54 157 0026
pile (stone and stakes)




River Moselle highly reliable 1 yes other
river 
crossing;bridge;connec




yes yes yes yes assumed
highly 
reliable
dendrochronology ‐ radiocarbon 
dating [895‐1019]  , [1029‐1209] , 
[1224‐1286]
 construction in the 2dn half of the 9th c., 
reconstruction and repairs until the 13th c. / on an 
ancient arm of the river that have disapear
GUCKER 2016;BSR‐DRASSM 2010, p.111;DISSIER 
et al. 2016
stakes (oak), stones (spolia)




River Moselle highly reliable 1 yes other water mill;dam explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed reliable
radiocarbon dating [683‐879]  and 
[686‐882] 
GUCKER 2016 6 millstones





because of the 
excavations;Location: 






other bank revetment 
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 157 0035
Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be 
added;dyke
953 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,671 5,924 France
Dommartin‐les‐Toul (les grands essarts, le 
breuil)
River Moselle highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 167 0012




river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit archaeological features assumed yes
highly 
reliable
Radiocarbon dating (540 ±80) LAGADEC 1983;HAMM 2004, p.212 float carved in a trunk (ferry float)











assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity HAMM 2004, p. 222
956 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,700 5,965 France Gondreville River Moselle highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes yes other
river 
crossing;bridge;connec
ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit archaeological features 1232 assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain 1232 1232: the roman bridge is destroyed
GUCKER 2000, p. 72‐73, p. 119; HAMM 2004, p. 
230;BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 232 0042
piles
957 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,683 5,981 France Gondreville (les grandes vannes) River Moselle highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




Comment on the bridge in a modern analysis of a duke 
Simon II's certificate









because the name 
doesn't exist on 
modern maps
3 yes yes harbour





explicit archaeological features yes yes reliable Dendrochronology 190‐210 HAMM 2004, p. 254;WAWRZINEK 2014Katalog B
959 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,745 6,061 France Liverdun River Moselle highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain
GUCKER 2000, p. 78;HAMM 2004, p.267;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐54 318 0005
960 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,867 6,088 France Loisy River Moselle uncertain 3 yes other
river 
crossing;ford;connecte





HAMM 2004, p. 272







other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1499 yes reliable 1499 quote for the construction MESQUI 1986, p. 151




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 395 0042






River Seille reliable 2 yes other
river 
crossing;bridge;connec



















HAMM 2004, p. 303;WAWRZINEK 2014Katalog B
965 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,173 5,767 France Olley River Orne uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 408 0001
966 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,988 6,012 France Pagny‐sur‐Moselle River Moselle reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 415 0032
967 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,980 6,037 France Pagny‐sur‐Moselle (La Grande Saussaie) River Moselle reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features
very 
uncertain
HAMM 2004, p. 310 horizontal and vertical stakes and beams
968 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,986 6,031 France Pagny‐sur‐Moselle River Moselle reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes navigable waterway cargo;stone explicit archaeological features
very 
uncertain
HAMM 2004, p. 310 cargo of stones (sculpted and squared blocks)




because of the lack 
of precision in 
bibliography;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other water mill;dam explicit archaeological features
very 
uncertain
BRKOJEWITSCH et al.  2013, p. 301 steel‐tipped stakes 
970 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,922 6,053 France Pont‐à‐Mousson River Moselle reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 431 0005 dyke








River Moselle highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district







yes yes yes yes yes uncertain 1128, 1230
1128: Saint‐Lambert de Liège cartulary; 1230: bridge 
burnt and rebuilt; 1335‐1336 and 16th : bridge rebuilt
GUCKER 2000, p. 82‐91;BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 431 
0062












connected to an important 
consumer site
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1322‐1323, 1493
1322‐1323: 45 vessels delivered stone from Dieulouard 
for the reconstruction of the bridge (ADMM B972 fol 
27r)
GUCKER 2000, p. 87;MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008
stone from Dieulouard/wine for the chapter of Metz 
cathedral








because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




assumed yes yes yes yes uncertain 891, 1117, 1234, 1410
891: document that mentioned the possibility to cross 
the river. The existence of a bridge is not sure; 1117: 
confirmation of the abbey of Saint‐Vincent in Metz's 
rights; 1410: the bridge is destroyed
GUCKER 2000, p.92‐98;BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 432 
0009











river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1234
Exemption given to the abbey of Mureau about the 
harbour and the ferry on the Moselle river (ADVG XXH 
118c)
unpublished materials (archives)




because of the 
excavations;Location: 





assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 462 0007





implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain









because of the 
excavations







transhipment harbour explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
PASQUINI, PETIT 2016, p.7;HAMM 2004, p. 
380;BDD PATRIARCHE‐54 528 0023;Wawrzinek 
2014 Katalog A












ROUSSEAU 1977 details from the written source have to be added





connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 982, 1729 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3000‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 382







River Moselle reliable 2 other
river 
crossing;ford;connecte
d to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain GUCKER 2000, p. 166‐168;HAMM 2004, p. 400
981 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,764 5,163 France Bar‐le‐Duc River canal uncertain





assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐55 029 0020
982 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,764 5,163 France Bar‐le‐Duc River Ornain reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 







classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐55 029 0040 Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added
983 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,764 5,163 France Bar‐le‐Duc (Rue des Romains) River Ornain reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐55 029 0097
984 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,967 5,213 France Beausite River Aire reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐55 040 0004
985 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,133 5,400 France Belleray River Meuse reliable 3 yes other river crossing;ford water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1082, 1732 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3112‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 385
986 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,148 5,452 France Belrupt‐en‐Verdunois River very uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐55 045 0002
987 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,981 5,433 France Bouquemont River uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐55 064 0003




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1318, 1729, 1730 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2988‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 385
989 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,212 5,363 France Charny‐sur‐Meuse River Meuse reliable 3 yes other water mill water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1331 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2970) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 386
990 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,224 5,073 France Cheppy River Buante reliable







classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐55 113 0001 Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added
991 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,383 5,196 France Dun‐sur‐Meuse River Meuse very uncertain
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐55 167 0004
992 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,892 5,356 France Nicey‐sur‐Aire River Aire uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐55 384 0002
993 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,358 5,661 France Nouillonpont River Othain reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐55 387 0007
994 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,253 5,327 France Regneville‐sur‐Meuse River Meuse reliable
because of the 
excavations
2 yes yes yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1257, 1724 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3051‐1)
LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 386;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐55 422 0009
995 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,255 5,327 France Regneville‐sur‐Meuse River Meuse reliable 3 yes other fishery water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1041, 1481 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2969) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 386
996 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,891 5,537 France Saint‐Mihiel River Meuse reliable 3 yes other fishery water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 709, 1284 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2972‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 386































































































connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed uncertain 8th‐10th c. ? LOMBARD 1972; MC CORMICK 2010 details from the written source have to be added
999 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,146 5,363 France Verdun (Quai de Londres) River Meuse reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof;archaeological 
features
yes reliable
SUTTOR 1986, p. 49;NILLES 2002, vol. p. 48;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐55 545 0126
1000 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,337 5,245 France Vilosnes‐Haraumont (Bois du gué des cerfs) River Meuse reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐55 571 0004
1001 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,808 ‐3,270 France Hennebont River Blavet reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other storehouse
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐56 083 0029
1002 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,598 ‐2,098 France Rieux River Vilaine uncertain 3 yes navigable waterway river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 15th c.
existence of a drawbridge on the bridge for the boat 
passage
MESQUI 1986, p. 96
1003 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,606 ‐2,126 France Rieux ‐ Pont de Cran Saint Dolay River Vilaine highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period to Nowadays BDD PATRIARCHE‐56 194 0021
1004 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,660 ‐2,757 France Vannes (rue Alain le Grand) River Marte reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 







classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐56 260 0020 location at the river Marte is unsecure
1005 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,073 6,085 France Ars‐sur‐Moselle River Moselle reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 892, 1661 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3109) BDD PATRIARCHE‐56 260 0020
1006 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,247 6,196 France
Ay‐sur‐Moselle (Sablière Dier "les vieilles 
eaux")
River Moselle highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




the arm is filled in by flood deposits;alignment of 
stakes in an old arm of the Moselle
1007 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,246 6,190 France Ay‐sur‐Moselle River Moselle reliable
because of the 
excavations
2 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
Early Middle Ages dendrochronology FLOTTE/FUCHS 2004, p. 255‐256 stakes, wattle‐fence partition
1008 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,415 6,235 France Cattenom River Moselle reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes other fishery explicit archaeological features yes reliable BLAISANG/SEILLY 1990 fish trap




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1425, 1751 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2934) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 393








FLOTTE/FUCHS 2004, p. 382
1011 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,070 6,338 France Domangeville River Nied reliable 3 yes other river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1315, 1764, 1758, 1766 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3000‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 393
1012 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,293 6,180 France Guénange River Moselle reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed reliable 1433 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3003‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 396
1013 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,223 6,198 France Hauconcourt River Moselle reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed reliable 1433 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2993‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 396











assumed assumed uncertain HATT 1960
1015 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,118 6,143 France Longeville‐lès‐Metz River Moselle reliable





ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
FLOTTE/FUCHS 2004, p. 564;BDD PATRIARCHE‐57 
412 0003
rubble stones and  dressed stones (lewis hole) found 
in the dredging
1016 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,083 6,182 France Magny River Seille reliable 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity LEFEBVRE/WAGNER 1984, p. 158
1017 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,083 6,182 France Magny River Seille reliable 3 yes other river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed reliable 1225, 1750 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3062) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 394





because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐57 463 0064
1019 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz (allée de la tour des esprits) River Seille reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐57 463 0199





because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐57 463 0201





because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐57 463 0202





because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐57 463 0411
1023 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz ‐ Pont Sailly River Seille uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1245 MIEJAC 2008, vol II, annexe E
1024 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,120 6,171 France Metz ‐ Pont des Morts‐Moyen Pont River Moselle reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
yes yes yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1245, 1282, 1729 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3002‐1)
LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 
394;MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008, p. 11;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐57 463 0413
Rebuilt in stone between 1282 and 1311
1025 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,128 6,173 France Metz  ‐ Pont Tiffroy‐Pont de Thionville River Moselle reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
yes yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1222, 1282, 1312, 1729 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3002‐1)
LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 
394;MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008, p. 11;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐57 463 0415
Rebuilt in stone after 1312




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐57 463 0418
1027 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,123 6,178 France Metz ‐ Pont de Moselle‐Pont Saint Georges River Moselle reliable
because of the 
excavations




"Ayant traité à Metz une affaire de sel et jeté l'ancre 
auprès du pont de Metz" (Gregory of Tours‐ Saint 
Martin's virtues, IV, 29)
FLOTTE 2005, p. 142;BDD PATRIARCHE‐57 463 
0419;VERDON 2007, p. 41.
1028 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz (Saulnerie) River Moselle reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other storehouse explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐57 463 0456












connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed yes yes uncertain 1105
Ceremonial of the cathedral/censier (book of taxable 
rating) of Prüm 
MIEJAC 2008, p. 25;MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008 Near confluence Moselle/Seille
1030 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz (Quai du Rimport (ou quai de l'arsenal)) River Moselle highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district






connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 




yes yes yes assumed assumed uncertain Late Middle Ages to Modern Period "censier" (book of taxable rating) of Prüm
BRKOJEWITSCH 2014;MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 
2008;BDD PATRIARCHE‐57 463 0889
Corresponds to the portus of Gregory of Tours ?;  
linked to the family of Rimport ‐ Near confluence 
Moselle/Seille
1031 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,121 6,173 France
Metz (Parking comédie‐île du petit Saulcy‐
jetée A)
River Moselle highly reliable









connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power







682 stakes (alignment on 27m long) + beam + 
limestone blocks (spolia) + wattle‐fence ‐ Near 
confluence Moselle/Seille
1032 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,121 6,173 France
Metz (Parking comédie‐île du petit Saulcy‐
jetée B)
River Moselle highly reliable









connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit archaeological features 1178 yes yes
highly 
reliable





490 stakes (alignment on 60m long) + planks ‐ Near 
confluence Moselle/Seille
1033 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,121 6,173 France
Metz (Parking comédie‐île du petit Saulcy‐
jetée C)
River Moselle highly reliable
because of the 
excavations







connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 


























transportation by ship 
salt;passengers/people
connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit historical proof;implicit/highly 
interpretive archaeological features
yes assumed assumed yes assumed yes reliable dendrochronology [815] 
"Recontrant les rois au lieu où s'élèvent les puissantes 
murailles de Metz […] je reçois l'ordre de naviguer à la 
rame sur la Moselle" (Venantius Fortunatus‐Poèmes X, 
9); "Ayant traité à Metz une affaire de sel et jeté 
l'ancre auprès du pont de Metz" (Gregory of Tours‐
Saint Martin's virtues, IV, 29)  ; 864: "in regio que 
dicitur porto" (Gorze cartulary)
FLOTTE 2005, p. 142, 157;MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 
2008, p. 10;MOLKENTHIN 2006;ROUSSEAU 1977; 
ELMSHÄUSER 2002;VERDON 2007, p. 41.
Near confluence Moselle/Seille
1035 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France
Metz (boulevard Paixhans ‐ extrémité sud‐
est)
River Seille highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




FLOTTE 2005, p. 157;MIEJAC 2008, p. 47;ROHMER 
1999
harbour ?; more than 500 stakes (oak) ‐ alignment 
of stakes




because the building 
still exists;location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes navigable waterway storehouse wheat
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
yes yes yes reliable MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008 granary
1037 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France
Metz (boulevard Paixhans ‐ extrémité sud‐
est)
River Seille highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 









connected to an important 
productive site;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit archaeological features 164 yes yes
highly 
reliable
dendrochronology : 164, 168, 177 / 
repair of the first state, construction 
of a quay in 168, extension of it in 
249
MIEJAC 2008, p. 47;ROHMER 1999
new line of stakes parallel to the older one + quay + 
stones ‐ Near confluence Moselle/Seille
1038 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France
Metz (boulevard Paixhans ‐ extrémité sud‐
est)
River Seille highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district










connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit archaeological features 1245 yes yes yes reliable
dendrochronology 1245‐1246, 1323, 
1341/studies of the leather objects
MIEJAC 2008, p. 47;ROHMER 1999 Near confluence Moselle/Seille
1039 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France
Metz (boulevard Paixhans ‐ extrémité sud‐
est)
River Seille highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 





water mill explicit archaeological features 1245 yes yes yes reliable
dendrochronology 1245‐1246, 1323, 
1341/studies of the leather objects
MIEJAC 2008, p. 47;ROHMER 1999
1040 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz ‐ Pont de la Grève River Seille uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable MIEJAC 2008, vol II, annexe E
1041 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz ‐ Pont du moulin de la Basse‐Seille River Seille uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1457 MIEJAC 2008, vol II, annexe E
1042 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz ‐ Pont aux Arénes River Seille uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1251,1904 MIEJAC 2008, vol II, annexe E In wood until 1552, rebuilt then in stone
1043 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,123 6,186 France Metz (Porte sainte barbe) River Seille highly reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge
classification of a modern 




FLOTTE 2005, p. 157
1044 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz ‐ Petit Vadum ou gué saint Pierre  River Seille reliable
because the place 
name isn't on modern 
maps;Location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;ford explicit historical proof yes reliable 1090 MIEJAC 2008, vol II, annexe E Behind the church Saint Pierre aux Arènes






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
1046 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz (place Mazelle) River Seille highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 



















assumed yes yes yes assumed yes assumed
highly 
reliable
middle of 13th c., 1444, 1678‐
1698;dendrochronology [1291 +/‐ 
10], [1277], [1441‐1442] 
middle of 13th c. "canalis" (obituary column of Saint 
Clement); 1444 : repairs of the canals around the 
fortifications; 1678‐1698: new repairs; 1739: canal is 
filled in
BRKOJEWITSCH et al.  2013, p. 297‐
306;BRKOJEWITSCH/MARQUIE/SEDLBAUER 2009
Iconography: views of Metz;digging, level of 
sedimentation, stakes (oak and beech) (some are 
steel‐tipped), bank arrangement (wall)
1047 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz River Seille reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes navigable waterway salt explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed reliable 1227, 1316, 1328
1227: toll on the salt on the Seille; 1316: the 
authorities of the town asked to pay attention to 
navigation (AM Metz 88 n°11); 1328 "comment on doit 
retenir et mettre au point le cours de la rivière de la 
Seille, dès la Folie jusqu'à la tour Maldite à la Sauveté"
MIEJAC 2008, p.20‐21, vol. II annexe E
The Seille is not navigable after the 16th c.‐ some 
projects to make it navigable again, all abandoned






River Seille highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features 947 yes
highly 
reliable
dendrochronology: construction in 
947, first repairs in 950
MIEJAC 2008
several stakes (hundreds of oak and beech stakes) 
alignments






River Seille highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 














connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit archaeological features yes
highly 
reliable
dendrochronology: the structure is 
enlarged and adding of a quay; new 
constructions and repairs (984)
MIEJAC 2008
beams and around 50 stakes (oak);dam (about 60 
stakes and wattle‐fence) ‐ Near confluence 
Moselle/Seille
1050 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz (Quartier du Sablon) River Seille uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof assumed assumed uncertain 1134 MIEJAC 2008, vol. II annexe E boat mill
1051 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France
Metz ‐ moulin de l'Hopital Saint‐Nicolas aux 
Champs Nemmery
River Seille very uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1328 MIEJAC 2008, vol. II annexe E
1052 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz ‐ moulin de la Haute‐Seille River Seille reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1236 MIEJAC 2008, vol. II annexe E
1053 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz ‐ moulin de la Basse‐Seille River Seille reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed reliable 1236 – 1521 MIEJAC 2008, vol. II annexe E
1054 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,116 6,180 France Metz River Seille reliable 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1350, 1783 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2971‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 397
1055 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz River Seille uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof assumed assumed uncertain MIEJAC 2008, p. 8‐10 Near the amphitheatre
1056 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz River Seille uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof assumed assumed uncertain MIEJAC 2008, p. 8‐10






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1293, 1326, 1388, 1391, 1417‐20, 
1497‐98
MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008, p.11 en Longeterre (end of Petit‐Saucy?)






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
1415 MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008, p.11 en Boweiterre (=end of Petit‐Saucy?)




Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
1396 MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008, p.11
1060 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz (rue des moulins de Moselle) River Moselle reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes yes
highly 
reliable
1337, 1404, 1432, 1440 MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008, p.11
1061 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz River Moselle reliable






connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit historical proof yes assumed reliable MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008 private
1062 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz (terre de l'estuve) River Moselle reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes yes
highly 
reliable
1415, 1417, 1425, 1442, 1561‐62 MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008, p.11
terre de l'Estuve (near the big sluice gate of the 
Porte aux chevaux, right river bank of the right 
chanel, near the Chambre place)
1063 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz (Terre Xullefert) River Moselle very uncertain
because the place 
name can't bne found 
on modern 
maps;location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes assumed reliable MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008, p.11
1064 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz River Moselle uncertain
because the street 
were was the church 
doesn't exists 
anymore;location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1367 MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008, p.11
1065 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz (Digue de la pucelle) River Moselle highly reliable
because  the dyke still 
exists;location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes navigable waterway explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
1497 ; 1745 MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008, p. 10 dyke
1066 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,108 6,196 France Metz (Digue de Wadrineau) River Moselle reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes navigable waterway explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed yes
highly 
reliable
1298, 1350, 1424, 1456, 1750 MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008, p. 10 Dyke 350m long, 6,50m high
1067 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,102 6,110 France Moulins‐lès‐Metz (pont de moulin) River Moselle uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1282, 1729 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3002‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 394




River Moselle very uncertain 3 yes yes other water mill;dam






first appearance in the archives of the place name 
"molendina"
FLOTTE/FUCHS 2004, p. 618 2 millstones reused in Frescaty castle
1069 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,443 6,327 France Rettel River Moselle reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
connected to an important 
productive site;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious 
center;local importance
explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1088, 1727, 1729 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3041‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 396
1070 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,278 6,169 France Richemont River Orne reliable 3 yes other water mill;fishery explicit historical proof yes reliable 1181 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2971‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 398






because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐57 630 0078
1072 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,738 7,047 France Sarrebourg (rue des cordeliers) River Sarre highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




floods deposits linked to an old arm of the Sarre ‐ 
post 12‐13th c. ?
1073 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,738 7,047 France Sarrebourg (Hoff) River Sarre reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable Late Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐57 630 0240





River Sarre highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
91 assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Based on the discovery of one stake 
dated by dendrochronology after 
91AD among the stakes of the 
bridge of the 3th c.
MEYER/MORAND/ROHMER 1998, p. 35 stakes, pottery





River Sarre highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
246 yes assumed assumed reliable dendrochronology Peutinger 's Tabula; Antonine itinerary
FLOTTE/FUCHS 2004, p. 702, 
705;MEYER/MORAND/ROHMER 1998;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐57 630 0019
stakes, pottery (2nd and 3th c.)
1076 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,734 7,050 France Sarrebourg ‐ Grand Pont River Sarre reliable
because of the 
localisation of the 
town wall and the 













other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1785 assumed yes yes yes yes assumed reliable 1363, 1462, 1489, 1554, 1636 Repairs on the bridge MEYER/MORAND/ROHMER 1998, p. 16 wooden bridge;iconography: 17 & 18th c.










because appears on 
modern maps
2 yes yes other water mill;dam
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
1362 1978 yes assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable
1362; Many repairs 
(dendrochronological dating on 
beam: 1581)
1362: mention of the mill  called "Stadtmühle" or  
"Moulin du pont"
MEYER/MORAND/ROHMER 1998
In 1902, it has been transformed in an electric 
factory






River Sarre highly reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Middle Ages – Modern Period
FLOTTE/FUCHS 2004, p. 
70;MEYER/MORAND/ROHMER 1998, p. 12
blocks and iron clamps linked up with lead, pile













explicit archaeological features assumed assumed uncertain 75‐125











transportation by ship 
passengers/people explicit historical proof assumed yes reliable 806 Royal Annals/trip of Charlemagne to go to Nimègue MOLKENTHIN 2006;MILUTINOVIC/LANSIVAL 2008 uncertain, to be checked and to be completed
1081 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,376 6,129 France Thionville River Moselle very uncertain










connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or power
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐57 672 0064
Palace since the 8th c. ‐ many objects for the Early 
Middle Ages (6th‐9th c.);Location at the Moselle is 
unsecure
1082 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,783 6,531 France Vic‐sur‐Seille River Seille uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;ford salt assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain LAFFITE 2008




storehouse transhipment harbour wood
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain QUANTIN 1885, p. 448 Goods: floating wood
1084 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,136 3,901 France Arringette River Yonne reliable
because of having the 







classification of a modern 




QUANTIN 1885, p. 384, 448 Goods: floating wood




dockside crane transhipment harbour stone
downstream 
navigation
supraregional importance explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1657, 1767
harbour where  stones from Bulcy are exported to 
Cosnes (ADN E7‐36) and to Orléans (ADN 3E 4/162, 
ADN 3E17/32, etc.)
unpublished materials (archives)
1086 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,183 3,030 France La Charité‐sur‐Loire River Loire reliable





ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
connected to important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important religious center




Confirmation by the pope of the abbey's possessions; 
donation to the priory of the bridge's mils
DUMONT et al . 2014, p. 129;ANONYME 1991, p. 
51;FOUCHER/DUMONT 2019
1087 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,183 3,030 France La Charité‐sur‐Loire River Loire reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district




Confirmation by the pope of the abbey's possessions; 
donation to the priory of the bridge's mils
DUMONT et al . 2014, p. 129;ANONYME 1991, p. 
51;FOUCHER/DUMONT 2019
hanging mill
1088 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,183 3,030 France La Charité‐sur‐Loire River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 





ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
connected to important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit archaeological features 1249 yes
highly 
reliable
dendrochronology : tree cutting 
date  = winter 1248‐1248
DUMONT et al . 2014, p. 21;FOUCHER/DUMONT 
2019
piles, stakes
1089 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,183 3,030 France La Charité‐sur‐Loire River Loire highly reliable
because still 
exists;Location: 

















ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
connected to important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
1676 yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
FOUCHER 2012;DUMONT et al. 
2014;FOUCHER/DUMONT 2019
























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
1090 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,183 3,030 France La Charité‐sur‐Loire River Loire highly reliable

















ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
connected to important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit historical proof 1520 1676 yes yes
highly 
reliable
1520 construction of a stone bridge
FOUCHER 2012;DUMONT et al. 
2014;FOUCHER/DUMONT 2019
ongoing publication of A. Dumont, M. Foucher. R. 
Steinmann, … 










River Loire highly reliable
because the some 
arches still 
exists;Location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes other
river 
crossing;bridge;connec
ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
connected to important 
terrestrial 




1520 yes yes assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
1391 – 1520 ADN H27
FOUCHER 2012;DUMONT et al. 
2014;FOUCHER/DUMONT 2019
3 bridge arches; ongoing publication of A. Dumont, 
M. Foucher. R. Steinmann, … 










River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations




the lords of Sancerre gave to the priory of la Charité 
the mills under the bridge
LESPINASSE 1887, p. XXVI, p. 164‐165 (LXX, LXXI) under‐bridge mill





































connected to important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit historical proof assumed yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1456, 1572,1107, 14th c., 1459, 1493
1107: toll on the ships berthing on the banks of la 
Charité‐sur‐Loire ("droit de rivage");1456: tolls of la 
Charité‐sur‐Loire, one to the priory, on to the 
villager;1459: price of goods in this harbour; 1493: 
about the salt (ADN H27);1572: abolition  of the toll on 
wines;18th c.: ADN‐1C456
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 140, 443;MANTELLIER 1867, 
p. 53, 305, 306;MANTELLIER 1864, p. 541 (doc. 
412);ANONYME 1991, p. 35;LESPINASSE 1887, p. 
118‐119
1094 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,176 3,012 France La Charité‐sur‐Loire River Loire
Loyr
e
uncertain 3 yes other
river 
crossing;bridge;connec
ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
connected to important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important religious center




1577: For the building of a boat‐bridge at la Charité‐
sur‐Loire, requisition of all the ships in Nevers' 
harbour. Nevers city archives BB19 29   XXXII v°
unpublished materials (archives)
1095 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,176 3,012 France La Charité‐sur‐Loire River Loire
Loyr
e




1577: For the building of a boat‐bridge at la Charité‐
sur‐Loire, requisition of all the ships in Nevers' 
harbour. Nevers city archives BB19 29   XXXII v°
unpublished materials (archives) boat‐mill
1096 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,183 3,030 France La Charité‐sur‐Loire River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment water mill;sluice;dam explicit archaeological features yes
highly 
reliable
radiocarbon dating on stakes + 
dendrochronology
DUMONT et al . 2015, p. 15‐
28;FOUCHER/DUMONT 2019
1097 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,179 3,012 France La Charité‐sur‐Loire River Loire very uncertain
because the historical 
proofs are not 
accurate enough




the lord Archambaud de Lameney autorises the monks 
of La Charité to fish salmon and other species, in its 
sluice / fishery 
DUMONT et al . 2017, p. 21;FOUCHER/DUMONT 
2019
1098 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,183 3,030 France La Charité‐sur‐Loire River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other fishery explicit archaeological features yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
DUMONT et al . 2017, p. 21;FOUCHER/DUMONT 
2019
1099 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,183 3,030 France La Charité‐sur‐Loire River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment water mill;sluice;dam explicit archaeological features yes
highly 
reliable
radiocarbon dating on stakes + 
dendrochronology
DUMONT et al . 2015, p. 19‐
28;FOUCHER/DUMONT 2019




River Yonne very uncertain
according to M. 
Quantin analysis







wood;salt explicit historical proof yes uncertain
agreement between du duke of Burgundy and the 
inhabitant of Clamecy about the construction of an 
harbour‐BN coll. Bourg. T. 21, f°30v; Salt delivery from 
Auxerre (ADY‐E399)
QUANTIN 1885, p. 387, 477
Mention for salt transportation for the 16th c. ‐ 
confluence Yonne/Beuvron; Wood transported: 
floating woods
1101 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,460 3,524 France Clamecy: pont de Bethleem River Yonne reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1836 yes yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed reliable 1147, 1298, 1304, 1836
1147: foundation of the Maison‐Dieu of Bethlehem 
over the bridge of Clamecy ; 1298: mention of two 
bridges at Clamecy; 1304: mention of a chapel on the 
bridge of Bethlehem (ADY H1584); 1836 : the bridge is 
destroyed by a flood
QUANTIN 1885, p. 425
1102 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,411 2,921 France Cosne‐Cours‐sur‐Loire
Cond
ate







Antonine Itinerary; Geography of Ptolemy BIGEARD 1996, p. 47;MANTELLIER 1867, p. 14 Near confluence Loire/Nohain
1103 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,412 2,920 France Cosne‐Cours‐sur‐Loire River Loire reliable yes other river crossing;bridge yes reliable MENAGER 2016, p. 75 stakes








regional importance explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
1657 1657: stone delivery for some buildings (ADN E7‐36) unpublished materials (archives)











because of the lack 











storehouse water toll/naval duties salt
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
yes yes yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed reliable
1187 (toll) and 1393 (ADC 13H37); 1355 (ADC 13H37): 
"la quarte partie du port de Cosne sur la rivière de 
Loyre";  1481: toll (ADC, 22 G 13/ 42 H 179)
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53;DUMONT et al. 2014, p. 
147, 156‐157;BDD PATRIARCHE‐58 086 0060
Salt store; Near confluence Loire/Nohain









water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 1584: regulation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 140 Near confluence Loire/Aron
1107 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,829 3,462 France Decize River Loire reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes
highly 
reliable
1366: mention of a place neat the pile a the bridge on 
the Loire (ADCO B4407); c.  1370: Visit of the bridges 
on the Loire river to assess the repairs needed (ADCO 
B4409)
unpublished materials (archives);DION 1961, p. 100
1108 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,170 3,732 France Epiry (Le Port) River Yonne uncertain









BDD PATRIARCHE‐58 110 0005
1109 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,083 3,037 France Germigny‐sur‐Loire River Loire reliable














MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53;DUMONT et al. 2014, p. 
147, 156‐157;BDD PATRIARCHE‐58 086 0060












water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53
1111 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,149 3,040 France La Marche River Loire uncertain







explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
Deal about lands around the harbour ‐ ADC, 11 G 91 DUMONT et al . 2014, p. 143




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes uncertain 1575: regulation of the toll
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 140, 443;MANTELLIER 
1864, p. 439 (doc. 303)
1113 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,244 2,993 France Mesves River Loire uncertain 3 yes other fishery explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
1144 ADC, Ps 276 DUMONT et al. 2014, p. 147




ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
Sale by the lord of Sancergues and Hery of the half of 
the harbour and the ferry (Mesves Cartulary)
unpublished materials (archives)
1115 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,444 2,931 France Myennes
Men
a




other water mill explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
Comment of a mill in front of the harbour (ADN, 2 H 
122 2, doc. 183)
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53; DUMONT et al. 2014, p. 
151




because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain
Comment of a mill in front of the harbour (ADN, 2 H 
122 2, doc. 183)
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53; DUMONT et al. 2014, p. 
151
1117 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,988 3,157 France Nevers (2, place Carnot) River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed uncertain Middle Ages; 1413 account of the city of Nevers
BDD PATRIARCHE‐58 194 0013; unpublished 
materials (archives)
Salt store






because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district








connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important productive 




assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages – 1577
1577: For the building of a boat‐bridge at la Charité‐
sur‐Loire, requisition of all the ships in Nevers' 
harbour. Nevers city archives BB19 29   XXXII v°
BDD PATRIARCHE‐58 194 0016 Near confluence Loire/Nièvre
1119 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,984 3,154 France Nevers (Quai des Mariniers) River Loire reliable
because of the 
excavations






transportation by ship 
passengers/people
connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important productive 




assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages to nowadays
1295: 241 Genoese sailors take on board to reach 
Rouen ; 1577: For the building of a boat‐bridge at la 
Charité‐sur‐Loire, requisition of all the ships in Nevers' 
harbour. Nevers city archives BB19 29   XXXII v°
BAUTIER 1989, p. 11;BDD PATRIARCHE 58 194 
0207
Near confluence Loire/Nièvre
















connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes yes yes assumed reliable 1371, 1381; 1404; 1699
stone exportation to Cuffy and wood importation for 
Nevers (1371, 1381, 1404‐ ADCO  B4375,  B5502) and 
Paris (1699);city accounts concerning bridges, dikes, 
ramparts maintenance and materials supply (woods)
COUARD 1893;unpublished materials (archives) mentions of boats called "santine"




permission to build a bridge (Nevers City Archives 
DD10); city accounts (14th‐15th c.) concerning the 
bridge maintenance
BAUTIER 1989, p. 26 ; GAULEJAC 1988, p. 
32;unpublished materials (archives)
A chapel is mentioned in 1727; an image of the 
virgin at the door of the bridge (14th c.)




already mentioned in 1247, considered ruined in 1309 
by the king Philippe le Bel (ADN CC246)
unpublished materials (archives) wooden bridge
1123 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,990 3,166 France Nevers River Nièvre highly reliable
because of streets, 
ramparts and city gate








city accounts for bridge maintenance; 1401‐1402: 
mention of the mills of the bridge (ADN CC10)
unpublished materials (archives)
1124 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,983 3,158 France Nevers River Loire reliable 2 yes other dam explicit historical proof yes yes
highly 
reliable
14th‐15th c. city accounts for dike maintenance unpublished materials (archives)
1125 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,990 3,166 France Nevers River Nièvre reliable
because of streets, 
ramparts and city gate
1 yes harbour













connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1367 mention of the toll by water (ADN CC346) unpublished materials (archives)
Exact location may have change due to the Loire 
meandering ; quay only mentioned since the mid. 
18th c.
1126 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 47,278 2,957 France Pouilly‐sur‐Loire River Loire reliable other bank revetment explicit archaeological features yes yes
highly 
reliable
DUMONT et al. 2017b;DUMONT et al. 2012 bank protection against floods? 









connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1669‐1684;1769‐1784 stones for the cathedral of Orléans GAULEJAC 1988b








water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54





navigable waterway sluice;dam explicit historical proof yes reliable 1498 SUTTOR 2012, p. 82.




because of the 
excavations




explicit historical proof;implicit/highly 
interpretive archaeological features
1115 yes yes yes yes reliable 1115
the countess of Flanders Clemence gives to the abbey 
of Anchin the permission to dig a navigable reach from 
the Scarpe
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Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 50,354 3,069 France Lambres‐lez‐Douai River Sensée very uncertain 4 yes harbour water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable mentioned as "portus" Verhulst 1999




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




connected to an important 
productive site;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 




assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable
NILLES 2002, vol. 1, p. 47;BDD PATRIARCHE 59 350 
0097
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navigable waterway sluice;dam explicit historical proof yes reliable 1261 SUTTOR 2012, p. 83.
1136 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 50,359 3,516 France Valenciennes (Avenue d'Amsterdam) River Escaut uncertain
because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐59 606 0079 Location at the Escaut is unsecure












Reconstruction of the bridge between 1250 and 1311, 
still existing in the town scape of Joachim Duviert in 
1611
MESQUI 1986, p. 13
1138 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,420 2,823 France Compiègne River Oise very uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
MESQUI 1986, p. 13





classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
yes uncertain BAUTIER 1989, p. 30












other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable fortification of the head of the bridge (1415) MESQUI 1982; MESQUI 1986, p. 101








assumed assumed uncertain WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B












Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,243 2,455 France Saint‐Maximon (L'Ecluse de Creil) River Oise reliable






classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed yes assumed uncertain
BDD PATRIARCHE‐60 589 0013;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog A
1144 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,604 0,169 France Sées (Rue du Grenier a Sel) River Orne reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other storehouse salt
implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐61 464 0067 Salt store












assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes reliable Antiquity;7th/8th c. BÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010





because of the 
excavations





supraregional importance explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes yes
very 
uncertain
Antiquity ‐ 7th/10th c.
BDD PATRIARCHE‐62 196 0028;BÜHRER‐
THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010
1147 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 50,481 1,664 France Saint‐Josse (Mont de Berck) River uncertain
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes harbour





mooring pole explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Early Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐62 752 0006





yes navigable waterway regional importance explicit historical proof yes reliable 1282
the count of Flandres prevent the construction of 
bridge that may have disturb navigation between Saint 
Omer and Gravelines
MESQUI 1986, p. 96
1149 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 50,382 1,650 France Waben River uncertain
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






harbour assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐62 866 0004




Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 harbour sea harbour/port
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity and Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐62 899 0036
1151 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,602 3,218 France Aubeyrat River Allier uncertain 2 yes other water mill;dam explicit historical proof yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability (1518)
GRELOIS 2012, p. 110, 117 (map) belongs to the lord of Aubeyrat




ferry harbour explicit historical proof yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability (1518)
GRELOIS 2012, p. 110, 117 (map)
1153 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,620 3,213 France Coudes (circa) River Allier uncertain 2 yes other fishery explicit historical proof yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability (1518)
GRELOIS 2012, p. 110, 117 (map) 4 small fisheries




ferry harbour explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability (1518)
GRELOIS 2012, p. 110, 117 (map)
1155 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,730 3,213 France Cournon‐d'Auvergne River Allier reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain beginning of the 14th c.
Seems to be replaced by a ferry un the 15th c.; 14th c.: 
charitable financing of the bridge
GRELOIS 2012, p. 110; MESQUI 1986, p. 32







WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B
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ferry harbour explicit historical proof yes yes assumed yes yes reliable 1448, 1518, 1758, 1810
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability (1518)
GRELOIS 2012, p. 110, 112, 117 (map)
The exact location of the ferry may have change all 
along its history
1159 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,709 3,216 France Dieu‐y‐Soit (circa ) River Allier uncertain 2 yes other fishery explicit historical proof yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability
GRELOIS 2012, p. 117 (map)




ferry harbour explicit historical proof yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability (1518)
GRELOIS 2012, p. 110, 117 (map)
1161 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,859 3,304 France Joze
Jouz
e








transhipment harbour explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 14th‐15th c. 1519
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 32, 173;TEYSSOT 2004, p. 
236;MANTELLIER 1864, p. 436 (doc. 302)
1162 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,972 3,448 France Limons River Allier uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed reliable 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54
1163 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,668 3,210 France Longues River Allier uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes assumed yes reliable 1586
several (re)construction (in 1350 by the wife of Jean le 
Bon, in 1582‐1585 by Catherine de Medicis);bridge 
destroyed by floods (1586)
GRELOIS 2012, p. 110.















MANTELLIER 1867, p. 252
1165 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,723 3,211 France Gondole (circa ) River Allier uncertain 2 yes other fishery explicit historical proof yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability
GRELOIS 2012, p. 117 (map)
1166 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,687 3,200 France Les Martres‐de‐Veyre (Le Lot) River Allier reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other canal water mill explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Roman Empire BDD PATRIARCHE‐63 214 0032
1167 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,560 3,269 France Orbeil (circa) River Allier uncertain 2 yes other dam explicit historical proof yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability
GRELOIS 2012, p. 117 (map)
1168 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,798 3,240 France Pont‐du‐Chateau: port des Bouères River Allier uncertain












assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐63 284 0019
1169 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,658 3,199 France Pont‐des‐Goules (circa ) River Allier uncertain 2 yes other fishery explicit historical proof yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability (1518)
GRELOIS 2012, p. 117 (map) 2 fisheries










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit historical 
proof
yes yes yes reliable 14th‐15th c., 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability (1518)
TEYSSOT 2004, p. 236;MANTELLIER 1867, p. 54; 
GRELOIS , p.110, 117 (map)
1171 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,797 3,253 France Pont‐du‐Château River Allier highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes other water mill explicit archaeological features assumed assumed reliable
Radiocarbon dating : [1325‐1425]  
cal AD (68,2 %) – [1310‐1440]  cal 
AD (95,4 %)
LECUYER 2014




Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability
GRELOIS 2012, p. 117 (map)
1173 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,796 3,258 France Pont‐du‐Château River Allier uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1451 yes yes yes reliable 1399, 1402, 1451
1399 and 1402: spending for the bridge reconstruction 
(accounts of Berthon Saunadre);1451: the bridge has  
been destroyed
LECUYER 2014; GRELOIS 2012; MESQUI 1986, p. 32




1451 ; Radiocarbon dating : 550 ±30 
BP
building of the "pelière" (salmon dam) (ADA ‐ 1C6875) BSR‐DRASSM 2010, p. 95 78 stakes
1175 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,796 3,258 France Pont‐du‐Château River Allier uncertain 2 yes other water mill;dam explicit historical proof 1451 yes reliable 1451 1451: the bridge has already been destroyed LECUYER 2014
1176 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,784 3,245 France Pont‐du‐Château/Dallet River Allier reliable 2 yes other fishery;dam explicit historical proof yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability
GRELOIS 2012, p. 117 (map)
1177 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,777 3,242 France Pont‐du‐Château/Dallet River Allier reliable 2 yes other water mill;dam explicit historical proof yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability
GRELOIS 2012, p. 117 (map)
1178 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,996 3,461 France Port de Ris River Allier uncertain
because of having the 







historical proof yes yes reliable 14th‐15th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 160 Near confluence Allier/Dore





ferry harbour explicit historical proof yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability (1518)
GRELOIS 2012, p. 110, 117 (map)
1180 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,612 3,222 France Varenne River Allier uncertain 2 yes other water mill;dam explicit historical proof yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability (1518)
GRELOIS 2012, p. 110, 117 (map)
1181 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,575 3,241 France Saint‐Yvoine River Allier uncertain 2 yes other water mill;dam explicit historical proof yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability (1518)
GRELOIS 2012, p. 110, 117 (map)





ferry harbour explicit historical proof yes reliable 1518
Survey led along the river course to estimate its 
navigability (1518)
GRELOIS 2012, p. 110, 117 (map)
1183 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,396 ‐0,977 France Auteville‐saint‐Martin‐Bideren River Saison reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐64 083 0017
1184 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,468 ‐1,223 France Bardos River Bidouze reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐64 094 0051





classification of a modern 





WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B At the confluence Adour/Nive
1186 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,481 ‐1,092 France Came ‐ Port de Came1/de Cambou River Bidouze reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐64 161 0028
1187 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,481 ‐1,092 France Came ‐ Port du Moulin River Bidouze reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
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because of the 
excavations;Location: 


















explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages still visible on the 19th c. cadastre BDD PATRIARCHE‐64 170 0008
1189 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,522 ‐1,198 France Guiche ‐ Port d'Ariet or de Guiche River Bidouze reliable
because of the 
excavations




fishery water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed uncertain Middle Ages – 1348 MARQUETTE 1979;BDD PATRIARCHE‐64 250 0023 REF to be found !
1190 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,417 ‐1,232 France La Bastide‐Clairence  River Joyeuse uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district






assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages ‐ end of the 13th c. BDD PATRIARCHE‐64 289 0001 REF to be found




reliable yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1316 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1316 MESQUI 1986, p. 68 stone bridge
1192 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,486 ‐0,777 France Orthez River
Gave 
de Pau
highly reliable because still exists 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
MESQUI 1986, p. 98
1193 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,483 ‐1,283 France Urt (Le Port) River Adour reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district







assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages – 11th c. 11th c. (second half) BDD PATRIARCHE‐64 546 0005 REF to be found
1194 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,442 ‐1,448 France Villefranque (Portuya) River Nive uncertain
because of the 
excavations;Location: 














classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐64 558 0014






because of the 
excavations;Location: 






yes harbour sea harbour/port
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features/historical proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐ 66 037 0059











Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour sea harbour/port assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐66 148 0001
1197 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,817 7,465 France Bouxwiller River uncertain






canal/portage historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐67 061 0012









Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,574 7,719 France Strasbourg (Montagne Verte‐Koenigshoffen) River Aar reliable
because of the 
excavations





connected to an important 
military base;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 





BDD PATRIARCHE‐67 482 0063;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog A
Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added – 
Near confluence Aar/Bruche/Ill
1200 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,571 7,768 France Strasbourg (17 place du Temple Neuf) River uncertain














connected to an important 
productive site;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 




yes yes assumed assumed assumed yes uncertain mainly carolingian‐1278
MOLKENTHIN 2006; ELLMERS 1972;MATHEUS 
1985









connected to an important 
productive site;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious center
assumed assumed assumed uncertain WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B Near confluence Rhin/Ill/Aar/Bruche
1203 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 48,576 7,785 France Strasbourg River Rhein very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 850 VERON 2017, p. 237. Boat mill
1204 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,571 7,768 France Strasbourg (4 rue des Veaux) River Ill reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 









connected to an important 
religious center;supraregional 
importance;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 








NILLES 2002, vol. 1, p. 63;BDD PATRIARCHE‐67 
482 0890
Near confluence Rhin/Ill/aar/Bruche
1205 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,050 7,537 France Biesheim River uncertain














assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐68 036 0007 Data from the PATRIARCHE file have to be added
1206 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,110 7,385 France Colmar (Ladhof) River Ill reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐68 066 0070
1207 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,110 7,385 France Colmar (Place du 2 février) River uncertain





assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐68 066 0198






Fluyrieua parte Imperii" (ADRh 10G2023 f°107‐108)
CAMPONE‐STALDER 2002, p.387‐388.
1209 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,938 4,742 France Amberieux River Saône uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features


























transportation by ship;fishing 
harbour
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
yes assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antonine itinerary
BEAL 2007;LAVOCAT 2010b, p. 22;WAWRZINEK 
2014 Katalog B
mosaic with paterns of ships (navalia) + amphoras 
in a villa + mariner's tools + net weights – Near 
confluence Soane/Azergues




River Saône reliable 1 yes harbour river crossing ferry harbour
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive 
site;local importance
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity to Early Middle Ages ARMAND‐CALLIAT 1957 objects found during dredging;ferry is assumed






transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive site




1350: Description of the toll for the king (BNF‐ms 
français 2484)
GUERREAU 2002, p. 370  Near confluence Soane/Azergues




River Saône uncertain 2 yes yes other river crossing;ford historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain ‐58 Used by the Helvetians? FAURE‐BRAC 2006, p. 134 objects found during dredging










connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity to Middle Ages LAVOCAT 2009, 31‐32
sailors tools (anchorage stone, boat hook); Anse : 
area rich of antique remains as amphoras, mostly 
from the 1st c.
1215 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,574 4,792 France Bans River Rhône reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1428, 1730 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2974‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 452





transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties
wine
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive site




1188: "Pontenagium apud Bellam Villam" (Cluny's 
cartulary ‐ n°4332); 1350: Description of the toll for 
the king (BNF‐ms français 2484)
GUERREAU 2002, p. 370;PERRAT, GARDETTE 
1961;BERNARD/BRUEL 1876, t.V p. 696 n°4332
1217 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,102 4,761 France Belleville River Saône reliable 3 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging




because the bridge 
still exists
1 other river crossing;bridge yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable FAURE‐BRAC 2006, p. 167




because the mention 
is based on 19th 
testimony
2 other river crossing;bridge assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain












connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1393‐1397 "de portu de Collongiis" (ADRh‐10G2704, fol. 38) CAMPONE‐STALDER 2002, p. 389




















use;connected to an 
important productive 
site;local importance
explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1173, 1220, 1544, 1789
1173: file of the toll (Arch Nat H4 2989, 2990‐1);1220 : 
the Lambert family buys the harbour;1544 : 
investigation on the harbour (10G44);1789: mention of 
the construction of a boat mill
DU POUGET 1989;LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 
449;VERON 2017, p. 273.
details from the written source have to be added, 
toll on the boats on the Rhône during 2 months per 
year;Among the goods: millstone;woollen fabric







connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof yes reliable 1476‐1478 CAMPONE‐STALDER 2002, p. 389
1223 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,795 4,829 France Cuire (Port) River Saône reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
ferry harbour;water toll/naval 
duties
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1364, 1774, 1775 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3111‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 453 Ferry between Cuire and Saint Rambert




because of the 
excavations;Location: 






classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,584 4,776 France Givors River
Rhône/
Gier






ferry harbour;water toll/naval 
duties
wine local importance explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes assumed yes yes
highly 
reliable
1157, 1208, 1302, 1428, 1445, 1616‐
1620, 1730, 1731, 1738, 1739, 1741
File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2988‐2, 2944‐2, 2989, 
2990‐1, 2974‐1, 2996‐2). In 1208, toll given to R. of 
Forez. 1616‐1620: mention of the construction of a 
boat mill
Du Pouget 1989;LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 
450, 452;BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 091 0027;VERON 
2017, p. 273
some toll on boats during 2 months per year – Near 
confluence Rhone/Gier








assumed assumed assumed uncertain WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B







because of the 
excavations;Location: 













assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 096 0005
1228 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,609 4,793 France Grigny (Port) River Rhône reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
ferry harbour;water toll/naval 
duties
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1446, 1774, 1777 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3058‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 452
1229 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,798 4,833 France Île Barbe River Saône reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
ferry harbour;water toll/naval 
duties
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important religious 
center;local importance
explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1439, 1494, 1729, 1750 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3086, 3087‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 452‐453
two ferries: one between the island and Saint‐
Rambert, the other one between the island and Lyon
1230 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,823 4,852 France Iland
Islan
s
River Saône reliable 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1491, 1786, 1787
Authorization to build a mill on a pile at the edge of 
the river + stakes (File of the toll ‐Arch Nat‐ H4 2969‐3)
LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 453












water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1346, 1777 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2991‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 450











classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 280 0011










node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
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River Saône Arar highly reliable








node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 





LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 271;BDD PATRIARCHE‐
69 381 0787
Corner of la Muette street,  quay Saint‐Vincent ‐  
n°9‐10 La muette street;walls with deep 
foundations (dyke or quay wall) ‐ Confluence 
Rhône/Saône




River Saône Arar highly reliable 1 yes yes other bank revetment storehouse
connected to an important 
productive site
explicit archaeological features yes assumed assumed reliable
DUCOURTHIAL et al.  2012;BERTRAND et al.  2010, 
p. 58;AYALA 2011;BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 382 0725
Dyke
1236 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,748 4,826 France Lyon River Saône uncertain
























node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 




assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity BERTRAND et al.  2010, p. 56 Confluence Rhône/Saône




River Saône Arar reliable 1 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 359 dyke




River Rhône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features yes reliable 10‐20 LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 353‐356
place de la répulbique ‐ rue Childebert (Old chanel of 
the Rhône);ford made of amphoras embed by 
alluvial deposits




River Saône Arar highly reliable
because of the 
excavations






LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 372‐373
wide depression (10m) rimmed  by lines of granite 
blocks + bank arrangement and traffic level + ford; 
Canal interpretation is not sure




River Saône Arar reliable




























node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity to Early Middle Ages
DUCOURTHIAL et al. 2012, p. 34;BERTRAND et al. 
2010, p. 56;AYALA 2011;LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 
359‐362;BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 382 0783
paving of granite blocks ‐ oldest bank of Saône river 
? ‐ Localisation: rue Merciere, from the 
streetFerrandière until the house Thomé + 3 rue 
Tupin + 15 rue neuve ‐ Confluence Rhône/Saône





because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
1050 1848 yes yes yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1050,1848
1050 : Beginning of the bridge construction by the 
archbishop Humbert ; 1848 : bridge destroyed
BERTRAND et al.  2010, p. 62;BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 
382 0786
PONT DU CHANGE ‐ Quai Saint‐Antoine ‐ Place 
d'Albon ou Pont de pierre ou pont de Saône
1242 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,770 4,829 France Lyon (Quai Saint‐Antoine ‐ Place d'Albon) River Saône reliable








node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 




yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable DUCOURTHIAL et al.  2012, p. 34 Confluence Rhône/Saône





because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district






node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features yes yes reliable BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 382 0786 Confluence Rhône/Saône




River Saône Arar uncertain 2 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features yes uncertain
AYALA 2011;JACQUIN/BECKER/MONIN 1984;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐69 382 0800
dyke made to protect a domus against the river ‐ 
dating made with the ceramics ‐ the use of the dyke 
ends a the end of the first century, perhaps linked to 
the building of another one at the west of the 
domus. The domus still exists after the dyke 
abandon until the 3th century.





because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 382 0822




River Saône Arar reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
















node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain Late Roman Empire BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 381 0900 Confluence Rhône/Saône




River Saône Arar highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 












node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features yes yes
highly 
reliable
77‐100 BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 385 0959
vertical stakes and horizontal beams; PARC SAINT‐
GEORGES:old end of Saint Jean island ‐ Confluence 
Rhône/Saône




River Saône Arar highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district






node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 385 1190 Confluence Rhône/Saône




River Saône Arar highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes other bank revetment 
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
yes yes reliable LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 460 posthole, double wall (know on 30m long)




River Saône Arar highly reliable
because of the 
excavations






node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features ‐28 yes yes reliable dendrochronology
AYALA 2011;LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 457‐
460;LAVOCAT 2011b, p. 13
îlot Tramassac (entre rue Mourguet, Tramassac, 
Jean Carriès, du Doyenné) ‐ west part ‐ Confluence 
Rhône/Saône
1251 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,770 4,829 France
Lyon (ancien quai Villeroy‐quai de la 
Pêcherie)
River Saône highly reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district







node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
assumed assumed assumed yes uncertain 1814‐1826 Plan Coillet BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 382 0851 Confluence Rhône/Saône











other water mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1550, 1625 plan scenographique and plan of Simon Maupin VERON 2017, p. 240,
1253 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,757 4,838 France Lyon ‐ Pont de la Guillotère River Rhône highly reliable
because exist until its 
destruction in 1953
1 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1233
Mention of a mill on boat, for a while installed under 
the bridge on Rhone of Lyon (ADCO B653)
VERON 2017, p. 237. under‐bridge mill
1254 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,757 4,838 France Lyon ‐ Pont de la Guillotère River Rhône highly reliable

















1190 1953 yes yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed yes
highly 
reliable
ADRh 10G518, 10G1472; many repairs and 
reconstructions
BURNOUF/GUILHOT/MANDY/ORCEL 1991;BDD 
PATRIARCHE 69 387 0047
1255 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,757 4,838 France Lyon ‐ Pont de la Guillotère River Rhône uncertain
because the accurate 
site is still disputed 
2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
1185 : donation to the citizens of Lyon of two plots 
near the Rhone's bank for "l'usage de l'œuvre d'un 
pont"  (Abbey of Ainay's cartulary n°72); 1190: collapse 
at the time of Philippe August and Richard Coeur de 
Lion's departure for the crusades
BURNOUF/GUILHOT/MANDY/ORCEL 1991;BDD 
PATRIARCHE 69 387 0047




River Saône Arar highly reliable
because of the 
excavations







river crossing fishing harbour;ferry harbour
connected to an important 
consumer site;local 
importance
explicit archaeological features yes
highly 
reliable
dendrochronology AYALA 2009;BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 385 0960 Confluence Rhône/Saône




River Saône Arar highly reliable










node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features yes yes reliable AYALA 2009;BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 385 0962 Confluence Rhône/Saône




River Saône Arar highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features yes yes reliable BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 385 0966 See Archeonautica 16, 2010




River Saône Arar highly reliable
because of the 
excavations






node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features yes yes
highly 
reliable
RIETH 2010, p. 48 Confluence Rhône/Saône





because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Roman Empire BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 389 0975
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River Saône Arar reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district






node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed uncertain
LAVOCAT 2011b, p. 13;BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 385 
1169
search in BDD aLyas (archéologie lyonnaise et 
analyses spatiales) ‐ quay wall or dyke? ‐ Confluence 
Rhône/Saône




River Saône Arar highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Roman Empire BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 385 1192 dyke










node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 




ROSSIAUD 2007, p. 178 Confluence Rhône/Saône















node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed assumed yes assumed reliable 9th c., 953, 1317
9th c. : the imperial tax authorities had a toll in the 
harbour ; 953: travel of Jean de Gorze
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 58;BAUTIER 1989, p. 
18;LALOU 1989, p. 110
Confluence Rhône/Saône













node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features yes yes yes reliable PELLETIER 2002, p. 332‐333;AYALA 2011
seals (lead): oil from Betique and other products 
from Egypt ‐Confluence Rhône/Saône




River Saône Arar highly reliable











node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 




yes yes reliable AYALA 2009;RIETH 2010, p. 17‐19
wreck (2, 3, 4, 5) + amphora ‐Confluence 
Rhône/Saône




River Saône Arar highly reliable
because of the 
excavations








node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 




yes reliable RIETH 2010, p. 18
level of demolition (blocks of the 4th c.) that cover 
the wreck 7 (254‐260 AC)‐Confluence Rhône/Saône
1268 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,758 4,826 France Lyon (Parc St Georges ) River Saône highly reliable



























node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1085 AYALA 2009, p. 68;RIETH 2010, p. 20‐21
iconography: middle of the 16th c. ; stakes for a 
bank arrangement,  pottery, sailors tools, coins, 
wreck (wrecks n°6, 14), bank arrangement (wall 
parallel to the shore)‐Confluence Rhône/Saône
1269 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,758 4,826 France Lyon (Parc St Georges‐Port Sablet) River Saône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
























node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 




yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
1388 mention of the harbour of Croix Sablet AYALA 2011;RIETH 2010, p. 20‐21
iconography: Plan scénographique de la ville de Lyon 
; stakes for a bank arrangement, wrecks (9, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 15, 16), quay walls, cross (Croix du Sablet)‐
Confluence Rhône/Saône














node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
classification of a modern 




AYALA 2011 Confluence Rhône/Saône










node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features 62 yes reliable dendrochronology [62‐66] AYALA 2011;LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 329
architecture of big blocks and stakes ‐Confluence 
Rhône/Saône














node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features yes yes reliable AYALA 2011 warehouse with dolia ‐ Confluence Rhône/Saône
1273 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,762 4,832 France Lyon (rue de la monnaie) River Saône reliable 2 yes navigable waterway storehouse explicit archaeological features assumed assumed uncertain
LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 
245;JACQUIN/BECKER/MONIN 1984, p. 20













because date from 
works of the 16th c.






node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 







LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 330
big wall made with ancient reused stones ‐
Confluence  Rhône/Saône




River Rhône highly reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment 
connected to an important 
consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed yes reliable 175‐250 DUCOURTHIAL et al.  2012, p. 32‐33. dyke




River Saône highly reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity DUCOURTHIAL et al.  2012, p. 34




River Saône highly reliable

















node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
1493 DUCOURTHIAL et al.  2012, p. 79‐80 Confluence Rhône/Saône
1279 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,761 4,829 France Lyon River Saône reliable
because of the 








transportation by ship 
passengers/people
global importance;central 
node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit historical proof yes reliable c.  840‐875
Vita of St Germain of Auxerre "sur ses flots calmes, la 
Saône qui disparaît dans le Rhône sous les remparts de 
la ville l'a porté jusqu'aux hauteurs de Lyon"
LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 159 Confluence Rhône/Saône
1280 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,748 4,826 France Lyon (Quai des Célestins) River Saône reliable
because of the place 
name;Location: 








node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain 1491
At the end of the middle ages, problem of the noise of 
transhipment nearby the monastery of the Celestins ‐ 
since then, the boats have to unload at the port of the 
Temple
DUCOURTHIAL et al.  2012 Confluence Rhône/Saône














node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 







DUCOURTHIAL et al.  2012, p. 36‐37;LAVOCAT 
2011b, p. 13
dump of amphora ‐ Confluence  Rhône/Saône
1282 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 45,765 4,831 France
Lyon ‐ Pont de Saône, de Pierre ou du 
Change, puis de Nemours












other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1976 yes assumed yes yes yes assumed assumed yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
11th c. to 1976
First construction in the middle of the 11th c. Many 
repairs all along the centuries (1492, 1712, etc.) and 
rebuilt  between 1844 et 1846. Destroyed in 1976.
MH‐MERIMEE IA69005989; MESQUI 1986, p. 86
1283 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,768 4,821 France Lyon (19‐20 quai saint vincent) River Saône highly reliable






















node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit historical proof assumed assumed yes reliable 953 BAUTIER 1991
details from the written source have to be 
added/mentioned in written sources as "portus" ‐ 
Confluence  Rhône/Saône














node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 




assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 339 Confluence  Rhône/Saône





LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 484 arch in masonry











yes navigable waterway wheat explicit historical proof yes uncertain
Funeral inscriptions; 508‐508 : 3 boats loaded of 
wheat by Sigismond and Gondebaud sailed 
downstream on the Rhône through the Provence 
(Sidoine Apolinaire, Ep. II, 10)























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
1288 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,760 4,829 France Lyon River Saône Arar highly reliable






yes navigable waterway fish;wine;people explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed yes assumed assumed yes
highly 
reliable
216, 6th c., 9th c.
Funeral inscriptions (To Caius Novellus Januarius ‐216; 
to Lucius Helvius Victorinus‐ 2th c.); Strabo; 9th c. 
(Heric‐Saint Germain d'Auxerre Vita)/Sidoine 
Apollinaire mentions the sailors on the Saône (Ep. II, 
10) and takes a boat with rowers to meet his friend 
Agricola in his villa on the Saône (with a cargo of fish) 
(Ep. I. 5, 8)
LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 334, 392, 471, 654











node;connected to an 
important religious 
center;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site




508‐508 : 3 boats loaded of wheat by Sigismond and 
Gondebaud (Sidoine Apolinaire, Ep.  II, 10); Sidoine 
Apollinaire mentions the sailors on the Saône (Ep.  II, 
10) and takes a boat with rowers to meet his friend 
Agricola in his villa on the Saône (with a cargo of fish) 
(Ep. I. 5, 8)
LE MER/CHOMER 2007, p. 244
passenger: Sidoine Apollinaire ‐ Confluence 
Rhône/Saône
1290 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,631 4,778 France Millery (La Tour de Millery) River Rhône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district










13th and 14th c. BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 133 0003

















transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties
fish
connected to an important 
productive site;local 
importance
explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes yes yes assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
971 Cartulary of the abbey of the Ile Barbe COTTINET‐BOUQUET 1989
details from the written source have to be added ‐ 















ferry harbour;water toll/naval 
duties
local importance explicit historical proof yes reliable 1415, 1737, 1739
"usque ad portum Lathomi" (ADRh 10G2154 fol. 
17);File of the toll (Arch Nat H4 2989, 2990)
CAMPONE‐STALDER 2002, p. 
389;LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 453
details from the written source have to be added; 
toll rates documented
1294 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,052 4,741 France Rivière (port) River Saône reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
ferry harbour;water toll/naval 
duties
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1313, 1758, 1773 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3106) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 453








Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2014 1 open 45,900 4,793 France Saint‐Germain‐au‐Mont‐d'Or River Saône reliable
because the piles 
were still visible in the 
20th c.
yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features
very 
uncertain
FAURE‐BRAC 2006, p. 385 piles
1297 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,525 4,867 France Sainte‐Colombe  ‐ Pont Romain River Rhône reliable
because of the 
excavations
2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BILLAUD 2015b;BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 189 0034 block, stakes
1298 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,526 4,871 France Sainte‐Colombe ‐ Pont de Trajan River Rhône reliable















classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit 
archaeological features
1651 assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes yes assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
Antiquity to Modern 
Period;iconography (1555)
13th c.: Mentions of many repairs; 1651: destroyed by 
disastrous floods
FAURE‐BRAC 2006, p. 310;BDD PATRIARCHE‐69 
1890 073
iconography (1555)
1299 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,799 4,835 France Saint‐Rambert River Rhône reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
ferry harbour;water toll/naval 
duties
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1364, 1774, 1775 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3111‐2) LAURENT, SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 453 ferry between Cuire and l'Ile Barbe




explicit historical proof assumed uncertain 15th c. ? Campone‐Stalder 2002 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1295, 1785, 1786 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3006, 3229‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 451 Near confluence Rhône/Ozon





transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties
wood;fish
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive site




1350: Description of the toll for the king (BNF‐ms 
français 2484)
GUERREAU 2002, p. 368;LALOU 1989, p. 110
1303 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,987 4,731 France Villefranche‐sur‐Saône River Saône highly reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district





LAVOCAT 2007;LAVOCAT 2008, p. 34










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable COTTINET‐BOUQUET 1989, p. 84
details from the written source have to be added; 
toll rates documented







assumed assumed assumed uncertain FAURE‐BRAC 2002, p. 96 broken amphoras












FAURE‐BRAC 2002, p. 97
1307 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,929 5,913 France Bourbevelle River Saône reliable
because a shallow is 
still visible
2 other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity FAURE‐BRAC 2002, p. 131
1308 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,629 5,985 France Bucey‐les‐Traves ‐ Pont Romain River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐70 105 0005
1309 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,914 5,993 France Corre River
Saône/C
oney









classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit 
archaeological features
yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Tacitus, Annals: mention of project of canal between 
Saone and Moselle starting in Corre
PASQUINI, PETIT 2016, p.7, 10;FAURE‐BRAC 2002, 
p. 194
1310 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,917 5,984 France Corre River Coney uncertain
because rely on 19th 
c. oral testimony/still 
a place name "sur le 
bac" on modern maps
3 other river crossing;bridge
classification of a modern 




FAURE‐BRAC 2002, p. 195
1311 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,576 5,801 France Ferrières‐les‐Ray River Saône uncertain
because rely on 19th 
c. oral testimony
3 other river crossing;bridge
classification of a modern 













water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1309/1358,1755
1309: organisation of section for the toll managed by 
general inspectors; 1358, 1755: File of the toll (Arch 
Nat H4 3099‐2)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 45;Rossiaud 
2007;LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 454
details from the written source have to be added 
and details from Le port fluvial de Gray, du Moyen 
Age à nos jours to be added;









PASQUINI, PETIT 2016, p.7




letter of the duke Philippe obliging the inhabitants of 
Gray to rebuilt the bridge‐the duchess want to retake 
the toll on it (ADCO B4937); 1358 and 1407: bridge 
destroyed by melts; May repairs
unpublished materials (archives);MH‐MERIMEE 
IA00076909
wooden bridge replaced by a stone bridge (many 
repairs and reconstruction)
1315 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,419 5,534 France Mantoche River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging
1316 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,629 5,957 France Ovanches River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐70 401 0007
1317 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,890 5,980 France Ormoy River Saône reliable 3 yes other water mill;sluice water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1458, 1530 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2969‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 456
1318 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,693 6,036 France Port‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable
because of the lack 
of information in 
Patriarche database
2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Roman Empire
PASQUINI, PETIT, 2016, p.7;BDD PATRIARCHE‐70 
421 0024
1319 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,693 6,033 France Port‐sur‐Saône (Le Magny) River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐70 421 0040










1309: organisation of section for the toll managed by 
general inspectors
DUBOIS 1976, p. 45





FAURE‐BRAC 2002, p. 394 beams, counterweight with a ring
1322 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,558 5,743 France Savoyeux (pré de la Houtre) River Saône reliable





ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
PASQUINI, PETIT 2016, p.7;BDD PATRIARCHE‐70 
481 0002





explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
PASQUINI, PETIT 2016, p.7








river crossing;bridge transhipment harbour
classification of a modern 





FAURE‐BRAC 2002, p. 410‐417





because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity ‐ Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐70 491 0014
1326 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,583 5,873 France Soing‐Cubry‐Charentenay River Saône very uncertain
because rely on 19th 
c. oral testimony
3 yes other river crossing;bridge
classification of a modern 




FAURE‐BRAC 2002, p. 417 stakes, piles
1327 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,819 4,939 France Allériot River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Protohistory to Early Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 45
1329 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,246 4,012 France Artaix River Loire uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties wine;grain/cereal explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1435, 1524, 1721, 1730, 1743
1524: abolition of the toll on wines; 1435, 1721‐1743: 
File of the toll (Arch Nat H4 3018, 3114)
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 
140;LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 457
1330 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,946 4,311 France Autun (Les Borbes) River Ternin reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 










connected to an important 
center of administration or 




assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 014 0073 Location at the Ternin is unsecure
1331 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,946 4,311 France Autun (Le Canal du Touron) River Celle reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 














connected to an important 
center of administration or 




assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 014 5051;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog B
according to Wawrzinek 2012, 406 roman canal in 
Autun!
1333 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,307 4,033 France Baugy River Loire uncertain






river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit archaeological features
very 
uncertain
BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 024 0006
1334 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,835 4,956 France Bougerot River Saône highly reliable
because of modern 
maps
1 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging
1335 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,585 4,917 France Boyer River Saône reliable























water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1344, 1746, 1777
File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3019‐1) ; 1352‐1353: 
mention of the little ports of Bragny and its toll (ADCO 
B6403)
LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 464
1337 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,921 5,032 France Bragny‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 




































































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments















because of the 
excavations










connected to an important 
consumer site
explicit archaeological features assumed yes yes yes reliable Iron Age to Antiquity
BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 89‐96;DUBOIS 1976, p. 
35;DUMONT 2002, p. 179;REBOURG 1994a, p. 
130;BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 076 0004
objects found during dredging (beams, amphora)














River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Protohistory to Early Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging
1340 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,790 4,852 France Chalon‐sur‐Saône (Le petit Creusot) River Saône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes navigable waterway boat/ship parts 
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
yes yes uncertain MONTHEL 1986
wicker fish‐trap and fabric for boat caulking; the 
study of the alluvial deposits shows the river 
movements, with a place situated in the active 
channel in the 2th c. and on the banks during the 3th 
c.












River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain REBOURG 1994a, p. 131
objects found during dredging (stones, potteries and 
amphora, animal bones)












River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed reliable
REBOURG 1994a, p. 131;BONNAMOUR 1994, p. 
2;BONNAMOUR 1982b, p. 6
objects found during dredging (stones, potteries and 
amphora, animal bones)












River Saône highly reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes reliable LONCHAMBON 2011 stakes












River Saône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 83;BONNAMOUR 
1999;BONNAMOUR 1997;BONNAMOUR 
1998;BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 076 0018
wooden bridge/stakes














River Saône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district




BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 83‐88;LONCHAMBON 
2011;BONNAMOUR 1994, p. 2;BONNAMOUR 
1995;BONNAMOUR 1996;BONNAMOUR 
1997;BONNAMOUR 1998;BONNAMOUR 
2000b;BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 076 0018
the medieval bridge is based on the antique piles. It 
may be a reconstruction of the roman bridge ; stone 
bridge, stakes, tools, coins, clamp




because of the 
remains;Location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
yes yes reliable 1436, 1550, 1578
1436: the duke owned a mill under the great arch of 
the bridge of Chalon (ADCO B3711); 1550: the bridge 
has already been rebuilt (ADCO 3761); 1578 (repairs at 
the door of the bridge ‐ ADCO B3790)
BONNAMOUR 1994, p. 2;BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 076 
0030; unpublished materials (archives)
the medieval bridge is based on the antique piles. It 
may be a reconstruction of the roman bridge. 




because of the 
excavations














yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed reliable
8th c., 9th c., 1239, 1310, 1392, 
1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐1473
814: the toll is given to the bishop Hildebald (Saint‐
Vincent of Macon's cartulary, n°539); 1239: first 
mention of a covered market; 1350: Description of the 
toll for the king (BNF‐ms français 2484); 1310: the 
merchants of Milan obtain the right to export wool via 
Chalon‐sur‐Saone; Accounts with mentions of the toll 
(ADCO B3445, 3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 58;BAUTIER 1989, p. 
13;LALOU 1989, p. 104;DUBOIS 1976, p. 
35LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 45;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐71 076 0066;BÜHRER‐
THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010
Salt store; Toll of the seigneury of l'Eperviere (Gigny‐
sur‐Saône) collected in Chalon‐sur‐Saône or la 
Colonne (LAURENT, SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 459) ‐ 
Goods mentions linked to the fair of Chalon
1348 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,790 4,852 France Chalon‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes other anchorstone fishery explicit archaeological features yes
highly 
reliable
radiocarbon dating BONNAMOUR 2001, p. 33‐34
stakes, fish‐trap, wattle‐fence, anchor, fishing net 
weights
1349 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,780 4,859 France Chalon‐sur‐Saône (Pont Saint Laurent) River Saône reliable 2 yes navigable waterway bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed reliable BONNAMOUR 2001;BONNAMOUR 2000b, p. 292
riprap made with roman spolia, weapons and 
pottery; Between piles 3 et 4 of the bridge ‐ 
Probably made for favour boat passage between 
pile n°2 and 3
1350 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,784 4,869 France Chalon‐sur‐Saône (Gué des piles) River Saône reliable
because of the 
remains
1 yes other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features assumed yes uncertain Protohistory to Antiquity
REBOURG 1994a, p. 157;BONNAMOUR 1982, 
p.2;BONNAMOUR 1982b, p. 5
objects found during dredging
1351 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,780 4,857 France Chalon‐sur‐Saône River Saône very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1286 VERON 2017, p. 237. Boat mill
1352 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,781 4,859 France Chalon‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable 2 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1436
the duke owned a mill under the great arch of the 
bridge of Chalon (ADCO B3711)
unpublished materials (archives) Belongs to the duke; mill: under‐bridge mill
1353 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,790 4,852 France Chalon‐sur‐Saône (Pont Saint Laurent) River Saône reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes navigable waterway boat/ship parts explicit archaeological features assumed
very 
uncertain
BONNAMOUR 1995, p. 14





















because of the 
excavations










connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive site
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity Gallic Wars (VII, 42)
BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 89‐96;PASQUINI, PETIT 
2016, p. 6;BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 076 
0144;WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog A
objects found during dredging, stakes
1355 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,790 4,852 France Chalon‐sur‐Saône River Saône highly reliable
because of the 
remains;Location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes other water mill explicit archaeological features
very 
uncertain
Ongoing radiocarbon dating MINVIEILLE 1997
Mill on pile;Medieval mill ?;two piles, line of stakes, 
millstone (with graffiti)
1356 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,279 4,014 France Chambilly (port de) River Loire reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1373, 1780 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3062) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 464
1357 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 46,961 5,121 France Chazelle River Saône very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 12th c. VERON 2017, p. 237. Boat mill
1358 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,901 5,197 France Charette‐Varennes River Guyotte reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features 110 yes
highly 
reliable





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,912 5,204 France Charette‐Varennes River Doubs reliable
because remains 






















explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity SAUTY 2011, p. 55;WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B stakes and wall parallel to the shore





water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 45 Near confluence Saône/Dheune
1361 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,905 5,001 France Chauvort River Saône reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed yes assumed yes reliable 1344, 1526‐1527, 1569, 1746, 1777
File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3019‐1); 1526‐1527: 
mention of the "port of Chauvort" (ADCO B3745); 
1569: mention of the passage of some Huguenots in 
the port (ADCO B3787)
LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 464; unpublished 
materials (archives)
1362 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,905 5,004 France Chauvort River Saône reliable 2 other river crossing;ford
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
REBOURG 1994b, p. 476








because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes yes uncertain 14th  c., 1438, 1585 1585: regulation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 140, 443
1364 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,934 5,084 France Charnay‐les‐Chalon (La Croix Ponay) River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 








assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 104 0046
1365 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,007 4,179 France La Celle‐en‐Morvan (Polroy) River Celle reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes canal/portage sluice explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 509 0006
1366 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,894 5,053 France Ciel ‐ Gué de la Roie de Ciel River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features assumed yes uncertain BONNAMOUR 2010, p. 4‐5 objects found during dredging
1367 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,892 5,066 France Ciel ‐ Gué du Chapot River Doubs reliable
because of the place 
name
1 yes other river crossing;ford explicit historical proof assumed uncertain REBOURG 1994b, p. 481 objects found during dredging





because of having the 






water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes uncertain 1376, 1438, 1466
1376 : "Port et peaige de Chez Requault autrement de 
la Cornere" (harbour and toll at Chez Requault, also 
named la Cornère)‐ADCO B 10526; 1466: ADN 1F199
























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
1369 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,241 4,788 France Creches‐sur‐Saône/Port d'Arciat River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district






assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BARTHELEMY 1967;BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 150 0005
1370 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,720 3,712 France Cronat ‐ Port Michelet River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 









BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 155 0014
1371 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,720 3,712 France Cronat (Chambon) River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages to nowadays BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 155 0018
1372 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,562 5,006 France Cuisery River Seille reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1359‐60 the bridge is damaged by break‐up (ADCO 33F78) MENAGER 2016, p. 77

























assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 167 0020
1374 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,489 4,026 France Digoin (Gué de la grève) River reliable
because of having the 
place name as a 
modern 
place;Location: 






river crossing;ford ferry harbour local importance explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages to nowadays BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 176 0004 Ferry and ford are assumed
1375 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,489 4,026 France Digoin (Gué de la grève) River reliable
because of having the 
place name as a 
modern 
place;Location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages to nowadays BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 176 0004
1376 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,489 4,026 France Digoin (Terre des Peugnes) River Arroux reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






river crossing;ford ferry harbour local importance explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages to nowadays BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 176 0011 Ferry and ford are assumed









explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages to nowadays
MANTELLIER 1867, p.252;BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 
176 0011
1378 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,478 3,981 France Digoin
Digu
oins





water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes reliable 1294,1375, 1413, 1592
1375: File of the toll (Arch Nat H4 3015‐2); ADCO B 
10486 ; 1413: granting letter of Charles VI ; 1592: 
regulation of the toll
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 140;MANTELLIER 1864, 
p. 213 (doc. 153), 430 (doc. 
299);LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 459
Near confluence Loire/Arroux/Bourbince




because of having the 






explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable circa  993‐1032





Belongs to the Abbey of Cluny
1380 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,942 5,062 France Ecuelles
Scoci
ollis
River Saône reliable 2 yes navigable waterway boat/ship parts explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity SAUTY 2011, p. 61 boat hook and weight of fishing nets
1381 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,599 4,930 France l'Epine River Saône highly reliable 1 yes other water mill;dam explicit archaeological features yes
highly 
reliable
DUMONT 2002, p. 89 line of stakes and wattle‐fence
1382 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,599 4,930 France l'Epine River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51;DUMONT 2002, p. 88 objects found during dredging
1383 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,503 4,929 France Farges‐lès‐Macon River Saône uncertain
because the site has 
been destroyed 
during dredgings
2 yes other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features
very 
uncertain
DUMONT 2002, p. 168‐169 objects found during dredging




explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 46
1385 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,668 4,949 France Gigny‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Protohistory to Early Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging
1386 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,623 4,948 France Gigny‐sur‐Saône (Bois de Servelles) River Saône reliable
because the place 
name may have 



















classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain REBOURG 1994b, p. 428














WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B
1388 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,548 3,792 France Gilly‐sur‐Loire ‐ Pont Bernachon River Loire reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 220 0003
1389 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,217 4,077 France Iguerande River Loire reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages to nowadays BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 238 0009
1390 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,217 4,077 France Iguerande (La Marjolaine) River Loire reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 










river crossing ferry harbour local importance assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 238 0010
1391 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,204 4,073 France Iguerande River Loire uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1380 yes yes yes yes reliable 12th c., 13th c., 1380 repairs in the 13th c., ruined before 1380 MENAGER 2016, p. 76; MESQUI 1986, p. 65
1392 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,217 4,077 France Iguerande (La Marjolaine) River Loire highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;ford assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 238 0010
1393 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,466 4,916 France Jean‐de‐Saône River Saône reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1294, 1752, 1781 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3112‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 465
1394 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,466 4,916 France Jean‐de‐Saône River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features assumed yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed uncertain Protohistory to Modern period
BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51;DUMONT 2002, p. 84‐
86, 173
objects found during dredging (coins)




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 46;LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, 
p. 459
Toll of the seigneury of l'Eperviere (Gigny‐sur‐Saône) 
collected in Chalon‐sur‐Saône or la Colonne 
(LAURENT, SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 459)








because of the 
excavations;Location: 










explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 248 0011
objects found during dredging (stakes, pottery, 
anthropogenic ripraps)
1397 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,552 4,926 France Lacrost (Saint‐Jean‐d'Angely) River Saône uncertain 2 other river crossing;bridge
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity REBOURG 1994b, p. 449‐450
1398 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,650 3,707 France Lesme
Lee
ma








water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes uncertain 14th c., 1466, 1525, 1609
1466, 1525, 1609: documents on the harbour of Lesme‐
ADN 1F199
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53
1399 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,930 5,210 France Longepierre River Doubs reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes reliable 1453, 1744, 1775 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3109‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 465
1400 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,629 5,219 France Louhans River Seille reliable 3 yes other river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 878, 1756 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3024‐1, 3101) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 461
1401 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,635 5,238 France Louhans River Seille reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 263 0505




transhipment harbour explicit archaeological features yes yes
highly 
reliable
BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 95‐96;BDD PATRIARCHE‐
71 269 0005
1403 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,759 4,862 France Lux‐Port‐Guillot River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations








connected to an important 
productive site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 91‐93;BDD PATRIARCHE‐
71 269 0035
See Bonnamour; objects found during dredging
1404 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,758 4,865 France Lux (Gué du Port Guillot) River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features assumed assumed yes yes
very 
uncertain





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,761 4,859 France Lux/Chalon sur Saone (Port Guillot) River Saône highly reliable
because of the 
remains







connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important productive site
explicit archaeological features yes yes yes assumed yes yes reliable
BONNAMOUR 2000, p.100;BONNAMOUR 1982b, 
p. 7‐9;Dubois 1976
pottery (Sevrey type) found during dredging
1406 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,760 4,859 France Lux River Saône uncertain 3 yes navigable waterway boat/ship parts 
very 
uncertain
BONNAMOUR 1986, p.1 Oar ‐ Radiocarbon dating to be found!
1407 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,758 4,861 France Lux (Port Guillot) River Saône reliable









stakes' alignment to reduce the river width to help 
ships to go through a shallow
1408 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,746 4,883 France Lux‐Gué des Ronzeaux River Saône reliable






explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 95;BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 
269 0029
bronze goblet, cauldron, bucket, bronze container, 2 
terra sigilata goblets, amphora
1409 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,750 4,884 France Lux‐Gué des Ronzeaux River Saône highly reliable 1 yes other river crossing explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 95
1410 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,749 4,860 France Lux‐Gué des Ronzeaux River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






pottery explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 269 0004
1411 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,265 4,817 France Macon (gué de l'île d'Amprun) River Saône reliable
because of the 
remains
1 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Protohistory to Early Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging
1412 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 46,306 4,837 France Macon River Saône very uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1656 VERON 2017, p. 239.
1413 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,305 4,837 France Macon ‐ Pont Saint‐Laurent River Saône highly reliable

















assumed assumed yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable dendrochronology; 1242;1432‐1433
1242: foundation of a tower in its 2nd pile ; Saint 
Vincent Cartulary (n°13); 1432‐1433: repairs on the 
door of the bridge (ADCO B5080)
REBOURG 1994b, p.304;GUERREAU 1989;MH 
Mérimée PA00113335;PRADE 1988; unpublished 
materials (archives);MESQUI 1983
 the bridge has been widened in the 18th c. but still 
exists under the veneers ; iconography 
(1545);stakes, piles, stone of the arches




















connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important productive site




814: the toll is given to the bishop Hildebald (Saint‐
Vincent of Macon's cartulary, n°539); 1350: 
Description of the toll for the king (BNF‐ms français 
2484); File of the toll (Arch Nat H4 2934, 2992‐1,, 3003‐
1, 3002‐2, 3003‐1, 3000‐1, 2999‐1)
GUERREAU 2002;LALOU 1989, p. 
110;LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 460‐461
the toll belongs to the king;a toll belongs to the 
bishop;an other toll belongs to the Chevrier; Among 
the goods: salted fish






because the mention 





connected to an important 
religious center









Belongs to the Abbey of Cluny






















water toll/naval duties salt
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit historical 
proof
yes assumed uncertain 14th  c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53
1417 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,276 4,037 France Marcigny River Loire uncertain
because of the lack 
of information in 
Patriarche database
2 yes yes other river crossing;bridge 1378 yes yes uncertain 2nd half of the 12th c., 1343, 1378 Repairs in the 1343, ruined before 1378 MENAGER 2016, p. 76; MESQUI 1986, p. 65
1418 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,614 4,943 France la Mare‐Jandeau River Saône reliable 3 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Protohistory to Early Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51;DUMONT 2002, p.169 objects found during dredging
1419 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,699 4,926 France Marnay River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 









assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 283 0016
























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
1420 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,699 4,926 France Marnay River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 







explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Roman Empire BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 283 0018
pottery, container, weapon – Near confluence 
Saône/Grosne
1421 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,707 4,936 France Marnay River Saône reliable 3 yes other river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes yes reliable 1362, 1682, 1750 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 2991‐1, 3011‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 465




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,467 4,896 France Montbellet River Saône reliable








assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain
BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 305 0001;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog B
SAINT‐OYEN‐Les Grandes Varennes




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 46
1425 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,471 4,879 France Montbellet (Marcilly) River uncertain








assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 305 0007




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 46









water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed yes uncertain 1379, 1585 1585: regulation of the toll MANTELLIER 1867, p. 53, 140, 443 Near confluence Arroux/Loire
1428 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,648 4,956 France Ormes River Saône uncertain
because based on a 











REBOURG 1994a, p. 222
1429 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,650 4,955 France Ormes River Saône uncertain
because based on a 











REBOURG 1994a, p. 222
1430 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,724 4,950 France Ouroux‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 











assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 336 0007
1431 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,724 4,950 France Ouroux‐sur‐Saône River Saône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 336 0083
1432 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,721 4,910 France Ouroux‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable
because of the 
remains








1433 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,724 4,950 France Ouroux‐sur‐Saône ‐ Pont Sarazin River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district






radiocarbon dating [1268‐1383]  BONNAMOUR 1991, p. 9
Boat mill;probably linked to the fishery and the 
wattle‐fence partition ‐ facilitate boats passage (at 
the level of a the shallow of Port de Varennes) + 
banks protection from erosion
1434 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,719 4,915 France Ouroux‐sur‐Saône River Saône reliable 1 yes navigable waterway bank revetment sluice;water mill explicit archaeological features assumed reliable DUMONT 2002, p. 118
Dyke probably linked to the fishery and the boat mill 
‐  facilitate boats passage (at the level of a the 
shallow of Port de Varennes) + banks protection 
from erosion
1435 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,722 4,909 France Ouroux‐sur‐Saône ‐ Pont Sarazin River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations






BONNAMOUR 1991;DUMONT dir 2006, p.93
probably linked to the wattle‐fence partition and 
the boat mill ‐  facilitate boats passage (at the level 
of a the shallow of Port de Varennes) + banks 
protection from erosion
1436 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,715 4,926 France Ouroux‐sur‐Saône ‐ Gué de la Casaque River Saône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain
DUMONT 2002, p. 168‐169;BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 
51;BONNAMOUR 1993
1437 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,721 4,911 France Ouroux‐sur‐Saône ‐ Port de Varennes River Saône reliable 2 other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features yes reliable REBOURG 1994b, p. 409
1438 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,724 4,950 France Ouroux‐sur‐Saône/Epervans River Saône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes harbour








connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive site
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain MINVIEILLE 1998;MINVIEILLE 1999
little harbour linked to a villa located 70m far from 
the modern banks
1439 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 46,959 5,016 France Palleau River Dheune reliable






local importance explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1389‐1390; 1407‐1409
1389‐1390: mention of the port (ADCO B5261); 1407‐
1409: Accounts with the exchange of some domains, 
including the port of Palleau
unpublished materials (archives)








assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity DUMONT 2002, p. 171 Near confluence Saône/Grosne
1441 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,694 4,943 France Port‐de‐Grosne River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Protohistory to Modern period BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51;DUMONT 2002, p. 169









local importance explicit historical proof yes reliable 1073 Donation to the abbey of Saint‐Marcel‐les‐Chalon
CANAT de CHIZY 1894, 
n°39;http://philologic.cbma‐project.eu/cgi‐
bin/philologic/getobject.pl?c.4760:1.CBMA.4598
1443 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,909 5,121 France Pontoux River Doubs reliable
because of the object 
found during 
dredgings; location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain DUMONT et al.  2008 ford upstream the roman bridge





River Doubs highly reliable





ted to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable
radiocarbon dating: [400‐550] cal 
AD (95,4%) ; [250‐430] cal AD 
(95,4%) ; [250‐530] cal AD (95,4%) ; 
[‐110‐70] cal BC/AD (95,4%); [80‐
320]  cal AD (95,4%); [130‐320]  cal 
AD (95,4%) ; [250‐410]  cal AD 
(95,4%) ; [150‐210]  cal AD (95,4%) ; 
[70‐250]  cal AD (95,4%) ; {120‐330} 
cal AD (95,4%)
Peutinger 's Tabula DUMONT et al.  2008;DUMONT 2009







River Saône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain Roman republic to High Empire BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 359 0008 buildings, coin, container, pottery
1446 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,525 5,001 France Ratenelle (Pont Seille) River Seille reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,518 5,022 France Romenay River Seille reliable






classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed uncertain
BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 373 0006;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog B
1448 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,514 5,082 France Romenay River Seille reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 








assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 373 0034
1449 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,514 5,082 France Romenay River Seille reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages to nowadays BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 373 0038




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 46
1451 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,569 3,746 France Saint‐Aubin‐sur‐Loire River Loire reliable
because of having the 






water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes uncertain 1466
toll of Saint‐Aubin‐sur‐Loire belonging to the Lords of 
Lesme‐Vitry
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 443




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 46
1453 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,773 4,547 France Saint‐Julien‐sur‐Dheune (Mouille Guichon) River Dheune reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 






yes other bank revetment 
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity ‐ Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 435 0004
1454 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,758 4,865 France Saint‐Marcel‐Port Guillot River Saône highly reliable













connected to an important 
productive site
explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 98‐99;BDD PATRIARCHE‐
71 445 0055
quay wall, stakes, pottery of Sevrey
1455 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,775 4,887 France Saint‐Marcel‐Vanne de Mouraillère River Saône reliable








assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
BONNAMOUR 1982, p. 2‐3;BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 
445 0084
1456 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,765 4,881 France Saint‐Marcel River Saône uncertain 3 yes other fishery explicit archaeological features yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
radiocarbon dating DUMONT dir 2006, 93 stakes
1457 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,188 4,780 France Saint‐Romain‐des‐Îles River Saône reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3106) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 466
1458 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,407 4,058 France Saint‐Yan River Loire highly reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE ‐ 71 491 0019 wood
1459 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,902 5,082 France Saunières River Doubs uncertain 2 yes navigable waterway
anchorstone;boat
/ship parts 
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity SAUTY 2011, p. 61 limestone anchor and boatman tool
1460 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,903 5,085 France Saunières (La Barre de Saunières) River Doubs reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Bronze Age to Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51;DUMONT et al. 2008 objects found during dredging




transhipment harbour amphorae local importance
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
yes uncertain DUMONT 2010
paunches and necks of amphoras (Dressel 1) – Near 
confluence Saône/Doubs
1462 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,895 5,093 France Sermesse River Doubs highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other fishery explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed reliable Radiocarbon dating DUMONT/MOYAT 2010, p. 10
group of stakes n°3 (cf. photo plan report);lines of 
stakes
1463 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,895 5,093 France Sermesse River Doubs highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other fishery explicit archaeological features assumed assumed reliable Radiocarbon dating DUMONT/MOYAT 2010, p. 10‐11
group of stakes n°4 (cf. photo plan report);lines of 
stakes. Fishery or dyke
1464 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,895 5,093 France Sermesse River Doubs highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed reliable Radiocarbon dating DUMONT/MOYAT 2010, p. 11
group of stakes n°5 (cf. photo plan report);lines of 
stakes
1465 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,895 5,093 France Sermesse River Doubs highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes harbour





local importance explicit archaeological features assumed assumed reliable Radiocarbon dating DUMONT/MOYAT 2010, p. 11 group of stakes n°7 (cf. photo plan report)




ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable
1395‐1397; 1401‐1402; 1442‐1443; 
1537
1395‐1397: accounts with the mention of a new 
watermill and two older wheat mills in the port (ADCO 
B6415); 1401‐1402: mentions of repairs on the old 
ferry and the transport of a new one (ADCO B6420); 
1442‐1443: mention of the difficulties linked to the 
ferry (water level, war ‐ ADCO B6433); 1535‐1537: 
mention of the port (ADCO B6452)
unpublished materials (archives)
1467 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 46,902 5,083 France Saunières River Doubs uncertain 2 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1395‐1397
1395‐1397: accounts with the mention of  two older 
wheat mills in the port (ADCO B6415)
unpublished materials (archives)
1468 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 46,902 5,083 France Saunières River Doubs uncertain 2 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1395‐1397
1395‐1397: accounts with the mention of  two older 
wheat mills in the port (ADCO B6415)
unpublished materials (archives)
1469 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,895 5,093 France Sermesse‐Saunières River Doubs uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1387; 1395‐1397
1387: mention of a boat mill accorded to Jean de 
Sainte‐Croix ; 1395‐1397: accounts with the mention 
of a new watermill (ADCO B6415)
DUMONT/MOYAT 2012, p. 13 Boat mill;group of stakes n°13 (cf. photo plan report)
1470 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,895 5,093 France Sermesse River Doubs highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes other water mill explicit archaeological features assumed assumed reliable
Radiocarbon dating [1025‐1169]  cal 
AD; [1028‐118] cal AD, [1018‐1155]  
cal AD, [1025‐1158]  cal AD, [1025‐
1169]  cal AD
DUMONT/MARIOTTI/MOYAT 2011, p. 
12;DUMONT/MOYAT 2012, p. 12‐
13;DUMONT/MOYAT/BONNOT‐
DICONNE/JACOTTEY/VELIEN 2013, p. 33‐47
Boat mill;group of stakes n°13 (cf. photo plan 
report);lines of stakes, pieces of mill stones
1471 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,902 5,083 France Sermesse River Doubs reliable
because of the 
excavations
2 yes yes other water mill;dam explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed reliable
Radiocarbon dating [end of 10th c.‐
end of 12th c.] cal AD
BSR‐DRASSM 2011 n°26, p. 137 stakes alignment, millstone
1472 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,897 4,993 France Gué de la Tête aux Chevaux River Saône uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
1473 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 45,689 4,837 France Rhône river River Rhône uncertain
because the medieval 
sources mention a 
toll exemption for 
navigation on Doubs, 










875: toll exemption given to the priory St Philibert de 
Tournus for passengers and goods transportation and 
navigation on Doubs, Saone, Rhone and sea (Charles 
the Bald's carta n. 378)
PANATO 2015, p. 48
1474 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 46,562 4,914 France Tournus River Saône uncertain
because the medieval 
sources mention a 
toll exemption for 
navigation on Doubs, 










875: toll exemption given to the priory St Philibert de 
Tournus for passengers and goods transportation and 
navigation on Doubs, Saone, Rhone and sea (Charles 
the Bald's carta n. 378)
PANATO 2015, p. 48
1475 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 46,896 5,073 France Doubs river River Doubs uncertain
because the medieval 
sources mention a 
toll exemption for 
navigation on Doubs, 










875: toll exemption given to the priory St Philibert de 
Tournus for passengers and goods transportation and 
navigation on Doubs, Saone, Rhone and sea (Charles 
the Bald's carta n. 378)
PANATO 2015, p. 48







connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 





explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable 1310, 15th c., 1502‐1503; 
1310 : the merchants of Milan obtain the right to exort 
wool via Tournus on the Saone river ; Accounts with 
mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 3449, 1625, 17, 
5084, 3715); 1502‐1503: Defence to the boatmen from 
Languedoc, Provence, Avignon, from cities of 
Dauphiné, Auvergne, Bourbonnais and Auxerre to enter 
the port of Tournus and any other port of the Saone 
(ADCO B5132)
LALOU 1989, p. 104;DUBOIS 1976, p. 45 ; 
unpublished materials (archives)



















1231: later mention from R.P. Chifflet about the 
enterprise of the abbot Berard of Tournus in 1231 who 
created a mill in the middle of the river + In 1581, a mill 
still existed according to iconography
DUMONT 2002, p. 86‐88;MINVIEILLE 1997, p. 5
1478 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,564 4,913 France Tournus River Saône reliable 3 yes harbour river crossing
water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 





explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 875, 1727, 1775 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3017‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 466
1479 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,561 4,917 France Tournus River Saône reliable yes 2 yes other river crossing;ford explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity DUMONT 2002, p. 86‐88 objects found during dredging











local importance archaeological features
very 
uncertain
BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 549 0001
1481 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,516 4,958 France La‐Truchère ‐ Pont‐Seille River Seille reliable










local importance assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 549 0012
1482 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,516 4,958 France La‐Truchère River Seille highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 549 0019
1483 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,523 4,939 France La‐Truchère River Seille reliable 3 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Protohistory to Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging
1484 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,484 4,914 France Uchizy River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging





water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1059, 1726, 1775 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3017‐2) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 467




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)









explicit historical proof yes yes reliable FASOLI 1978
details from the written source have to be added; 
not at the modern river – nor far away from the 
confluence Saône/Grosne
1488 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,720 4,912 France Varennes‐le‐Grand ‐ Gué du Pont Sarrazin River Saône reliable 2 other river crossing;ford assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain
DUMONT 2002, p. 168‐169;BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 
51
1489 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,269 4,807 France Varennes‐les‐Macon River Saône highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 








assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 556 0017
1490 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,269 4,807 France Varennes‐les‐Macon River Saône reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other river crossing;bridge assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐71 556 0020





because of having the 






explicit historical proof yes reliable 989
Donation by Adraldus, priest Landricus, his brother and 
Maingaudus to the abbey of Cluny of 3 parts of a 




Belongs to the Abbey of Cluny





water toll/naval duties regional importance explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1344, 1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 
1469‐1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715); File of the toll (Arch Nat 
H4 3019‐1)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 45;LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, 
p. 463
Near confluence Saône/Doubs







Accounts with the mention of the new pillory built at 
the end of the bridge (ADCO B6416); 1405‐1407: in the 
accounts, mention of the floods that have destroyed 
the bridge (ADCO B6422)
unpublished materials (archives)
1494 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 46,896 5,026 France Verdun‐sur‐le‐Doubs River Doubs highly reliable
because archives 
explain the location
1 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1395‐1397
Accounts with the mention a the new water mill 
(ADCO B6415)
unpublished materials (archives) boat mill?





water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes assumed reliable 1353, 1741, 1777 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3019‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 464













assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BONNAMOUR 2012, p. 10‐11;SAUTY 2011, p. 58
amphora, secondary urban area, probable 
manufacturing shop of amphoras ‐ Near confluence 
Saône/Doubs





Because the text only 
mentions the Barony 
of Verdun‐sur‐le‐
Doubs
4 yes other dam explicit historical proof 1365 yes assumed reliable 1365
The duke of Burgundy Philippe le Hardi has dykes built 
in Verdun‐sur‐le‐Doubs' barony
SAUTY 2011, p. 72
1498 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,809 4,924 France le Gué de Verdenet River Saône uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Early Middle Ages BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging
1499 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,880 4,955 France Verjux River Saône reliable 2 yes other river crossing;ford
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BONNAMOUR 2000, p. 51 objects found during dredging





water toll/naval duties;ferry 
harbour
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1353, 1741, 1777 File of the toll (Arch Nat‐ H4 3019‐1) LAURENT/SCHMAUCH 2009, p. 467




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 45




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
1392, 1424, 1439, 1435‐1440, 1469‐
1473
Accounts with mentions of the toll. ADCO (B3445, 
3449, 1625, 17, 5084, 3715)
DUBOIS 1976, p. 46








water toll/naval duties wine explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1472, 1559
1472: toll belonging to the lord of Champagne ; 1559: 
abolition of the toll on wines
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 140, 449
1504 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,692 0,419 France Château‐du‐Loir River Loir uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed reliable 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55
1505 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,698 ‐0,076 France La‐Flèche (rue du Pape Carpentier) River Loir uncertain
because of having the 










storehouse water toll/naval duties salt
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
yes yes assumed assumed reliable 14th c., 1489 1489: toll belonging to the lord of la‐Fleche
MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55, 449;BDD PATRIARCHE‐
72 154 0018
the salt store has been destroyed during the 17th c.
1506 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,647 0,160 France le Lude River Loir uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed reliable 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55
1507 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,815 ‐0,089 France Malicorne‐sur‐Sarthe River Sarthe uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed reliable 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55
1508 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,852 ‐0,305 France Solesmes River Sarthe uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed reliable 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55














WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B
1510 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,657 6,372 France Grignon River Isère very uncertain 4 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 13th c. charitable financing of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 32
1511 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,536 5,672 France Le‐Pont‐de‐Beauvoisin River Guiers highly reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1376 MESQUI 1986, p. 14
1512 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,508 6,055 France Montmelian River Isère uncertain






water toll/naval duties assumed reliable BDD PATRIARCHE‐73 171 0009








connected to an important 
productive site
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages ROSSIAUD 2007, p. 185 Salt store 







assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B
















classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐74 029 0021










assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐74 104 0020











yes yes yes reliable LE MER/CHOMER 2007 Stone: pierre de Seyssel ‐ quarry (for Lyon supplying)
1518 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,095 6,494 France Marignier River Giffre reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district


















explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
BDD PATRIARCHE‐74 199 0005;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog A
Dating to be refine: radiocarbon
1520 L. Werther Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2015 1 open 45,845 6,177 France Saint‐Jorioz lake
Lake of 
Annecy
uncertain 4 harbour lacustrine harbour assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain





Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,944 5,834 France Seyssel
Con
date













yes yes yes reliable
HELLY 1978;CHRZANOVSKI/GOUMAND 1999 p. 
557;WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog B




storehouse commercial/trade harbour assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain ROSSIAUD 2007, p. 185
1523 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,863 2,336 France Paris (Palais de justice‐ 1er) River Seine reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district





to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
1524 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,863 2,336 France Paris (Quai du Louvre) River Seine highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit archaeological features assumed uncertain 16th c. BDD PATRIARCHE‐75 101 0026





River Seine highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐75 101 0032






because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit archaeological features assumed uncertain 16th c. ; 1529 BDD PATRIARCHE‐75 101 0038
1527 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,854 2,358 France Paris (Quai de Gresves 2‐4) River Seine reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed uncertain 15th‐16th c. BDD PATRIARCHE‐75 104 0035
1528 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,854 2,358 France Paris (Quai de l'Hôtel de Ville) River Seine reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit archaeological features assumed uncertain 16th c. BDD PATRIARCHE‐75 104 0042
1529 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,854 2,358 France Paris (Quai de l'Hôtel de Ville) River Seine reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 





BDD PATRIARCHE‐75 104 0051
1530 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,854 2,358 France Paris (Quai des Célestins ‐ 16) River Seine reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district






to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 





BDD PATRIARCHE‐75 104 0076
1531 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,854 2,358 France Paris (Quai de Corse) River Seine reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 





BDD PATRIARCHE‐75 104 0098




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district





to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐75 105 0002
1533 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,860 2,262 France Paris River Seine reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 







to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 





BDD PATRIARCHE‐75 116 0003
1534 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,861 2,297 France Paris ‐ Quai Branly River Seine highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
3 no yes other fishery explicit archaeological features assumed yes assumed reliable
dendrochronological and 
radiocarbon dating
DUMONT/MARIOTTI 2013, p. 99;  HERMENAULT 
2016, p. 50 ; PION 2005
1535 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 48,856 2,350 France Paris ‐ Moulin du temple River Seine very uncertain
because the location 
of the mill isn’t secure
3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1480
account of Seine ant its tributaries' melt. 7 piles of the 
mill are destroyed (Collect. Michaud, t. IV, p. 343)
CHAMPION 1859, p. 16.






to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 





1215 ROSSIAUD 2005, p. 17
See Leguay, L'eau dans la ville au Moyen Age, p. 333 
and following
1537 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,851 2,361 France Paris‐Port des Celestins River Seine highly reliable
because of having the 
place name as a 
modern place, and 
modern maps









to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain QUANTIN 1885, p. 448, 451 Among the goods : floating wood









to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit historical 
proof
yes reliable




Among the goods : floating wood











to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes yes assumed reliable 854 ; c.  1300/1574
c.  1300: poem on Paris' streets ; 1574: Problem with a 
salt delivery from Saint‐Landry's harbour to Cravan's 
one ‐ ADY E399
QUANTIN 1885, p. 477;MAREUSE 1875, p.33













to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center




Obtaining by boatmen's guild the authorization from 
the king to build the harbour












River Seine highly reliable
because of the 
remains, old maps, 













use;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center




1141 : King Louis VII sold the place to the 
merchants;1416: destination of French wine 
;1578:wine transportation from St Bris to the Port de 
Gresves (ADY, E402, f.12)
LESPINASSE/BONNARDOT 1879, p. 244;NOIZET 
2011;ALPAGE (map "Paris vers 1300‐




Among the goods: millstone;haberdashery
1542 L. Werther Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2015 1 open 48,855 2,347 France Paris
Lute
tia




yes yes yes assumed uncertain WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog A
1543 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,851 2,351 France Paris‐ Port aux Buches River Seine reliable










to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable c.  1300 c.  1300: poem on Paris' streets MAREUSE 1875, p.25 Wood transportation is assumed





to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center
historical proof yes yes reliable 1300‐1330














importance;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit historical proof yes reliable 1416
DELAFOSSE, n.d., p. 174. (ongoing publication in 
Dijon)
Here is received the wine from Burgundy





to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable c.  1300 c.  1300: poem on Paris' streets






























to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
HERMENAULT 2016, p. 58. Near the church Saint Germain l'Auxerrois











other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1375 1616 yes yes yes yes reliable 1375;1480; 1616
1480:  account of Seine ant its tributaries' melt. 
Several boats wrecked against bridges' piles; 1616 
destroyed by ice jam; Collect. Michaud, t. IV, p. 343.
























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments















explicit historical proof 1412 1499 yes reliable 1412; 1480
1480: account of Seine ant its tributaries' melt. Several 
boats wrecked against bridges's piles (Collect. 
Michaud, t. IV, p. 343.)
CHAMPION 1859, p. 16 ; MESQUI 1986, p. 70, 82


























to an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important religious center
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
HERMENAULT 2016, p. 58.
1551 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 48,854 2,345 France Paris ‐ Île de la Cité River Seine uncertain 2 other river crossing;bridge
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
HERMENAULT 2016, p. 58.
1552 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 48,856 2,347 France Paris ‐ Île de la Cité River Seine uncertain 2 other river crossing;bridge
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
HERMENAULT 2016, p. 58.











other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes yes yes reliable mentions of the shops upon the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 84‐85











other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1296 1621 yes yes yes yes yes reliable MESQUI 1986, p. 84‐85
1555 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,857 2,347 France
Paris ‐ Pont Charles le Chauve or Grand Pont, 
later Pont aux Meuniers















connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof 1596 yes assumed assumed yes yes yes yes yes no
highly 
reliable
856‐861, 12th c.,  1320
the bridge is given up to the Church of Paris (856‐861); 
houses mentioned on the bridge (1320) ; existence of a 
drawbridge on the bridge for the boat passage
HERMENAULT 2016, p. 58 ; MESQUI 1986, p. 13, 
24, 78, 82, 84
Île de la cité ‐ rive droite. Downstream the antique 
bridge, arrives in Saint Denis street
1556 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,351 0,933 France La‐Bouille (Rue des Canadiens) River Seine highly reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes yes navigable waterway storehouse salt
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features/historical proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐76 131 0003 possible harbour linked to the salt store on the Seine
1557 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,351 0,933 France La‐Bouille River Seine uncertain










shipyard historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐76 131 0005;SADOURNY 1976
1558 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,433 1,014 France Canteleu (Caves de Dieppedalle) River Seine highly reliable
because of the 
survey;Location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes navigable waterway storehouse salt
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain High Middle Ages to  Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐76 157 0008 possible harbour linked to the salt store on the Seine
1559 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,276 0,997 France Elbeuf (Rue Jules Descourbet) River Seine reliable














assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐76 231 0014
Near confluence Seine/Eure/Oison; Among the 










Storehouse salt explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
BDD PATRIARCHE‐76 231 0015;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog B
Near confluence Seine/Eure/Oison; Among the 
place infrastructures: salt store;pool
1561 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,294 1,007 France Elboeuf River Seine uncertain 3 yes navigable waterway shipyard explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed uncertain SADOURNY 1976
1562 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,276 0,997 France Elboeuf (Rue Bourdon) River Seine reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district





Storehouse salt explicit archaeological features yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable NILLES 2002, p. 47;BDD PATRIARCHE‐76 231 0034
Near confluence Seine/Eure/Oison; Among the 
place infrastructures: salt store;pool
1563 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 50,049 1,419 France Eu
Aug
um




classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes assumed assumed yes reliable 10th c.
Creation by the Count of Talou of the second harbour 
(Ulteris Portus) after Eus











River Seine highly reliable
because of the 
excavations















connected to an important 
terrestrial 





assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed reliable 1035, 1359
Antonine Itinerary; 1359 : royal order on the salt tax 
(Ordown. III)
MOUCHARD 2008, IV, p. 168‐205;MANTELLIER 
1867, p. 260, 275;BDD PATRIARCHE‐76 341 0044
excavations in 2009 ? Report to be found ! / river 
mouth harbour with military function; construction 
of canals in the 15th c. AD;At the confluence 
Seine/Lezarde; Salt store
1565 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,453 0,802 France Heurteauville (Quai St. Vaast ‐ Quai d'Enfer) River Seine uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district




assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐76 362 0006
1566 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,427 0,832 France Jumieges (Port, le Passage) River Seine reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 harbour










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐76 378 0013;SADOURNY 1976









explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 10th c.
Creation by the Count of Talou of the second harbour 
(Ulteris Portus) after Eus
MANTEL/DUBOIS/DEVILLIERS 2006, p. 32
1568 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,480 0,141 France Leure Lure River Seine reliable
because of having the 
place name as a 
modern place and 
modern maps (XVI, 
XVII, XVIIIe c.)












connected to an important 
consumer site;supraregional 
importance;connected to an 
important productive site
implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain MOUCHARD 2008, IV, p. 260‐278;SADOURNY 1976





yes navigable waterway sluice;dam explicit historical proof yes reliable SUTTOR 2012, p. 82
1570 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,343 0,958 France Moulineaux (port) River Seine uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district




explicit historical proof yes yes uncertain 1315 BDD PATRIARCHE‐76 457 0014;SADOURNY 1976
1571 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,740 1,446 France Neuf‐Chatel‐en‐Bray River Bethune reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other storehouse salt explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐76 462 0031 Salt store
1572 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,348 1,074 France Oissel (Port ‐ Rue du Bras Saint‐Martin) River Seine uncertain











Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,438 1,095 France Rouen River Seine highly reliable
because of many 
discoveries due to 
urban works




explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes yes assumed uncertain Antiquity
BDD PATRIARCHE‐76 540 0095;WAWRZINEK 2014 
Katalog A
Gare routière, Théatre des Arts ‐ Place de la Haute 
Vieille‐Tour, Rue des Charettes, rue Jeanne d'Arc, 
rue Grand‐Pont, rue…; Found: stakes, pottery, coins, 
amphorae…






transportation by ship;naval 
base
salt;wine
connected to an important 
military base;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable 1295
241 Genoese sailors arrive from Aigues Mortes; huge 
development of the port arrangements during the 13th 
c.
BAUTIER 1989, p. 11.BRAUNSTEIN 2003, p. 15‐
18;SADOURNY 1976
1575 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,441 1,087 France Rouen (47 rue Saint Eloi) River Seine highly reliable
because the place still 
exists




for some it is already mentioned in 1391, for others it 
is founded in 1530
MH‐MERIMEE IA00021890 Salt store 
1576 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,436 1,095 France Rouen River Seine uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge historical proof yes yes yes assumed yes yes reliable 1204, 1407
1204: first mention of the fortification of the head of 
the bridge; 1407 : mention of shops upon the bridge











importance;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes yes yes yes uncertain 7th/8th; 9th/10th c.and later
DOEHAERD 1947;BÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 
2010
details from the written source have to be added









importance;connected to an 
important productive site
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1402, 1580 ADY E505
BAUTIER 1989, p. 29, 35;DELAFOSSE, n.d., p. 188, 
214 (ongoing publication in Dijon).








River Seine highly reliable
because of the 
excavations





of transportation by ship
connected to an important 
consumer site
implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
yes assumed assumed uncertain circa  1240 ADSM, 54 H
MOUCHARD 2008, V, p. 400‐409;GRIEU 1999 p. 
327
stakes (about 30)
















transportation by ship;ferry 
harbour
connected to an important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important productive 
site;local importance
explicit historical proof;implicit/highly 
interpretive historical proof
yes assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1025
ADSM ‐ 9H26 (original lost ‐ copy dated January the 
27th of 1499)
unpublished materials (archives);SADOURNY 1976
1581 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,481 0,451 France Tancarville (Port) River Seine uncertain






explicit historical proof yes reliable 1114 Saint‐Georges abbey cartulary‐ BM Rouen BDD PATRIARCHE‐76 684 0008
1582 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,513 0,675 France Villequier River Seine uncertain
because of having the 
place name as a 
modern place






shipyard;river crossing fishing harbour;ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1278 ADSM ‐ Saint Wandrille cartulary f°6, XXXVII MOUCHARD 2008, V, p. 666‐673;SADOURNY 1976
1583 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,462 2,771 France Barbeau (abbaye de) River Seine reliable 1 yes navigable waterway tow path explicit historical proof yes reliable 1317
arrangement of a tow path in front of the abbey of 
Barbeau asked by the parliament to the merchants 
provostship
SUTTOR 2012, p. 78‐79.




ferry harbour explicit historical proof yes reliable 1161 mention of the ferry MESQUI 1986, p. 64
1585 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,418 3,239 France Bray‐sur‐Seine River Seine uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1325 MESQUI 1986, p. 65









Dendrochronological dating (65 AD) 
confirmed by the archaeological 
remains (pottery & glass)
BSR‐DRASSM 2009, p. 104
possible harbour;alignment of 30 to 40 stakes, 




Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2014 1 open 48,142 2,753 France Château‐Landon River
Loing/F
usain
































































































Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,881 2,585 France Chelles (rue Gustave Nast)
Gour
nay
River Marne highly reliable
because of the 
excavations







connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive site
explicit archaeological features yes yes
highly 
reliable
‐85 CHARAMOND 2009;WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog A Place technique: hybrid form
1589 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,866 2,590 France Chelles River Marne uncertain
because the 
litterature is not 
precice enough
3 yes other fishery archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BSR‐DRASSM 2009 p. 94
1590 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,485 2,755 France Fontaine‐le‐Port River Seine reliable 1 yes navigable waterway tow path explicit historical proof yes reliable 1309
Arrangement of a tow path between Thiais to 
Fontaine‐le‐Port asked by the king Philippe le Bel
SUTTOR 2012, p. 78.
1591 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 48,944 2,926 France Fublaines River Marne uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 12th c. BAUCHET 2000, p. 127
1592 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,910 2,827 France Isles‐lès‐Villenoy River Marne uncertain 2 yes navigable waterway river crossing;bridge
upstream 
navigation
explicit historical proof yes reliable fortified bridge linked to the struggle against the VikingsBÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010
1593 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 48,949 3,133 France La‐Ferté‐sous‐Jouarre River Marne uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof 1716 yes
highly 
reliable
1716 ADS&M H383 BAUCHET 2000, p. 128








ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes reliable 786 Donation to the monastery of St. Germain‐des‐Pres MOLKENTHIN 2006
monastery St. Germain‐des‐Prés; uncertain, to be 
checked and to be completed / mentioned in 
written sources according to Molkenthin
1596 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 48,958 2,880 France Meaux ‐ moulin du grand Hôtel Dieu River Marne reliable 2 yes other water mill explicit historical proof 1481 1668 yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
ADS&M 9HdtB 81, 149E 26 BAUCHET 2000, p. 128 Built on the "pont raide" ‐ Oil mill.
1597 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 48,958 2,879 France Meaux River Marne reliable 2 yes yes other water mill
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important religious center
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
1920 yes yes yes assumed yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
11th, 12th, 13th, 1422, 1920 BAUCHET 2000, p. 127‐129
The number of mills increases a lot since the first 
mention in the 11th c. : in the 13th c., there are 11 
mills in Meaux. 5 mills destroyed during the 100 
Years War ; Last mills destroyed in 1920 by fire.




explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes yes yes reliable 991, 11th c., 1510, 1519
 Monk Richer's story his entrance in the town of 
Meaux ; in the 16 th c., construction of houses on the 
rebuilt bridge
MESQUI 1986, p. 63, 80







connected to an important 
consumer site
explicit historical proof assumed assumed yes reliable ADY E505 DELAFOSSE, n.d., p. 213, 214




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed reliable 1332 toll of Melun for the dower of the queen BAUTIER 1989, p. 35
1601 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 48,536 2,658 France Melun ‐ Pont aux moulins River Seine highly reliable
because the bridge 
hab been destroyed 




















Charter of king Philippe le Bel about the reconstruction 
of the bridge in stone
BONNIN 2005, p.92 Area of bridge Leclerc
1602 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 48,536 2,658 France Melun ‐ Pont aux moulins River Seine highly reliable
because the bridge 
hab been destroyed 
















1285 1835 assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable Dated after the bridge BONNIN 2005, p.92 Area of bridge Leclerc; under‐bridge mill
1603 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 48,535 2,658 France Melun River Seine highly reliable
because of 
underwater survey
1 yes other river crossing;bridge
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features




upstream bridge Leclerc;piles made of sandstone 
and mortar
1604 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 48,536 2,658 France Melun River Seine highly reliable
because of 
underwater survey
1 yes other river crossing;bridge





radiocarbon dating [2110 ±20BP] , 
[2080 ±20BP] , [2005 ±20BP] , {1970 
±20BP] , [1965 ±20BP] , [1915  
±25BP] 
Caesar's Gallic War
DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 2011;BONNIN 2005; 
MESQUI 1986, p. 60
under bridge Leclerc;stakes (about 90)
1605 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,388 2,960 France Montereau‐Fault‐Yonne River Yonne reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1016‐1037; 1380, 1419
1016‐1037: fortification of the bridge ; 1380: toll on 
the goods ; 1419: assassination of the duke of 
Burgundy on the bridge
QUANTIN 1885, p.359, 424, 446; MESQUI 1983





because of having the 






water toll/naval duties salt explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1271 QUANTIN 1885, p. 424;SADOURNY 1976
1607 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 48,929 2,781 France Précy‐sur‐Marne River Marne uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed
highly 
reliable
c. 1172 BAUCHET 2000, p. 127, 128










1301: king Philippe le Bel asks a study to extend the 
navigation on Seine to reach Troyes (AN  J199, n°41) 
BAUTIER 1989, p. 10
1609 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 48,961 3,142 France Reuil‐en‐Brie River Marne uncertain 3 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes
highly 
reliable
12th c. BAUCHET 2000, p. 127
1610 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,457 2,753 France
Samois‐sur‐Seine (8 rue du Sergent, 25 rue 
Fouquet)
River Seine highly reliable
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes navigable waterway storehouse salt
implicit/highly interpretive 
archaeological features
assumed assumed reliable BDD PATRIARCHE‐77 441 0004 possible harbour linked to the salt store on the Seine
1611 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,457 2,753 France Samois‐sur‐Seine (Bas Samois) River Seine uncertain
because the source 
just precise a fuzzy 
localisation around 
Bas‐Samois;Location: 








assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐77 441 0007
1612 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,450 2,758 France Samois‐sur‐Seine River Seine reliable
because of anciant 
streets
1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof
18th 
c.
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1177 MESQUI 1986, p. 65
1613 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,942 2,804 France Trilbardou River Marne uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 862
Charles the Bald stops Norman pirates thanks to the 
bridge
DUMONT/MARIOTTI 2013, p. 105




yes uncertain WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog A
1615 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,001 1,912 France Meulan‐en‐Yvelines River Seine uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 15th c. SUTTOR 2012, p. 79




dockside crane explicit historical proof yes reliable 1417 Mention of a turning dockside crane SUTTOR 2012, p. 74
1617 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,991 1,723 France Mantes River Seine reliable 1 yes yes navigable waterway river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes yes uncertain Middle Ages, 17th c.
rebuilt in the 17th c.; end of the Middle Ages: toll of 
the master of the bridge who helped the sailors to pass 
the bridge
MESQUI 1986, p. 94, 195;SADOURNY 1976






because of having the 






explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1049‐1109
Donation by Rodolfus to the abbey of Cluny of the 
harbour of Mantes' toll
BERNARD/BRUEL 1876, n°3050







connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable BAUTIER 1989, p. 22
1620 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,934 2,037 France Poissy River Seine uncertain 3 yes navigable waterway
river 
crossing;bridge;fishery
water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1357
toll of the master of the bridge who helped the sailors 
to pass the bridge
MESQUI 1986, p. 84;SADOURNY 1976




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1061
1061: donation by king Louis le Pieux of a tithe on the 
toll ("in portu Secane, de navibus euntibus et 
redeuntibus, omnem decinam")
BAUTIER 1989, p. 20
1622 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,328 ‐0,465 France Niort River Sèvre highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other water mill explicit archaeological features yes assumed reliable BDD PATRIARCHE‐79 191 0149
1623 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,326 ‐0,466 France Niort River Sèvre highly reliable
because of the 
excavations





connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
1285 yes assumed yes assumed yes assumed reliable 1285 adjustment of the river Sèvre to build a free port
BAUTIER 1989, p. 24;BDD PATRIARCHE‐79 191 
0149
the harbour is transformed during the 17th c.
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connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes assumed reliable 1377 BAUTIER 1989, p. 25 Place technique: hybrid form?
1626 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,971 ‐0,215 France Thouars River
Le 
Thouet
reliable 2 other river crossing;bridge yes assumed yes reliable MESQUI 1983
1627 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 50,105 1,833 France Abbeville ‐ Pont aux poissons River Somme very uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1207 mentions of the shops upon the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 86
1628 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,972 1,945 France Airaines River Airaines reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐80 013 0078 dyke
1629 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,900 2,290 France Amiens (Rue Baudelocque) River Somme highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 










connected to an important 




assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐80 021 0384
1630 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 49,896 2,300 France
Amiens (Rue Flatters ‐ parcelle du marché 
aux herbes)
River Arve highly reliable
because of the 
excavations




connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power
explicit archaeological features yes reliable 50 GEMEHL 2007








assumed assumed uncertain BÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010




assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog A
1633 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 49,896 2,300 France
Amiens (Rue Flatters ‐ parcelle du marché 
aux herbes)
River Arve highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes reliable 50 DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 2011;GEMEHL 2007
1634 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 49,826 2,400 France Boves River Noye very uncertain 4 yes navigable waterway river crossing;bridge inland vessel explicit historical proof yes reliable 1267
permission given to build a bridge high enough to not 
disturb boats and vessels passage
MESQUI 1986, p. 95







ballast explicit archaeological features
very 
uncertain
BSR‐DRASSM 2001, n°26, p. 105 Stakes, chalk ballast
1636 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 50,055 1,960 France Cocquerel (Le Longuet) River Somme uncertain










classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐80 200 0018
1637 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,903 2,456 France Daours River Somme reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge
connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes reliable 842‐843
Deed from the king Charles the Bald, in which the legal 
status of the bridge is mentioned
MESQUI 1986, p. 12‐13
1638 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,945 2,143 France Picquigny River Somme reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 1280
Still visible on the town scape of Joachim Duviert of 
1611
MESQUI 1986, p. 25









implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐80 633 0009 Location at the Baie de Somme is unsecure




ferry harbour explicit historical proof 1033 yes reliable 1033 replaced by the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 16
1641 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 43,931 2,145 France Albi River Tarn reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1033 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1033,1245, 1389 ADT 4 EDT AA 1, 4 EDT CC 434
unpublished materials (archives); MH‐MERIMEE 
PA00095481;MESQUI 1986, p. 16
built in stone only since the 15th c.




ferry harbour explicit historical proof 1033 yes reliable 1033
the chapter agree on the replacement of its ferry by a 
bridge
MESQUI 1986, p. 63
1643 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,926 2,147 France Albi River Tarn reliable
because of the 
dredgings;Location: 
centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes harbour






connected to an important 
religious center
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐81 004 0048
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wine explicit historical proof yes reliable 1279‐1285 Toll belongs to the king since 1279‐1285 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 109‐110, 114‐115. Near the confluence Tarn/Agout
1646 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,892 1,897 France Gaillac River Tarn uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1231 yes reliable MESQUI 1986, p. 68





connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power
explicit historical proof yes uncertain 1279‐1285 The toll belongs to the king since 1279‐1285 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 110, 114‐115





connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments





















explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐81 164 0020





connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power
explicit historical proof yes reliable 1279‐1285 Toll belongs to the king since 1279‐1285 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 110, 114‐115
1651 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,663 2,293 France Roquecourbe River Agout reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof assumed yes reliable 1317 MESQUI 1986, p. 21




sluice;dam water toll/naval duties wine
downstream 
navigation
connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1279‐1285
Toll belongs to the king since 1279‐1285 ; 14th c. toll 
on wine
HIGOUNET 1978, p. 113‐115, 121
1653 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,069 0,903 France Auvillar River
Garonn
e





connected to important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable End of the 12th c.-1221 – 1301 – 1325 BM Agen ,  1301 ; 1325 (Toll changes of owners) HIGOUNET 1978, p. 108, 115.




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable HIGOUNET 1978, p. 119
1655 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 43,945 1,171 France Bourret River
Garonn
e





connected to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit historical proof yes yes
highly 
reliable
1180- 1230-1271 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 108, 114
1656 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,033 1,089 France Catelsarrasin River
Garonn
e




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1271 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 114












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map
1658 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,092 1,040 France La Pointe River
Tarn/Ga
ronne





water toll/naval duties wine
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious center
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, p. 110, 121 At the confluence Tarn/Garonne
1659 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,144 0,786 France Laspeyres River
Garonn
e





connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power
explicit historical proof yes assumed yes reliable 1324-1326
Before 1324‐1326, belongs to the family of Jourdain 
de l’Isle
HIGOUNET 1978, p. 108, 110, 115. linked to the castle of Clermont-Dessus












classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map





water toll/naval duties wine
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit historical proof yes reliable 1271 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 110, 114 Near the confluence Tarn/Garonne
1662 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,099 1,083 France Moissac River Tarn reliable 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 14th c. 14th c.: charitable financing of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 32




Authorisation given by the king Philippe le Bel to build 
the bridge only in 1304
MESQUI 1983; MESQUI 1986, p. 26
1664 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,129 1,481 France Realville River Lere uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district




explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐82 149 0120 dyke




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1271 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 114




because of the lack 







implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed yes assumed
very 
uncertain
1103 1103: first mention of the place
BDD PATRIARCHE‐82 169 0005 ; HIGOUNET 1978, 
map
Near confluence Garonne/Tarn
1667 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 43,853 1,238 France Verdun‐Sur‐Garonne River
Garonn
e





connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1164 – 1271 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 108, 114




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes reliable 1279‐1285 Toll belongs to the king since 1279‐1285 HIGOUNET 1978, p. 1114‐115.






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour sea harbour/port cargo;amphorae
implicit/highly interpretive historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num
Amount of pieces of pottery (Dressel 30, 1, 2/4, …), 
coins, glass



























connected to important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important military 
base;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
‐43 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable Tacitus;Pline the Elder;Strabo, IV;
EXCOFFON et al.  2006;BONY et al. 2011;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐83 061 0239;BDD PATRIARCHE‐83 
061 0191;BDDBDD PATRIARCHE‐83 061 
0164;PATRIARCHE‐83 061 0189;BDD PATRIARCHE‐
83 061 0017
The existence of a lighthouse ("tour‐phare" after 
Charles Texier) is still discussed. According to the 
antic coastline reconstruction, its position seems 
consistent; Between the roman period and the 7th 
c., dredging evidence in sedimentary drillings; After 
the 7th c., water in the basin evolves in freshwater






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour quay wall/wharf sea harbour/port assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐83 069 0318






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes yes harbour sea harbour/port amphorae;tiles explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num
amphorae (Massilia, greco‐italy, Dressel 1B, 2/4, 30), 
tiles






because of aerial 
photos







importance;connected to an 
important consumer site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
yes yes uncertain Greek trading post PASQUALINI 2000






because of aerial 
photos








importance;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity PASQUALINI 2000
The harbour may have diseppear with the evolution 
of the coast (sandbank) during the 7th c.






Location: centroid of 
the commune/district
3 yes harbour sea harbour/port pottery;amphorae supraregional importance explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐Sans num amphorae (greco‐italy, african), terra sigilata

























importance;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit archaeological features yes yes yes yes uncertain
Antonine itinerary; Harbour linked to the city 
development (1th c. AD to 4th c. AD).
PASQUALINI 2000;BDD PATRIARCHE‐ 137 
0020;BDD PATRIARCHE‐83 137 0102;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐83 137 0066;BDD PATRIARCHE‐83 
137 0030
Excavations located Ilots des Riaux and de l'Equerre, 
rue de la Frarernité et rue Felix Faure;Archaeological 
reports and publication to be found! (e.g. Pasqualini 
2014, Brun 1999); The harbour's activity may 
continue during the Middle Ages (arch. To be found). 
For the vessels found in the harbour (rue Felix Brun), 
see the specific dataset










importance;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit historical proof yes reliable 7th c.
Marculf's list of harbours with tolls ("tonlieu") in the 
Rhône Valley
BÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010




























to an important military base




Letters form the French king Henri the IVth known as 
the act of the military harbour's foundation 
CROS 2011
1679 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,935 4,841 France Avignon (2, rue du rempart Saint‐Lazare) River Rhône highly reliable







connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 




assumed assumed assumed uncertain Modern Period BDD PATRIARCHE‐84 007 0188 Salt store may be linked to the harbour of Avignon
1680 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,950 4,804 France Avignon River Rhône highly reliable excavations 1 yes other
connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important consumer site
archaeological features yes reliable 15‐30 AD CARRU 1999
Monumental portico which function remains 
unknown (according to Carru 1999)
1681 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 43,954 4,805 France Avignon River Rhône highly reliable because still exists 1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge





yes yes yes yes yes yes reliable 1177‐1185
Construction only lasted 8 years (1177‐1185) ‐ Many 
reconstructions through times after floods and ice 
jams (last destructions in the 1660s)

















connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious 
center;global 
importance;connected to an 
important consumer site
explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages – 8th,  9th, 13th
8th : list of the toll on Marculf form; 9th c.: the 
imperial tax authorities had a toll in the harbour;1. half 
of 13. century
ROSSIAUD 2007, p. 187;MANTELLIER 1867, p. 
58;BAUTIER 1989, p. 13;BAUTIER 1991;BÜHRER‐
THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010
mentioned in written sources as "portus"
1683 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 44,283 4,747 France Bollène River Lez uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof assumed assumed reliable 15th‐16th c. charitable financing of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 32









because the harbour 
moved in this area 
according to the 











connected to an important 
terrestrial route/road;local 
importance




1240: ADV H chartreuse de Bonpas 1; 1267; 1267: the 
bishop of Avignon owned an harbour in Bonpas
LONCHAMBON 2001, p. 24‐25 Belongs to the Chartreuse of Bonpas
1685 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 20019 1 open 43,887 4,915 France Bonpas River Durance uncertain 2 other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1166, 1189, 1241
1166: mention of bridge charitable organization 
("œuvre du pont"); 1241: Fortification of the bridge 
during the Albigensian Crusade
MESQUI 1983; MESQUI 1986, p. 34
1686 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 43,889 4,914 France Bonpas River Durance uncertain
because the harbour 
moved in this area 
according to the 











connected to an important 
terrestrial route/road;local 
importance




1267: the bishop of Avignon owned an harbour in 
Bonpas
LONCHAMBON 2001, p. 36, 54‐60 Belongs to the bishop of Avignon




because the harbour 
moved in this area 
according to the 










ferry harbour;water toll/naval 
duties
connected to an important 
terrestrial route/road;local 
importance
explicit historical proof yes yes assumed yes assumed yes yes
highly 
reliable
1247, 1290, 1301, 1509, 18th and 
19th c.
1247: Inquiry of the rights of passage‐ ADBdR B34, B2 
f°70, B9 f°296  ;  1290: mention of the toll‐ ADBdR 
B600 ; 1301: idem ‐ ADBdR B414 ; 1509: AC Cadenet 
AA3; 19th c. : Napoleonic land register
LONCHAMBON 2001, p. 46‐53




because the harbour 
moved in this area 
according to the 











connected to an important 
terrestrial route/road;local 
importance




1171: the count of Toulouse grant the harbour to the 
bishop of Cavaillon AC Cavaillon DD2, ADBdR B1221 
f°1292








water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof assumed yes reliable 913 ROUMEGOUS 2009, p. 161 details from the written source have to be added






connected to an important 
consumer site
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages ROSSIAUD 2007, p. 183
1691 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2018 1 open 44,308 4,651 France Lapalud River Rhône very uncertain 4 yes other water mill explicit historical proof yes reliable 1243 VERON 2017, p. 237 Boat mill





because the harbour 
moved in this area 
according to the 











connected to an important 
terrestrial route/road;local 
importance




the bishop of Marseille receive the seigneuries of 
Merindol and Mallemort‐ADBdR B355
LONCHAMBON 2001, p. 25, 69‐74




because the harbour 
moved in this area 
according to the 











connected to an important 
terrestrial route/road;local 
importance




1294: Bertrand des Baux owned a toll on the harbour 
of Pertuis ‐ ADBdR B397























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
1694 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,129 4,810 France Orange River highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district












connected to an important 
religious center
explicit archaeological features yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain late antiquity/middle ages ROUMEGOUS 2009, p. 179
1696 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,129 4,810 France Orange River highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes canal/portage canal explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐84 087 0274




because of having the 





















connected to an important 
productive site;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit archaeological features 82 yes assumed uncertain Dendrochronological dating CIL, XII, n° 1387 (Utricularii)
WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog A;MIGNON 2001;BDD 
PATRIARCHE‐84 137 0129;LEFEBVRE 2017
Harbour is only suspected: a retaining wall has been 
found along the river course. It has been interpreted 
as a quay or/and a retaining wall for the road (linked 
to the bridge) or for docks or storehouse. 
Navigability of the Ouvèze is not sure!




1700 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 44,240 5,074 France
Vaison‐la‐Romaine (Quai de Gontard‐Place 
Aubanel)
River Ouvèze highly reliable
because of the 
excavations
1 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity BDD PATRIARCHE‐84 137 0155;LEFEBVRE 2017 dyke





because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐85 018 0002 dyke;Location at the canal de la Taillée is unsecure








explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed reliable 1278 BAUTIER 1989, p. 24
1703 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,817 0,541 France Châtellerault River Vienne uncertain
because of having the 
place name as a 
modern place
3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Middle Ages MESQUI 1986, p. 86
1704 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,817 0,541 France Châtellerault River Vienne uncertain
because of having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed uncertain 14th c. MANTELLIER 1867, p. 55











Connected to important 
terrestrial route/road
explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐86 137 0103 Salt store





River Clain reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes reliable
Radiocarbon dating [105‐130]  cal 
AD
DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 2011 piles made of stakes foundation and oak beams
1707 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,772 0,495 France Naintré (Les Berthons) River Clain highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 













connected to important 
terrestrial 
route/road;connected to an 
important productive 
site;connected to an 
important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important center of 
administration or power
explicit archaeological features yes yes reliable Dendrochronological dating BDD PATRIARCHE‐86 174 0087 Near confluence Clain/Vienne
1708 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,575 0,346 France Poitiers ‐ pont Saint Cyprien River Clain reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes yes reliable 1083 GORIN 2019, p. 143
1709 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,589 0,339 France Poitiers ‐ Pont Saint‐Lazare River Boivre uncertain 2 yes other
river 
crossing;bridge;mill
explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes yes reliable 1063 GORIN 2019, p. 143
1710 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,579 0,329 France Poitiers ‐ Pont Achard River Boivre reliable 1 yes other
river 
crossing;bridge;mill
explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes yes reliable 1017 GORIN 2019, p. 143
1711 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,591 0,344 France Poitiers River Clain reliable 1 yes other mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable GORIN 2019, p. 143‐144 wheat mill
1712 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,590 0,345 France Poitiers River Clain reliable 1 yes other mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable GORIN 2019, p. 143‐144 wheat mill
1713 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,590 0,347 France Poitiers River Clain reliable 1 yes other mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable GORIN 2019, p. 143‐144 wheat mill
1714 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,588 0,351 France Poitiers River Clain reliable 1 yes other mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable GORIN 2019, p. 143‐144 wheat mill
1715 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,587 0,352 France Poitiers River Clain reliable 1 yes other mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable GORIN 2019, p. 143‐144 3 sheet mills
1716 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,586 0,353 France Poitiers River Clain reliable 1 yes other mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable GORIN 2019, p. 143‐144 mill for weapons
1717 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,586 0,353 France Poitiers River Clain reliable 1 yes other mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable GORIN 2019, p. 143‐144 5 tanbark mills
1718 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,585 0,353 France Poitiers River Clain reliable 1 yes other mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable GORIN 2019, p. 143‐144 wheat mill
1719 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,583 0,353 France Poitiers River Clain reliable 1 yes other mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable GORIN 2019, p. 143‐144 3 mills
1720 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,582 0,353 France Poitiers River Clain reliable 1 yes other mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable GORIN 2019, p. 143‐144 5 mills (wheat, tanbark, sheet, paper)
1721 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,578 0,352 France Poitiers River Clain reliable 1 yes other mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable GORIN 2019, p. 143‐144 2 wheat mills
1722 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,574 0,337 France Poitiers River Clain reliable 1 yes other mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable GORIN 2019, p. 143‐144 wheat mill
1723 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,578 0,330 France Poitiers River Boivre reliable 1 yes other mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable GORIN 2019, p. 143‐144 1 wheat mill, 3 paper mills
1724 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,588 0,340 France Poitiers River Boivre reliable 1 yes other mill explicit historical proof yes yes reliable GORIN 2019, p. 143‐144
1725 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,581 0,354 France Poitiers ‐ pont Joubert River Clain reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed yes yes reliable 1083 GORIN 2019, p. 143
1726 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,591 0,344 France Poitiers ‐ pont de Rochereuil River Clain reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes assumed yes yes reliable 1126 GORIN 2019, p. 143




connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1259, 1285
1285: authorisation given to the town for the 
establishment of "port franc"
BAUTIER 1989, p. 26;GORIN 2019, p. 143
1728 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,789 0,816 France La‐Roche‐Posay River Creuse reliable 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1175‐1227
the Lord gives some days of work in corvée to support 
the construction of the bridge; Agreement on the 
construction of the bridge
MESQUI 1986, p. 24, 31
1729 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 46,788 0,815 France La‐Roche‐Posay River Creuse uncertain
because having the 










water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed reliable 1204 toll belonging to the lord of La‐Roche‐Posay MANTELLIER 1867, p. 448
1730 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 46,721 0,863 France Vicq‐sur‐Gartempe River
Gartem
pe
reliable 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 13th c. 13th c.: charitable financing of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 32
1731 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,854 1,249 France Limoges River Vienne highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 










assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐87 085 0235
1732 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,854 1,249 France Limoges (Place de la Motte) Lake uncertain
Location: centroid of 
the commune/district




connected to an important 
religious center
explicit archaeological features yes assumed assumed reliable BDD PATRIARCHE‐87 085 0383
1733 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,829 1,270 France Limoges ‐ Pont Saint Etienne River Vienne reliable because still exists 1 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1203 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1203 MESQUI 1986, p. 65 stone bridge
1734 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,821 1,265 France Limoges ‐ Pont Saint Martial River Vienne reliable because still exists 1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit historical proof;explicit 
archaeological features
1215 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
highly 
reliable
1215 MESQUI 1986, p. 65 stone bridge
1735 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,854 1,249 France Limoges ‐ Moulin du Poudrier River Vienne highly reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other water mill;dam explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐87 085 0488
1736 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 45,806 0,938 France Saint‐Auvent ‐ Pont de Lascaux River highly reliable
because the bridge 
still exists
1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1266
1266: mention of the bridge and the mill of Raynaud 
de la Cirbadia
LETUPPE 2015
1737 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 45,880 0,899 France Saint‐Junien River Vienne highly reliable
because of the 
ancient roads
2 yes other river crossing;bridge unclear basis assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
MESQUI 1986, p. 70
1738 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,113 6,514 France Arches/Archettes (Les Savrons) River Moselle reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes other river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties
explicit archaeological 
features/historical proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed yes uncertain Antiquity ‐ Middle Ages– 1236, 1420 ADV XIV H39
GUCKER 2000, p. 48‐50;BDD PATRIARCHE‐88 012 
0026





classification of a modern 




Tacitus mentions a project of canal between Arches 
and Coney river
PASQUINI, PETIT 2016, p.7








classification of a modern 




PASQUINI, PETIT 2016, p.7
1741 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,163 6,480 France Epinal River Moselle reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain BDD PATRIARCHE‐88 160 0004 dyke
1742 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,163 6,480 France Epinal (îlot du palais de justice) River Moselle reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes other bank revetment explicit archaeological features yes reliable MIEJAC 2008, p. 47 192 stakes on 27m long




because the place 
name doesn't exist on 
modern maps
2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes reliable
radiocarbon dating 2nd half of the 
1th c. BC (+/‐ 50 years) / 
dendrochronology [56‐6]  cal BC
MICHLER 2004, p. 174 stakes (oak)
1744 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,476 7,075 France Vexaincourt Lake
Lake of 
la Maix




wood explicit archaeological features yes
highly 
reliable
dendrochronology [841‐1024] : 
cutting estimated near 1050 
MICHLER 2004, p. 368
1745 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,662 3,709 France Accolay ‐ les Bruyères River Cure reliable
because of having the 









connected to an important 
productive site




sharing out of tolls on wine between the Chapter (lord 
of Accolay) and Laurent Bancelin ‐ ADY G1880
QUANTIN 1885, p. 485
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connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important productive site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis;explicit historical 
proof
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable Antiquity QUANTIN 1885, p. 353;DELOR 2002, p. 172 ref more recent ?;naute (?) votive altar




because of having the 






river crossing ferry harbour
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious 
center;local importance
explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes reliable 5th c. ?, 1203
Saint‐Germain had to cross the river by small boat to 
visit the abbey ‐ Vita Saint Germain; Ban for women to 
wash linen in the harbour near Saint Marian abbey's 
walls (ADY ‐ Abbey of Saint Marien collection)
DELOR 2002, p. 172;QUANTIN 1873, p. 
107;http://philologic.cbma‐project.eu/cgi‐
bin/philologic/getobject.pl?c.8519:1.CBMA.2284
Belongs to the Abbey of Saint Marien
1749 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,795 3,579 France Auxerre River Yonne
Icau
na
reliable 2 yes navigable waterway river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed yes assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1075, 1207, 1266, 1486‐1488
1075: bridge is mentioned about the fire of the city ; 
1266: the bridge is rebuilt after a disastrous flood ; 
1486‐1488 : delivery of sea salt under the bridge 
(ADCO B2592)
QUANTIN 1885, p.359, 431
1750 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,800 3,575 France Auxerre River Yonne
Icau
na








connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important productive site
explicit historical proof assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes reliable 816, 1486‐1488, 1501
Confirmation from Louis le Debonnaire to Saint 
Germain of Auxerre of some rights on rivers 
(teloneum, ripaticum, portaticum, pontaticum, etc.); 
1501: 15 mariners (ADY‐ G506);1486‐1488 : delivery of 
sea salt (ADCO B2592)
QUANTIN 1885, p. 355, 360‐361, 363‐365 Belongs to the Abbey of Saint Germain
1751 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,800 3,575 France Auxerre River Yonne
Icau
na




installation of a winch for ships under the bridge to 
facilitate navigation
QUANTIN 1885, p.431
1752 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,796 3,577 France Auxerre River Yonne
Icau
na














connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer 
site;connected to an 
important productive site
explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed uncertain
1181, 1200, 1571 (arrival of salt 
from Rouen and from Paris), 1651
1571:ADY E514
QUANTIN 1885, p.475‐477;DELAFOSSE n.d., p. 
162, 182, 210 (ongoing publication in Dijon)
Salt store;Goods: floating wood
1753 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,795 3,579 France Auxerre River Yonne reliable 2 yes navigable waterway sluice explicit historical proof 1862 yes assumed yes assumed assumed assumed reliable 1247‐1269
Issues and trial about the property of the sluice under 
the bridge of Auxerre
QUANTIN 1885, p.359, 380;SUTTOR 2012, p. 79.
1754 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,926 3,520 France Bassou River Yonne reliable 2 yes navigable waterway sluice water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof assumed yes assumed assumed assumed reliable 1317
1317: the provost marchal of the merchant of Paris set 
the taxes on the sluice and its "indart" ‐ADY H1258
QUANTIN 1885, p.411 sluice with a kind of boat elevator








River Yonne reliable because of un 1 yes yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features 139 yes reliable Dendrochronology Peutinger 's Tabula DUMONT/BONNAMOUR 2011;GUYON 2002 piles made of stakes
1756 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 47,985 3,615 France Brienon‐sur‐Armancon River
Armanç
on









connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof assumed assumed reliable
DELAFOSSE, n.d., p. 210. (ongoing publication in 
Dijon)






because the place 









explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages to nowadays
























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments















classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Middle Ages DELOR 2002, p. 273;BDD PATRIARCHE‐89 075 0113











connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof assumed assumed yes yes reliable 1504, 1647 ADCO B2573, f. 10 QUANTIN 1885, p.399;DELAFOSSE, n.d., p. 210




storehouse wood explicit historical proof yes reliable 1556 Yonne Departmental Archives ‐ G2,239 QUANTIN 1885, p. 392 Goods: floating wood
1761 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,533 3,630 France Chatel‐Censoir River Yonne uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1489 ADY G2250 QUANTIN 1885, p. 390
1762 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,525 3,541 France Coulanges‐sur‐Yonne River Yonne uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 1315
Mention of an island under the bridge (ADCO B10425‐
10435)
QUANTIN 1885, p. 388








because of the lack 
of information in 
Patriarche database















yes yes yes assumed assumed reliable 1384, 1574, 1587 ADY ‐ G1918, E399, E505
QUANTIN 1885, p. 395‐396, 453, 454, 476, 
477;DELOR 2002, p. 328‐331;QUANTIN 1881, p. 
229;BDD PATRIARCHE‐89 130 0011;DELAFOSSE, 
n.d., p.210, 213, 214
Mention of wine transportation from 14th c.;Salt 
store;Wood transportation: floating wood
1764 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,696 3,667 France Cravant (Bréviande O) River Yonne reliable
because of the 
excavations
2 yes other canal explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity
DELOR 2002, p. 328‐331;BDD PATRIARCHE‐89 130 
0023
Among the place infrastructures: pond
1765 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,682 3,687 France Cravant River Yonne reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes yes yes yes uncertain 1332; 1490
the bridge is mentioned as a fief boundary (Belombre 
Castle archives)
QUANTIN 1885, p.401; MESQUI 1986, p. 137









connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof assumed assumed reliable ADCO B2573, f. 10 DELAFOSSE, n.d., p. 210.






because of having the 
place name as a place 
in old maps and 
location of the 
excavations









yes yes reliable 1190 Owned by Imbert de Munell
QUANTIN 1885, p. 419‐420;DELOR 2002, p. 389‐
392;BDD PATRIARCHE‐89 195 0008
1768 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 47,865 3,556 France Gurgy River Yonne uncertain 2 yes navigable waterway dam explicit historical proof yes reliable 1501 SUTTOR 2012, p. 83.
1769 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,878 3,560 France Gurgy Gurgi River Yonne reliable
because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district









BDD PATRIARCHE‐89 198 0024 stakes, building, quay wall
1770 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 47,714 3,665 France Irancy River Yonne uncertain
because is not really 










connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof assumed assumed yes reliable ADCO B2573, f. 10 DELAFOSSE, n.d., p. 210, 213
1771 L. Werther Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2015 1 open 47,966 3,802 France Jaulges/Villiers‐Vineux River
Armanç
on
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assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain
DELOR 2002, p. 429‐433;BDD PATRIARCHE‐89 206 
0068;DELAFOSSE, n.d., p. 213
Iconography: modern postcards (early 19th c.)
1773 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,980 3,395 France Joigny River Yonne reliable






fishing harbour explicit historical proof yes reliable 1172
the Lords of Joigny gave to the abbey of Dilo the 
fishing rights with 2 boats, 8 days/year; ADY H623
QUANTIN 1885, p. 411




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1305 Sale of the toll‐ADY G95 QUANTIN 1885, p. 412
1775 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,981 3,397 France Joigny River Yonne reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1292
Exemption of maintenance of the roads and the bridge 
for the resident of Joigny (City archives of Joigny E571)
QUANTIN 1885, p. 437.
























assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed
very 
uncertain
Antiquity ‐ Middle Ages
DELOR 2002, p. 444‐445;BDD PATRIARCHE‐89 218 
0008




because of the 
excavations;Location: 
 centroid of the 
commune/district
3 yes yes other river crossing explicit archaeological features assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity ‐ Middle Ages BDD PATRIARCHE‐89 223 0016
1778 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,603 3,678 France Mailly‐la‐Ville River Yonne uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1587 yes yes assumed
highly 
reliable
1370, 1400 1400: mention of the bridge (Arch Nat P132n n°14) QUANTIN 1885, p.393




other river crossing;bridge yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable QUANTIN 1885, p.426
1780 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 47,591 3,645 France Mailly River Yonne uncertain
because the source 
doesn't make the 
difference between 








explicit historical proof yes reliable Ashes transportation from Mailly to Paris QUANTIN 1885, p. 478




the Cistercians monks obtain rights on mills (wheat 
mill, woad mill, fulling mill) and a fishery 
ROUILLARD 1998, p. 80




river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed reliable 1354
Agreement between the bishop, the inhabitants of 
Appoigny, the chapter of Moneteau and its vassals
QUANTIN 1885, p. 410
1783 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,850 3,578 France Moneteau River Yonne uncertain 3 yes navigable waterway sluice explicit historical proof yes assumed yes reliable 1222, 1402
1222: The chapter of Auxerre obtained all the rights on 
the river and the sluice ‐ ADY G1940
QUANTIN 1885, p.409
1784 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,696 3,996 France Noyers (rue de la Madeleine) River Serein highly reliable
because the place still 
exists
1 yes yes other storehouse salt explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 14th c. Provisioned 33 parishes, 7 persons worked there MH‐MERIMEE IA89000090 Salt store 
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because of having the 








transportation by ship;ferry 
harbour
wine
connected to an important 
productive site;local 
importance
explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes uncertain
9th c.; in 1214, there is a bridge; 
1596 
Pont‐sur‐Yonne memorendum, ADYe G1328; 
agreement between king Philippe Auguste and Sens 
chapter about the construction of two mills under the 
bridge; 1596: mention of 5 transporters on water‐ 
Yonne Deparemental Archives ‐ H292
QUANTIN 1885 Wine from Pontigny abbey ‐ 16th c.;boundary stone





River Yonne reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof assumed yes yes yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 6th c., 1191, 1214, 1293
6th c.: first appearance of the place name (Pons 
Syriacus) linked to the bridge; 1214: King Philippe 
August allows the chapter of Sens to build two mills on 
the bridge as far as they don't prevent navigation
QUANTIN 1873, p. 357; MESQUI 1986, p. 21










yes navigable waterway explicit historical proof yes reliable 1214
King Philippe August allows the chapter of Sens to build 
two mills on the bridge as far as they don't prevent 
navigation
QUANTIN 1873, p. 357
1789 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,334 3,110 France Port‐Renard River Yonne reliable
because of having the 






river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes reliable 1470 Yonne Departmental Archives ‐ E19 QUANTIN 1885, p. 423 Belongs to La Chapelle‐Feu‐Payen lords




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes uncertain 1140 quarrel on the toll settled by Bernard de Clairvaux MENAGER 2016, p. 125




because of having the 
place name as a 
modern place near 






wine historical proof yes reliable 1240
Sale by Baudoin  to the abbey of Saint Germain of 
vineyards and the harbour of Rivette
QUANTIN 1873, p. 240 
n°463;http://philologic.cbma‐project.eu/cgi‐
bin/philologic/getobject.pl?c.9918:1.CBMA.2319
Wine transportation is assumed;press
1792 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,228 3,264 France Saint‐Denis‐les‐Sens River Yonne reliable 2 yes harbour river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes uncertain ADY ‐ G1328 QUANTIN 1873, p. 346








ferry harbour;water toll/naval 
duties
local importance explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed reliable 1274, 1277 Acquisition of the harbour (with roads, ships and tolls) QUANTIN 1885, p. 413‐414; 420‐421 Belongs to the archbishop
1794 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,723 3,622 France Saulce River Yonne reliable
because of having the 








explicit historical proof yes reliable 1435 Lease of the ferry QUANTIN 1885, p. 397






transportation by ship;water 
toll/naval duties
passengers/people
connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed uncertain Antiquity to Modern period – 1234
Coronation of Marguerite, wife of king Louis IX ‐ 
Recueil des historiens de France, t. XXII
QUANTIN 1885, p. 358 Near confluence Yonne/Vanne
1796 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,216 3,273 France Sens River Yonne very uncertain
because of the 








connected to an important 
religious center
explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain 974
Confirmation by the Emperor of the fishing rights of 
Sainte Colombe abbey
QUANTIN 1885, p. 355
Belongs to Sainte Colombe abbey ‐ Near confluence 
Yonne/Vanne







because of having the 














connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important consumer site
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
yes reliable QUANTIN 1885, p. 419‐420 Near confluence Yonne/Vanne
1798 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,197 3,277 France Sens River Yonne uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof 1541 assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes assumed assumed assumed assumed assumed yes yes yes yes assumed reliable 519,1145, 1242
519 : Théodechilde gives to the monastery of Saint‐
Pierre‐le‐Vif of Sens a fishery over the bridge (Yonne 
Cartulary); 1242: gift of a fishery between the bridge 
of Sens and the harbour of Chalecy (ADY H470)
QUANTIN 1885, p. 355, 420, 440





connected to an important 
consumer site;connected to 
an important center of 
administration or 
power;connected to an 
important religious center
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable 12th, 13th c.
Different taxes following the goods or the direction of 
navigation
QUANTIN 1885, p. 417









connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
DELAFOSSE, n.d., p. 210. (ongoing publication in 
Dijon)
navigable only for small boats









connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof yes yes reliable
DELAFOSSE, n.d., p. 210. (ongoing publication in 
Dijon)
1802 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 47,663 3,728 France Vermenton River Cure uncertain 2 yes other
river 
crossing;bridge;sluice
explicit historical proof 1238 yes assumed yes assumed
highly 
reliable
1238: building of the bridge/1405: 
the sluice for the navigation is 
mentionned
QUANTIN 1885, p. 485







connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof yes reliable 1436
Transportation of wood from the harbour of Véron to 
the harbour of Sens
QUANTIN 1885, p. 416




River Yonne uncertain 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 833 the bridge is mentioned by the archbishop Aldric QUANTIN 1885, p. 356






because of having the 






sluice;river crossing ferry harbour local importance explicit historical proof yes yes assumed assumed reliable 1154/1163
1154: fishing rights‐Arch Nat K192 ; 1163: Agreement 
on the ferry and the lock‐ ADY H651
QUANTIN 1885, p. 415





River Yonne uncertain yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1191 yes reliable 1191 MESQUI 1986, p. 67








explicit historical proof yes reliable 1238 Sale of the harbour by Lambert de Soucy to Henri Lorte QUANTIN 1885, p. 415
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connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof assumed assumed reliable ADCO B2573, f. 10
























































































Date_secure Date_text Ref_hist Ref_mod Comments
1810 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,707 2,497 France Brunoy/Yerres River Yerres very uncertain
because the 
litterature is not 
precise enough
other fishery explicit archaeological features assumed assumed reliable BSR‐DRASSM 2009, p. 94
1811 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,613 2,485 France Corbeil‐Essonnes
Corb
eil




water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes assumed reliable 1332 toll of Corbeil for the dower of the queen BAUTIER 1989, p. 35
1812 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,613 2,485 France Corbeil‐Essonnes River Seine uncertain 3 yes navigable waterway tow path explicit historical proof yes reliable 1291
1291: destruction of a house and a wall that encroach 
upon the tow path, disturbing navigation
SUTTOR 2012, p. 78.







connected to an important 
productive site
explicit historical proof assumed assumed assumed assumed yes uncertain
BAUTIER 1989, p. 26;BDD PATRIARCHE‐91 223 
0912
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classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
yes reliable BAUTIER 1989, p. 30
1816 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,936 2,343 France Saint‐Denis River Seine uncertain 3 yes harbour explicit historical proof yes reliable 841
the army of Charles the Bald cross the river on 20 
boats landed in Saint Denis
VERDON 2007,  p. 50





connected to an important 
consumer site
explicit historical proof yes reliable 15th c. SUTTOR 2012, p. 74
1818 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,818 2,420 France Charenton‐le‐Pont River Marne uncertain 3 yes navigable waterway river crossing;bridge
upstream 
navigation
explicit historical proof yes reliable fortified bridge linked to the struggle against the Vikings
BÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010;MESQUI 1986, 
p. 18
1819 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,766 2,412 France Choisy‐le‐Roi River Seine reliable 2 yes navigable waterway tow path explicit historical proof yes reliable 1309
Arrangement of a tow path between Thiais to 
Fontaine‐le‐Port asked by the king Philippe le Bel
SUTTOR 2012, p. 78.
1820 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 48,866 2,576 France Gournay‐sur‐Marne River Marne reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes reliable 1147 Agreement on the construction of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 31










explicit historical proof yes reliable 863 DEVROEY 1984
details from the written source have to be added; 
monastery St. Germain‐des‐Prés 
1823 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,727 2,443 France Villeneuve‐le‐Roi River Seine reliable 3 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit archaeological features yes reliable
Radiocarbon dating ‐(Ly‐15112, 
2040 ± 30 BP)
BSR‐DRASSM 2009, p. 105
2 bridges (the dating is about the bridge 1);30 oak 
stakes
1824 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2016 1 open 48,728 2,444 France Villeneuve‐le‐Roi River Yonne reliable 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof yes assumed assumed assumed reliable 1191 ADY H1281 QUANTIN 1873, p. 439





classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
yes reliable BAUTIER 1989, p. 30
1826 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,145 2,286 France Beaumont‐sur‐Oise River Oise uncertain 2 yes other river crossing;bridge explicit historical proof 1144 yes reliable 1144 Agreement on the construction of the bridge MESQUI 1986, p. 31, 65




assumed assumed uncertain WAWRZINEK 2014 Katalog A
1828 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2019 1 open 49,069 2,177 France Auvers‐sur‐Oise River Oise very uncertain 2 yes navigable waterway river crossing;bridge
upstream 
navigation
explicit historical proof yes reliable fortified bridge linked to the struggle against the Vikings
BÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010; MESQUI 1986, 
p. 18




salt historical proof yes reliable 1378 delivery of salt to the salt store from Rouen SADOURNY 1976




















transportation by ship 
explicit historical proof yes reliable 846 Diploma of Karl 846 DEVROEY 1984
no exact punctiform location possible; monastery 
St. Germain‐des‐Prés









classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis




According to Higounet, during the Middle Ages, 
Ariège is navigable since Pamiers













connected to an important 
religious center;connected to 
an important productive site
explicit historical proof yes yes yes reliable
1105: the Lords of Chatelaillon give to the abbey of 
Saint‐Jean d'Angely a toll exemption on salt and wine 
trade (Saint Jean d'Angely's cartulary)
CHAPELOT 2005
Linked to the abbey of Saint‐Jean d'Angely and the 
Lords of Chatelaillon








yes navigable waterway explicit historical proof yes reliable 826
King of Aquitaine gives to the Abbey of St Philibert a 
tax exemption on 6 boats on Dordogne river
HIGOUNET 1978, p. 110, map
According to Higounet, during the Middle Ages, 
Dordogne is navigable since Souillac
1835 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 44,446 1,432 France Lot river  River Lot reliable
between la Fontaine 







connected to an important 
center of administration or 
power
classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
1283 assumed yes assumed assumed reliable 1283 The bishop of Cahors improve navigation on the Lot HIGOUNET 1978, p. 114, map
According to Higounet, during the Middle Ages, 
Ariège is navigable since Pamiers





yes navigable waterway assumed yes uncertain Strabo; Pomponius Mela CAMPBELL 2012





yes navigable waterway water toll/naval duties explicit historical proof yes yes reliable BÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 2010








yes navigable waterway tow path yes reliable 1147
1147 : mention of a tow path along the river Durance 












yes navigable waterway assumed yes uncertain Strabo CAMPBELL 2012








yes navigable waterway assumed yes uncertain Strabo CAMPBELL 2012
1841 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 46,894 5,051 France Doubs river River Doubs uncertain
because the medieval 
text mention 










815: toll exemption given by Louis the Pious to the 
abbey of Ile‐Barbe on navigation on Doubs, Saone and 
Rhone (Archives of the abbey of Ile‐Barbe (ADR, 
10G3127)


















explicit historical proof assumed yes yes uncertain 4th c.
Strabo; Pomponius Mela; 4th c. : Letter from Ausonius 
who mentions the travels of his intendant on the Tarn 
and the Garonne Rivers, using several types of boats
CAMPBELL 2012;VERDON 2007, p. 43.











assumed assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, p. 110
According to Higounet, during the Middle Ages, Lot is 
navigable since Capdenac





yes navigable waterway assumed yes uncertain Strabo; Plinius CAMPBELL 2012


















explicit historical proof assumed yes
highly 
reliable
dating of the charter‐toll exemption for two ships of 
the monastery of Cormery; the river port is a modern 
interpretation, a harbour is not mentioned explicitly ‐ 
MGH DD Kar. I Nr. 192
MC CORMICK 2010 no exact punctiform location possible 





















explicit historical proof yes yes reliable MGH DD Kar. I Nr. 192
MC CORMICK 2010;BÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 
2010













explicit historical proof yes reliable 847 Diploma of Karl 846 DEVROEY 1984
















explicit historical proof assumed yes reliable MGH DD Kar. I Nr. 192 MC CORMICK 2010













explicit historical proof yes reliable 848 Diploma of Karl 846 DEVROEY 1984
no exact punctiform location possible; monastery 
St. Germain‐des‐Prés








yes navigable waterway assumed yes uncertain Strabo CAMPBELL 2012
1852 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 45,698 4,838 France Rhône river River Rhône uncertain
because the medieval 
text mention 










815: toll exemption given by Louis the Pious to the 
abbey of Ile‐Barbe on navigation on Doubs, Saone and 
Rhone (Archives of the abbey of Ile‐Barbe (ADR, 
10G3127)
















explicit historical proof yes yes reliable MGH DD Kar. I Nr. 192
MC CORMICK 2010;BÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 
2010
no exact punctiform location possible; monastery 
Cormery





yes navigable waterway assumed yes uncertain Strabo CAMPBELL 2012
1855 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 45,810 4,844 France Saône river River Saône uncertain
because the medieval 
text mentions only 










815: tax exemption for 5 boats along Rhone and Saone 
given by Louis the Pious to the abbey St Maurice de 
Vienne (Copy of the act)
PANATO 2015, p. 49 Linked to Saint Maurice of Vienne
1856 Foucher M. Binnenhäfen/Inland harbours 2017 1 open 45,797 4,834 France Saône river River Saône uncertain
because the medieval 
text mention 










815: toll exemption given by Louis the Pious to the 
abbey of Ile‐Barbe on navigation on Doubs, Saone and 
Rhone (Archives of the abbey of Ile‐Barbe (ADR, 
10G3127)
PANATO 2015, p. 49 Linked to the priory of l’Ile Barbe near Lyon








yes navigable waterway assumed yes uncertain Strabo CAMPBELL 2012












Letter from Ausonius who mentions the travels of his 
intendant on the Tarn and the Garonne Rivers, using 
several types of boats
VERDON 2007, p. 49.









classification of a modern 
author/academic based on an 
unsecure/unclear basis
assumed assumed assumed assumed uncertain HIGOUNET 1978, map
According to Higounet, during the Middle Ages, Tarn 
















explicit historical proof yes yes reliable MGH DD Kar. I Nr. 192
MC CORMICK 2010;BÜHRER‐THIERRY/MERIAUX 
2010













explicit historical proof yes reliable 849 Diploma of Karl 846 DEVROEY 1984
no exact punctiform location possible; monastery 
St. Germain‐des‐Prés









Royal project for making the Yèvre river navigable 
between Bourges and Vierzon
MAURET‐CRIBELLIER 2005








explicit historical proof yes reliable Vita by Jonas de Bobbio VERDON 2007, p. 50
